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AMSTRAD ARCADE ACTION AMOIISE FOR YOUR 64 

BBC WORD PROCESSING SPRITES ON SPECTRUM 



Each screen image represents 
only 1/70th of total playing area. 

Has our dapper little thief overstepped the mark this 
time or can he truly outcon the best conmerchants 
in the business. Dazzled by the bright lights, 
stunned by the stars., Blagger has decided his way 
to fame and fortune is in the movies - he's off to 
nick the next megadrama to hit the big screen 
Guide him through 12 loony film sets as he gathers 
the objects that will open room 13. 

Arcade fanatics and Adventure buffs alike. 
BGTH has something for all - only skill at the ■_, 
joystick and determined brainpower in 
the unique use of the movie 
props, will solve this > 
mtncate puzzle / 
for you. / 

Alligata Software Ltd., 
1 Orange Street, 

v Sheffield Si 4DW 
Tel: (0742) 755796 
N. Send for full colour 

product brochure 
V^iendose a stampl 

In classic movie tradition, simulated 3D and big sound soundtrack with 4 way scrolling action 



Micronet sweetens 
price rise pill 4 What to look for when buying a 

printer; the pros and cons of dot 
matrix, daisywheel and ther¬ 
mal; value for money — all this 
and more in our buyer’s guide to 
hard copy output. 

Micronet users face a price rise 64 owners. 64 users who had 
this summer — but Micronet bought Commodore’s own Com- 
has softened the blow some- punet modem could not down- 
what with a couple of new load Micronet software. The 
features. new protocol will allow those 

The sweetners on offer should owners more use of the system 
widen the appeal of the system and new down loader software is 
and may bring in some new available on Micronet free of 
subscribers. The first is a new charge. 
service called Gallery which • Viewdata services continue 
will allow any subscriber to to proliferate — the latest news 
become an Information Pro- comes from Acorn which is 
vider. setting up its own system. 

Gallery will allow a member Acorn’s Viewdata service 
to 'buy’ a page of up to 26 frames will hold 1,000 pages of product 
at a charge of 25p for six information and will be on-line 
months. Editing charges will be 24 hours a day, seven days a 
4p per frame. Technical mana- week. Anyone with a micro and 
ger Mike Brown says:'Gallery Prestel-compatible (1200/75 
is all about taking part—it’s an baud) modem can use the sys- 
opportunity for members to tern to get information on new 
have their own area of Mic- products, software, upgrades 
ronet.’ and the name of your local 

Last, but by no means least, dealer. 
Micronet has commissioned a The service is based on three 
new communications protocol BBC Micros linked by Econet to 
which will make the service far a hard disk unit. The number to 
more attractive to Commodore call is Cambridge 0223-243642. 

Amstrad action 

A golden oldie from the days of arcadia — Centipede in colour 
with sound. 

Spectrum sprites 

More info on using sprite graphics with your Sinclair. 

Commsfor beginners 

What you need to start and why you’d want to in the first place. 
Surya leads in to our new weekly communications column. 

Commodore conversion 

Moving programs from disk to tape can be a chore. This utility 
will take some of the pain away. (It also works on PETs!) 

HARDWARE 

It started with big business systems then the BBC Micro grew 
one; now you can get one for your 64. It’s a mouse, the trendy way 
to control your computer. We examine the latest. 

New dot and daisy printers 
—more sisters for Brother 

SOFTWARE 

Wordwise quickly establ ished itself as one of the Beeb’s best word 
processors. How does its successor, Wordwise Plus, shape up? 

COMPETITION 

Win a Spectrum_44 

Another great bundle of freebies, courtesy of Sinclair and PCN. 
This week we’re offering two Sinclair Plusses with expansion 
packs with runners-up prizes of software. Andwinningitcouldn’t 
be easier. Check it out... 

REGULARS 

Spring growth for Enterprise; 
Dragon breathes again at 6809 
Show; national Elite cham¬ 
pionships; disabled youngsters 
and computers; IBM puts the 
frighteners on US. 

Your opportunity to sound off— 
let it all rip here and you could 
pick up £15 for your trouble. 

Hints, tips and handy routines 
for the popular computers. 

Dungeon 23 

Two new adventures for the 64 

— one worth seeking out; the 
other worth avoiding. 

Workbench 24 

A printers’ extra — 
centronics interface 
Commodore 64. 

- build a 
for your 

Software Pre-View 36 

An advance look at 
ware titles. 

new soft- 

Billboard 47 

The first choice for bargain 
hunters — and the most econo¬ 
mical place to sell because it’s 
free. 

Quit 52 

Mysterious happenings in Por¬ 
tugal lead our off-beat view of 
the computing industry. 

Brother has further extended 
its already considerable range 
of printers with two new pro¬ 
ducts. The first is a new daisy- 
wheel at a bargain price of £285 
including VAT. 

The HR10 prints at around 
12cps, comes with a 2K buffer 
and your choice of interface 
from Centronics, RS232 or 
Commodore. 

The second seems more like a 
choice for the computer user 
who has everything. The 

Twinriter 5 features both dot 
matrix and daisywheel opera¬ 
tion in the same unit. Even 
better is the fact that you can 
use both in the same document 
raising the attractive possibil¬ 
ity of letter quality print side by 
side with matrix graphics. 

The catch is price — a hefty 
£1,295 excluding VAT. Start 
saving now ... 

Both models are available 
from Thame Systems on 
084421-5471. 

Tatung denies spring 
launch for new machine 
Stories suggesting that Tatung 
will launch a new machine this 
May are wildly off-beam, 
according to Tatung’s Tony 
Adams. Recent press coverage 
has described a £300 machine 
with a 40 column display (ex¬ 
pandable to 80 column), built- 
in disk drive, Logo and a choice 
of Basics, but Mr Adams won’t 
comment on this, and categor¬ 
ically denies that the company 
will launch a machine. 

The specification described, 
incidentally, is remarkably 
close to that ofTatung’s current 
home/business machine, the 
Einstein. This has recently had 
its price cut to £350, and it 
seems highly unlikely that the 
company would launch a 
machine that competes so close¬ 
ly with the Einstein which, 
according to Mr Adams, is 

selling 'quite happily’. 
The Einstein is highly re¬ 

spected as a micro, but hasn’t 
taken off to any great extent in 
this country. Sales have been 
around 14,000; while this isn’t 
totally disastrous it’s a world 
away from the company’s ori¬ 
ginal expectations. Last 
September Tatung was predict¬ 
ing it would make 200,000 
machines this year. 

Tatung has also recently de¬ 
clared 70 redundancies, follow¬ 
ing the merger of its computer 
and television divisions. De¬ 
spite this the company still 
employs around 800 people in 
Telford. 

And new machines? There 
are a number of unspecified 
projects in the pipeline, but 
these aren’t liable to see the 
light of day before autumn. 
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ENTERPRISE GO 
FOR CENTURY 
Enterprise owners — both 
actual and prospective — may 
be forgiven for thinking the 
machine had fallen on barren 

ground at the start of the year. 
But according to the company 

the winter growth has been 
taking place beneath the sur¬ 
face and the machine is poised 
to blossom. 

A little green shoot appeared 
this week with the announce¬ 
ment of 14 software titles rang¬ 
ing from adventure and arcade 

games to educational prog¬ 
rams. Leading the names are 
Level 9’s Colossal Adventure, 
Heathrow ATC from Hewson, 

and educational software from 
Bourne Educational. 

In the longer term negotia¬ 
tions are under way with US 
Gold, Ocean and Firebird, 
among others, and Enterprise 
has vowed to produce new titles 
every month during 1985 cul¬ 
minating in a 100-strong range 
by Christmas. 

Michael Shirley says the 
company is doing 'a tremendous 
amount of work’ in gaining 
software support and the cur¬ 
rent jewel in the crown looks 
like a new title from Domark 
based on the latest James Bond 
movie View to a Kill. The game 
will be released to coincide with 
the British film premiere in 

June. 

Sales of the machine are 

proceeding at a rate of'several 
thousand a month’ says Mr 
Shirley although the company 
is not yet up to full scale 
production. 'We’ve made sub¬ 
stantial progress in a difficult 
time of year. Against the mar¬ 
ket background we’ve done 

extremely well.’ 
On the question of peripher¬ 

als like memory expansion 

boards and disk drives the 
company is less forthcoming, 
declining to discuss the situa¬ 

tion in any detail. 
Mr Shirley would only say 

that exciting developments 
would be announced in 'the next 
few weeks’. We’ve heard that 
before but watch this space ... 

Lasky’s deal 
for Torch 
While Acorn might still be a 
little shaky after its brush with 
disaster earlier this year, Torch 
continues unabashed with a 

romotion for its Graduate — 

illed as 'the ultimate upgrade’ 
for the BBC Micro. 

The latest move means 
Graduate fanciers should be 

able to get hold of one with a 
great deal more ease since 
Lasky’s has signed a retail deal. 

Torch sales director Peter 

Harris dubs the move 'a m«yor 

drive by Torch computers in the 
high street.’ Lasky’s computer 
buyer Phillip Halton recipro¬ 

cated. 'We see the Torch Gradu¬ 
ate as the ultimate upgrade 
system for the BBC Micro. 

'Many BBC owners are look¬ 
ing to move into business com¬ 
puting and the Torch Graduate 
is a cost effective solution,’ he 

said. 
The Graduate gives your 

Beeb IBM compatibility, run¬ 
ning many of the top titles like 

dBase III, Lotus 1-2-3, Multi¬ 
plan and Doodle. 

At £1,150 the Graduate rep¬ 
resents good value in terms of 

IBM disk handling and proces- 

NEC DESKTOP 
SHUNS IBM 
IBM compatibility has long 
been the in-thing with business 
system manufacturers. NEC, 
however, has moved away from 

the herd with its new APC III 
computer. The new high speed, 
16-bit desktop computer de¬ 
pends on MSDOS and high 
resolution graphics instead. 

NEC claims the decision not 
to have IBM compatibility was 
taken because it would have 
meant a reduction in the quali¬ 
ty of the final product. Some 
degree of IBM compatibility 

has been maintained, however, 
as the APC III will read IBM 
format disks, so you can trans¬ 
fer files between the two. 

The APC III is based on an 

APC III — good foundation. 

NEC-manufactured 8086-2 

compatible processor running 
at 8MHz and is far faster than 
other machines in the same 

sing but when the cost of the 
BBC and a monitor is added 
there are a number of equally 

attractive options. When PCN 
reviewed the system in Febru¬ 
ary we found the speed of screen 
handling to be so slow as to 
handicap the entire system. 

In our opinion the best busi¬ 
ness upgrade for the Beeb 
remains Torch’s own ZEP disk 
pack which adds a second pro¬ 
cessor and CP/M compatibility, 

giving access to most of the 
business software a small-scale 
operation would need. 

A visit to Lasky’s, however, 
should give you a hands-on 

demo. 

price bracket. This speed, 
together with its eight-colour 
high resolution graphics, make 

the machine an ideal choice for 
the computer aided design 
market. 

Most well known software 
packages are already available 
on the machine but NEC is 
giving away its own Founda¬ 
tion Package with the computer 
to make sure you can get started 
immediately. The package in¬ 
cludes communications, text 
editor, typewriter emulator, 
calculator, calendar and tool¬ 
box software together with an 
icon-driven front end. 

Unfortunately the front end 
requires an additional 128K to 
run. GW Basic and MSDOS 
2.11 are also included in the 

price. 
Prices for the machine start 

at £1,499 for a basic system 
with dual disk drives and 128K 
RAM, and £2,399 for a 128K 
model with a 10Mb hard disk. 
Monitors cost extra. 

IN BRIEF 

C128 highlights 
Commodore show 
Advance notice — so you’ve no 
excuse—of the 6th Com modore 
Computer Show. The time is 
June 7,8 and 9 and the place is 
the London Novotel hotel in 
Hammersmith. 

Highlightsofthe show will be 
the launch of the 128, and 
International Tennis which 
promises to do for tennis what 
International Soccer did for 
football simulations. 

QDoctor — take one 
utility and rest 
Billed as the 'ultimate Microd¬ 
rive utility’ QDoctor from 
Adder Publishing vows to take 
the pain out of Microdrive use. 

Akin to many renowned disk 
doctors, QDoctor allows you to 
examine Microdrive cartridges 
either in hex or ASCII format, 
save corrupted sectors and even 
recover deleted files. 

At £17.19 QDoctor is avail-, 
able from Adder at PO Box 148,* 

Cambridge CB1 2EQ. 

P&P plots speedy 
Macintosh add-ons 
A couple of new Macintosh 
products, both available from 

P&P, have been announced. 
The first allows you to hook up 
the Mac to a plotter for the 
princely sum of £99 ex VAT. 
The second allows you to confi¬ 
gure part of your 512K system 
as a RAM disk with claimed 
increases in speed of operation. 
It costs £34 ex VAT. 

More details on Macplot and 
Mac Memory Disk from P&P on 
0706-217744 or 01-677 7631. 

Brewster booster 
on the Spectrum 
Micromega’s latest wheeze The 
Derek Brewster Collection will 
undoubtedly boost the ego of Mr 
Brewster — author of Code- 
name MAT, Kentilla and Jas¬ 
per — no end, and may be good 
news for Spectrum owner who 
want all his titles for £9.95. The 
rest of you will have to be 
content with having got in on 

Brewster when he was a no¬ 
body. 

I High-powered plus 
I for 1-2-3 users 
Fanatical loyalists of 1 -2-3 (it is 
religion with some) will no 
doubt be over the moon to learn 
of Optionword+, a £100 pack¬ 
age that replaces the word 
processing functions of 1-2-3 
with a high-powered version. 

It also adds graphics, a calen¬ 
dar and a telephone directory to 

the suite. 
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Innovation takes 
a back seat now 
April, as the saying goes, is 
the cruellest month. The bard 
who came up with this win¬ 
ning phrase had the weather 
and the state of the human 
psyche in mind. 

As far as the micro industry 
is concerned April is the cruel 
month when the piper has to 
be paid. The grasshoppers 
among micro and software 
manufacturers will have 
ploughed their resources into 
massive advertising cam¬ 
paigns over Christmas and the 
fact that until good old Joe 
Public starts throwing his 
money around again in the 
autumn things can only get 
worse is scant comfort to the 
casualties. 

Look back three years to the 
start of the micro boom and 
you’ll see that the market was 
a lot more open. At that time it 
was possible for a whizz kid in 
a back room to come up with a 
design for a new micro and 
against all the odds sell it and 
make money. These days the 
whizz kid can still come up 
with the idea, but the money 
probably won’t be there. 

As far as the UK is con¬ 
cerned the micro success story 
of last year has to be the 
Amstrad, but that machine’s 
success is based on astute 
packaging of the features ev¬ 
ery thinking micro user is 
going to want from a machine. 

Meanwhile, the hottest mic¬ 
ro news this month is the new 
Atari ST series. This will have 
DR’s Graphics Environment 
Manager built in and will use 
the 68000 processor. But 
what’s so new about it? The 
68000 processor has been 
accepted as a wonder chip for a 
long time and GEM — apart 
from being pretty much an 
off-the-shelf product — is 
essentially a variation on a 
theme introduced by Apple 
with the Lisa two years ago. 

The fact that this is the best 
the industry can do speaks 
volumes if you’re looking for 
innovation. But it’s not about 
innovation any more. It’s ab¬ 
out selling whether you like it 
or not. 

Grid launches new 
IBM compatible 

Grid, whose portable Compass MljM 
is beloved of space shuttle ~~ 
pilots and President Reagan, ^ 
has launched a new range of . ^L 
computers. Grid claims that 
the range, called the GRiD- 
Case, totally IBM PC com- ^ 
patible as well as being port- 
able. i " 

Twenty different models of ,-y^ 
the ' 
major differences being the Grid claims its 
type of screen and the amount new portable is 
of memory available. Three folly IBM PC corn- 
memory configurations offer patible. 
128K, 256K and 512K. Each 
will also allow you to have up red on black and gives excel- the machine together with a 
to 512K of user ROM inside lent quality but at a premium colour monitor, 
the machine which you can price. Prices for a 128K model of 
use to store either commercial Numerous expansion facili- the 80C85-based machine are 
programs or your own custom ties are available including £2,975 for the LCD version, 
software. 3.5in, 5.25in and hard disk £3,250 for the Enhanced LCD 

The screens available are a drives, in addition to the 3.5in version and £4,350 for the 
standard LCD type on the drive supplied inside the plasma display, 
lowest priced machine, an En- machine. Options are avail- Further information can be 
hanced LCD in blue on yellow, able so that a full size IBM obtained from Grid on 07372 
or a plasma screen which is keyboard can be plugged into 41211. 

ELITISTS’ CHANCE 
TO BATTLE IT OUT 
Hot news for Dangerous, already entered the contest soft and Firebird have agreed 
Deadly and Elite members of and six finalists will fight it a licensing deal to put Elite on 
society — in other words the out to win £1,000 worth of Commodore 64, Spectrum, 
cult followers of Acomsoft’s equipment and software. Amstrad and MSX machines. 
Elite. Next month’s Electron Even if you’re still Mostly Firebird will release the 64 
and BBC Micro User show will Harmless, it promises to be an version first in mid-May. Cur- 
feature the national Elite exciting event. May 9-12 are rent prices stand at £14.95 for 
championships — a showdown the dates for your diary. cassette and £17.95 for disk, 
between Britain’s best Elite Meanwhile, good news for The Z80 version is still under 
players. owners of non-Acorn machines development and won’t be 

Five thousand players have still awaiting versions. Acorn- available for a while. 
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On the floor of the Royal revamped 64) will eventually Opinion varied over the pre- 
Horticultural Hall, London include a new video processor, rise number of Dragon owners 
venue of the pre-Easter 6809 This should help pep up the in the UK but nobody put it 
Colour Show a battle for hearts pallid version of Jet Set Willy, below 100,000. That sounds like 
and minds was being fought, which looked as though it had a solid foundation for a re- 
Will the Dragon fly again? been coloured from the Dulux launch, but many must be 

Its new UK distributor Com- Peach range of off-white tints, out-and-out games players run- 
pusense, backed by the affable Along the same lines Motorola ning moribund Dragon 32s. 
French Dragonman said yes is said to be on the point of This version of the ill-fated 
unreservedly. But first every- releasing a 6800-compatible Welsh micro isn’t included on 
body has to accept that they got board that will hold truck-loads the comeback list and much of 
it wrong in the first place — the of video memory and give more the remaindered software looks 
Dragon 64 was never a games than 400 shades of colour, likely to follow it into obscurity, 
machine but a small business Fitting piggy-back into the But the show demonstrated 
system. Dragon,itmightsellforaslittle that there aren’t many aspects 

Cumana’s success with Dra- as £20. If Dragons can fly why of home micro ownership closed 
gon disk drives may support shouldn’t pigs? to Dragon users. Quick Shot 
that view. It was selling them at Discontinued lines of soft- joysticks, £18 Datapen light 
the show and has been selling ware at £1.99 didn’t bode well pens, £80 MCP-40 printers 
enough over the past 12 months for a bouyant new Dragon but from Cumana and a version of 
tojustify continued production, some software suppliers re- Dark Star were all on view. 
Elsewhere among the 53 ex- ported a perceptible rise in Even the venue contributed to 
hibitors the games party held interest over the past few the optimistic atmosphere — 
the upper hand and the news weeks. The Dragon User the Royal Horticultural Hall is 
was of developments that won’t Group, with a membership of large and airy and the perpetra- 
make much difference to word just under 1,000, said that eight tors of such black holes of 
processors or spreadsheets. or nine new suppliers had set up Calcutta as other users have to 

For example, the D200 (a shop in the Dragon market. suffer should take note. 

Jr’s demise sets the 
cat among the pigeons 
The US computing community 
is in the grip of a micro frenzy 
unmatched since IBM launched 
the PC and the PC Jr. But this 
time it’s not the launch of a 
machine but the death of one 
that’s causing the jitters. 

Those who despaired when 
the launch of the Jr was greeted 
with the usual cries of IBM has 
legitimised the market’, might 
think that IBM’s decision to ki'l 
the Jr merits a ’told you so’ 
response. That, sadly, under¬ 
estimates the hold Big Blue has 
on hearts and minds here. 

You’ll find little agreement 
on the view that the Jr failed 
because it was a dog. 

You’ll get a nodding of heads 
however, at the suggestion that 
the Jr failed because the home 
computer market is doomed. 

The latter view overlooks a 
few inconvenient facts, such as 
the performance of Apple’s lie 
which consistently grabbed 
twice the Jr’s market share 
despite the latter’s head start. 

The other side of the situation 
views the prospects for Atari’s 
ST and Commodore’s Amiga 
machines. Not unnaturally Ap¬ 
ple’s Macintosh has been per¬ 
ceived as the main target for the 
newcomers, but they also posed 
a serious threat to the Jr. 

In the eyes of many observers 
the entry of Atari and Commod¬ 
ore is an unwelcome intrusion 
into the Apple-IBM conflict 
which continues to confuse. 
Latest reports show the Mac 
making small but steady in¬ 
roads into IBM territory. 

Adding to the confusion is an 
Infoworld interview with Jon 
Shirley president of Microsoft 
the company that led the dino¬ 
saur by the nose when IBM 
went micro. 

Of Mac and PC users, Shirley 
says the two groups are remark¬ 
ably similar. And just to set the 
cat among the pigeons Shirley 
adds that Mac buyers 'are 
power users who have a need to 
do very serious work. Because 
the machine is inherently 
easier to learn and easier to use 
does not mean that products 
need to be simplistic.’ 

Amen! 

COBOL JOINS 
MAC’S RANGE 

Ariolasoft 
giveaway 
Spring is traditionally a time 
for looking forward, tidying up 
and attacking life with a re¬ 
newed vigour. Software house 
Ariolasoft has taken the mes¬ 
sage to heart. 

Five of the company’s top 
Commodore 64 titles will soon 
be available for Spectrum, 
Atari and Amstrad owners. 

The games in question are 
strategy games Archon and 
M.U.L.E., adventure title Mur¬ 
der on the Zindemeuf and 
arcade games One-on-One and 
Hard Hat Mack. Zindemeuf 
and M.U.L.E. will initially be 
on the Atari only. 

Further extending its range 
Ariolasoft has signed a licens¬ 
ing deal with what it describes 
as 'up and coming software 
house’ The RamJam Corpora¬ 
tion. Its next product will be an 
adventure. 

Last but not least Ariolasoft 
will spend the rest of the year 
giving away money. Between 
now and December it will be 
running a £10,000 promotion. 

First, every month customers 
will have the chance to win a 
transportable Commodore 
SX64. Second every game will 
contain a discount voucher. 

Sales of Apple’s Macintosh 
could receive a boost from Micro 
Focus, a British software house. 
Micro Focus will release Mac- _j ■hUMMiM 
Cobol later this month and 
commercial interest is certain- "...,bzrf~ 
ly very high. 

Apple has had trouble con- r, E 
vincing potential Mac custom¬ 
ers of the machine’s business 
capabilities. Macintosh ver- Si'hr*-- . ,“,i J 
sions of applications written in 
Micro Focus’s Level II Cobol 
could change that. 

One of the attractions of 
MacCobol is that Level 2 source 1—1—: --- 
code can be moved onto the Mac MacCobol — big Mac with a C. 
and compiled to 68000 code. But this summer by Animator, Mic- 
MacCobol also offers access to ro Focus’s innovative debug- 
the Macintosh graphics ROM’ ging utility. MacCobol will cost 
routines. £1,250; telephone 0635-32646 

MacCobol will be joined later for more details. 

^ ■ | a ■ made by Commodore will tell 
Isd DIG I GTS you —it’s not easy 

Now SMC Supplies is offer- 
■ a m A A m I ing an RS232 cable for £19.95. 
yUUr V"T l Cl 1The cable will allow your 64 to 

talk to a range of printers and 
As anyone who has ever tried to modems, 
connect something made by Telephone SMC on 01-441 
Commodore to something not 1282 for details. 
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GAMES 
TW LW TITLE PUBLISHER MACHINE PRICE 

1 1 Softaid Softaid SP, C64 £4.99 

2 2 W’ld Ser Baseball Imagine SP, C64 £6.95 

3 12 Brian Jacks S/star Martech SP.C64, AC £7.95 
4 13 Spyhunter US Gold SP, C64 £9.95 
5 6 Moon Cresta Incentive SP £6.95 

6 3 Bruce Lee US Gold SP, C64, AT £9.95 

7 7 Impossible Mission CBS/Epyx C64 £9.95 
8 4 Sorcery Virgin SP, C64, AM £8.95 
9 5 Airwolf Elite SP.C64.AC £6.95 

10 17 Ghostbusters Activision SP, C64.AT £9.99 
11 14 Dragon tore of Avalon Hewson SP £7.95 
12 _ Gremlins Adventure Int. SP, C64 £9.95 
13 9 Raid Over Moscow US Gold SP, C64 £9.95 
14 16 Combat Lynx Durrell SP, C64, AC £9.95 

15 8 Alien 8 Ultimate SP £9.95 
16 15 Pole Position Atari soft Various £9.95 

17 11 Emerald Isle Level 9 Various £.6.95 
18 18 Football Manager Addictive Various £5.95 
19 19 Castle Quest Micropower AC £12.95 
20 10 Everyone’s a Wally Mikro-Gen SP £9.95 

TW MACHINE PRICE TW MACHINE PRICE 

1 Softaid £4.99 1 Softaid £4.99 
2 W’ld Ser Baseball £6.95 2 W’ld Ser Baseball £7.95 
4 Spyhunter £9.95 3 Impossible Mission £9.95 
4 Moon Cresta £6.95 4 Airwolf £6.95 
5 Brian Jacks S/star £7.95 5 Brian Jacks S/star £7.95 
6 Bruce Lee £9.95 6 Pole Position £9.95 
7 Dragontorc £7.95 7 Rocket Ball £7.95 
8 Alien 8 £9.95 8 Super Huey £9.95 
9 Gremlins £9.95 9 Gremlins £9.95 

10 Everyone’s a Wally £9.95 10 TirNaNog £9.95 

MICROS 
BELOW £1,000 ABOVE £1,000 

TW MACHINE PRICE TW MACHINE PRICE 

1 Spectrum £129 1 IBM PC/XT £2,349 
2 CBM 64 £199 2 ACT Apricot £1,760 
3 Electron £129 3 Compaq £1,795 
4 Amstrad £349 4 Olivetti M24 £1,595 
5 BBCB £399 5 DEC Rainbow £2,359 
6 Atari 800XL £125 6 Ericcson PC £2,095 
7 CBM16 £140 7 Macintosh £1,795 
8 MSX(series) £250 8 Wang Professional £3,076 
9 Memotech £250 9 TelevideoTS 1603 £2,640 

10 Einstein £500 10 Columbia PC £2,065 

These charts are compiled from both independent and multiple sources across 
the nation. They reflect what’s happening in high streets during the week up 
to April 11. The games chart is updated every week. The prices quoted are for 
the no-frills model and include VAT. Information for the top-selling micros is 
culled from retailers and dealers throughout the country and is updated every culled from retailers and dealers throughout the country and is i 
month. PCN Charts are compiled exclusively for us by RAM/C, v 
contacted on 01-692 6596. 

o can be 

MICROTIME 
INTERNATIONAL 

LIMITED 
106A BEDFORD RD, WOOTTON, 

BEDS MK439JB 
Telephone (0234) 767758/766351 

NEC PC-8201 A 

From Tokai Create 
PASOCALC — ROM based spreadsheet (NEC) £80 

From A.M.P. Incorporated 
Forth £90 
The Journalist - Unique text formatter with graphic 
layout display £65 

From Travelling Software Inc. 
Travelling Writer - acclaimed word processor £50 
Time Manager - time costing for professionals £55 
Appointment Manager-calendars & 

appointments 
Sales Manager - sales activity/customer notes £55 
Expense Manager - full expense accounting £55 
Project Manager - budgets/actuals/costs/ 

activities £60 
T-Base - the ultimate relational database system £90 
T-Backup - advanced tape filing utility £25 
IDEA! — the revolutionary outline processor £75 

From Chattanooga Systems 
Autopen - full featured word processor £30 
Autopen N&A - as above with name/address 

options £40 
Autopad — a small memory (5K) spreadsheet £40 
Trip - expense account details and trip log £30 
ChequeBook - personal cheque book record £25 
Book - single entry accounts package £30 
Tfile-tape filing utility £20 

From Datacount Inc. (NEC only) 
Data-Dex - automated desktop card index system £35 
Data-Text - text formatting and word processor £40 
Data-Code - bar code generation package £30 
Data-Max - database, any record in 0.5 seconds £50 

From Silicon Crafts/Micro Tima 
PUFS our best cassette based spreadsheet under 
7K £50 
MPLAN - spreadsheet with templates £50 
MSOLVE - equation solver with templates £50 
MBRAIN - full RPN calculator with stacks/ 

memories £20 
MLABEL - general purpose labelling program £30 

From Custom Software 
80C85 Assembler — (in 3K machine code) £40 
CBUG 80C85 Assembler De-Bugging tool £35 

(all prices ex-VAT, 50p per item UK p&p. 2nd class 
post) 

SEND OR RING FOR DETAILS 
TODAY FROM MICROTIME 

Approved NEC PC-8201 A dealers 
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LOOK 
MASSIVE REDUCTION 

LMT68FX1 KEYBOARD 
Featuring a full size space bar. Small with 
dedicated numeric and cursor keyboard. The 
LMT 68 FX1 increases the number of keys 
from 40 to 65. The full travel sculptured keys 
with high quality printed characters insures 
ease of use, to fit your spectrum computer 
board into the 68 FX1 is simplicity itself, full 
fitting instructions are included with every 
LMT 68 FX1. 

ONLY £39.95 including VAT and CARRIAGE 

LMT COMPUTERS 
UNIT 2 

274 BAKER STREET 
ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX 

EN13LS 

TEL NO. 01-367 0035 

COMING SOON: Combined disk and printer interface 
only £79.95 including VAT. 

Easy code to Amstrad 
printer hook-up 
Routine Enquiries (issue 103) 
had a query from a Mr Mackin¬ 
tosh on how to get his Amstrad 
to print with a Seikosha GP80A 
printer. You suggested cutting 

the lead to pin 14 on the ribbon 
cable but, as people may have 
discovered by now, this does not 
work. However, this piece of 
code, given to me by a friend 
does. 
David Phillips, 
Worthing, West Sussex. 

10 CLSsMEMORY 42999 
20 FOR A-4B427 RO 48429 i READ B s POKE A,B : NEXT A 
30 FOR A-43000 TO 43008 t READ B : POKE A,B : NEXT A 
40 END 
50 DATA 195,248,167,254,10,32,1,135,207,242,135,201 

I nratino thnco location entered as byte%, and 
Locating inose any subsequent bytes given by 
elusive BBC bits to%. It will then print them as a 

series of one and zeros. 
When working with machine It displays the hex memory 
code, I often find that I need to location, the hex contents, and 
know the make-up of a particu- the binary contents. The exam- 
lar location in memory as a pie demonstrates the character 
series of bits. set stored at &C000 in ROM. 

The following procedure David Penny, 
(PROCbyte) will look up any Llansantffraid, Powys. 

20 look7.=&C000:number7.= 127*8 
30PROCby te( lookX, number'/.) 

> 40END 
100DEFPROCby te< byte'/., to’/.) 
110f rom/i=by teX 
120FOR offset’/.=0 TO to7.-l 
130by te7.=*?< fromV.+of fset*/.) 
140PRINTSTR* <from7.+offset7.) " ; ?(fr 

omV.+of f setX) ; “ " j 
150counf/.= 128 
1£0PRINTTAB(12)""; 
170FOR times7.=0 TO 7 
180PRINTSTR*(byte7. DIV count7.);:IF byt 

e7. DIV county. THEN byte7.=byte7.-count7. 
190coun t7.=coun t7./2 
200NEXT 
210PRINT 
220NEXT 
230PRINT 
240ENDPROC 
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NDOM ACCESS 
IShare your words of praise or send us a rocket about PCN. We want to hear your views and feelings 

on the articles we print — and those you feel we ought to. Write to Random Access, Personal 
Computer News, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. You could win £15 for the 

best letter of the week. 

Raising the standard 
of home computing 

I have been a 
regular reader 
of PCN for 
almost two 
years and find 
it very enter¬ 

taining. The most interesting 
feature after Mike Gerrard’s 
Dungeon column is trying to 
guess the price of the next issue. 
However, there are a few areas 
where PCN is not doing its best 
to improve the standard of 
home computing. 

The new hardware column is 
a very good idea, although 
Project 1 was a bit weak. Much 
the same effect could be 
achieved with a table lamp 
switch. While it is no use trying 
to run before learning to walk, I 
am hoping to see better things. 

The subject of alternative 
languages to Basic has been 
neglected for far too long. 
Several of these are widely 
available for micros, eg Pascal, 
C, Fortran, Forth and assemb¬ 
ler. I suspect that many people 
are put off buying and using 
them because they neither 
understand them nor see their 
attractions. A series of articles 
introducing and examining 
other languages, discussing 
their keywords and structures 
together with a few simple 
examples would improve mat¬ 
ters greatly. A concise list of 
available compilers/interpre¬ 
ters and a verdict on them, 
similar to your review report 
cards, should also be included. 

The program listings which 
appear every week are in des¬ 
perate need of revision. While 
they provide necessary support 
for raw beginners and 
occasional interest for the rest, 
they would be more useful with 
less listing and a greater 
theoretical content in the form 
of algorithms. This would have 
a two-fold advantage: first the 
algorithms are applicable to a 
wide range of micros, and 
second it might teach the reader 
something useful about prog¬ 
ramming in the process. James 
Lucy took a step in the right 
direction with Wheels within 
wheels in issue 103. 

I realize that implementing 
some or all of the above ideas 
would require either more 
pages in PCN or retiring some 
of the current features, but I 
would be interested to read any 

comments on these points from 
the editorial staff and readers. 
Mike Howard, 
Edinburgh. 

Workbench is already building 
up to more interesting projects 
and will continue to do so. We 
have a series of articles in 
alternative languages sche¬ 
duled for next month which 
should answer some of your 
criticisms. On the question of 
listings, we’re in the hands of 
our readers since all programs 

are contributed. We’d certainly 
like to see features on the lines 
you suggest — what do other 
readers think? — Ed. 

Calling all WAGs — 
user group opens 
A new user group for owners of 
(and anyone interested in) 
Atari computers is starting in 
the Watford area, provisionally 
called The Watford Atari User 
Group, or WAG. 

All enquiries should be 
addressed to me, Chris Bone at 
my address, or in person, at 
'Infomania’ Carey Place, Wat¬ 
ford, Herts. 
Chris Bone, 
10 Garston Drive, Garston, 
Watford, WD2 6LB. 

Spectrum interface 
around the comer 
With reference to the letter 
from Mark Dunham, of Hull 
(issue 103) about 16-bit I/O 
interfaces for the Spectrum 
computer. 

EDA (Software) currently 

markets such an interface for 
the Apple He computer and is 
developing a version for the 
Sinclair Spectrum. It will fea¬ 
ture 16 inputs, from contact 
closures, inductive sensors or 
TTL, and provide 16 latched 
outputs to drive ancillary 
equipment. 

In addition, it will connect 
directly with the Lektro II 
Power Interface Unit allowing 
16 channels of mains power to 
be switched on or off by the 
Spectrum. Inputs and outputs 
will be accessed directly using 
the Spectrum in and out Basic 
commands or the Z80 in and out 
instructions in machine code. 
CC Hemstritch, 

Chertsey, Surrey. 

Amstrad needs a 
little more support 
First, thank you for supporting 
the Amstrad since the very 
beginning. Your utilities have 
been invaluable and the games 
entertaining. 

I must put my views on the 
Gameplay section. Apart from 
the occasional review, it is 
dominated by the Spectrum and 
the C64. The quality of Am¬ 
strad software is now much 
greater than you seem to think. 

1 hope you will be publishing 
some DIY projects for the Am¬ 
strad in Workbench. The poten¬ 
tial is enormous. 

Lastly, I must commend you 
for providing such a good maga¬ 
zine at such a ridiculously small 
price. 
F MacIntyre, 
Glasgow. 

Quick connection to 
RGB monitor 
Your answer to Colin Smith’s 
letter on using Amstrad colour 
monitors with Spectrum or C64 
(issue 105) is wrong, (or mis¬ 
leading would be fairer). 

I do not know about the C64 
but I bought Adapt Electronics’ 
RGB output module which con¬ 
nects the Spectrum to the moni¬ 
tor perfectly with no messing 
about — just plug it in. The 
picture is superb—much bright¬ 
er than with the Amstrad. 
Perhaps a little too bright, but I 
cannot fathom out why. Still, it 
works perfectly. 

It cost £34.95 I think, but 
there is a DIY kit around a fiver. 
R Dasent, 

Guildford, Surrey. 

Anyone interested can contact 
Adapt at 20 Starling Close, 
Buckhurst Hill, Essex — Ed. 

Deciphering menu 
leads to frustration 
Utilities for the Commodore 64 
are always welcome so I was 
particularly pleased to see On 
the Menu (issue 106). Unfortu¬ 
nately, it will not work in its 
printed form. I know ’cos I’ve 
just struggled through a frus¬ 
trating hour trying to sort it 
out. 

To deal with the obvious 
errors first (and I hope that 
doesn’t sound condescending, it 
isn’t meant to). The £ sign has 
been used in several lines in¬ 
stead ofthe # which will prompt 
that well known conversation 
stopper 'Syntax error’. 

Additionally, on the first run 
the program will come up with 
error 60 (write file open) or 
some such, as the file it is 
looking for 'Menu.daf isn’t on 
the disk at that point. The 'G’ 
option must be pressed as 
quickly as possible, so that the 
file can actually be created. 

After several puzzling min¬ 
utes I found that it was better to 
change line 190 to read 'open 3, 
8,3,“menu.dat,s,r,”:gosub 420’ 
— so that the directory can 
be read and listed to the screen 
and then press G to write the 
file. At that point line 190 can 
be changed to its original 
•gosub570’. 

I trust the above is reason¬ 
ably clear and look forward to 
more such useful programs. 
RC Medford, 
Altrincham. I couldn’t decide between the Amstrad and the Commodore — so I bought both. 
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THE OFFICIAL MEMOTECH USER GROUP 

CALLING ALL MEMOTECH OWNERS . . . IF YOU’RE NOT A MEMBER OF GENPAT — 
YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU ARE MISSING!! 

LOOK WHAT YOU GET! 
1. MONTHLY MAGAZINE (Between 30 & 40 pages). 
2.15% DISCOUNT ON ALL SOFTWARE. 
3. BETWEEN 10% & 15% DISCOUNT ON ALL HARDWARE. 
4. FREE PHONE IN ... OPEN 5 DAYS PER WEEK TO ANSWER 

ALL YOUR TECHNICAL & PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS. 
5. ACCESS TO ALL THE LATEST INFORMATION. 

GENPAT ISONEOFTHE MOST ACTIVE USERGROUPS IN EUROPE. THECLUB HAS ITS OWN SOFTWARE 
LABEL SYNTAXsoft AND STOCKS ALL OTHER MAJOR SOFTWARE WITH A MAIL ORDER TURN AROUND 
OF 48 HOURS IN MOST CASES. 
AS A MEMBER YOU HAVE INSTANT ACCESS TO A PROFESSIONAL TEAM OF PROGRAMMERS AND 
WRITERS HEADED BY KEITH HOOK WHO IS WELL KNOWN FOR HIS TECHNICAL WRITING AND FOR HIS 
CONTRIBUTIONS WITHIN THESE PAGES. 
MEMOPAD THE CLUB MAGAZINE CARRIES ARTICLES ON MACHINE CODE, GRAPHICS, PASCAL, 
FORTH, BASIC, REVIEWS OF LATEST SOFTWARE, PROGRAMS SUBMITTED BY MEMBERS, AND A HOST 
OF OTHER INTERESTING ITEMS. 
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR MEMOTECH AND JOIN OVER 3000 OTHER USERS!! SEND TOD A Y FOR 
MEMBERSHIP. SUBSCRIPTIONS £16.00 PER YEAR TO: 

GENPAT, 3 BULCOCK STREET, BURNLEY BB10 1H 

SYNTAXsoft the exclusive user group label 
NEW SOFTWARE RELEASES FROM SYNTAXsoft . . . 

MEMOSKETCH This is an excellent high resolution drawing package that allows you to design screens you 
didn’t think were possible. Use them within your programs as title screens, games screens etc. .. . complete 
with comprehensive manual. 
GRAPHICS Design all your Sprites, UDG’s etc with this excellent piece of software . . then forget them! The 
graphics are installed into your program ... no need for all those Genpat statements. 
THE CAVES OF ORB The very first graphic adventure on the Memotech. This is a massive adventure that 
uses special techniques to compress text. A real challenge to your mind. 
SUPERBIKE Can you complete the journey? You must avoid road-up signs, on-coming traffic and the death 
dispensing hellicopter... and try not to scratch your new bike! 
TARGET ZONE Once you have left the safety of your aircraft carrier you are on your own! Can you complete 
your mission over enemy territory and return to the mother ship ... if you are a good pilot, you just might get 
lucky! 
FLUMMOX Definitely one of the greatest games available on the MTX. Over 40 different waves of attack in 
this high-speed, all machine code, shoot ’em up. 
FORTH This is an excellent implementation of FIG FORTH which supports all the MTXs’ special features. 
This is the one you have been waiting for. Comprehensive manual supplied. 
VERNON & THE VAMPIRES This game presents a real challenge to the most adept joystick manipulator 
... Too tough for me! 
MISSION OMEGA Great game with excellent scrolling and graphics. This is a very popular piece of 
software. 
LITTLE DEVILS A really original game for the MTX. To win at this, you must ice the Little Devils ... but 
they’re not going to let you off lightly! 
ICEBERG I’ve heard of Astroids but this is ridiculous! Something very fishy about this game! 
AGROVATOR One of the top selling games on the MTX, a real challenge. 30 random mazes to complete in 
this massive game. Not to be confused with other maze games ... this one is really different. 
SALTY SAM A real delight to play. You must collect the treasures from under the sea, but it’s not that easy 
... I forgot to mention the octupii! 

SEND £1.25 FOR SAMPLE MAGAZINE AND APPLICATION FORM 
ALL ENQUIRIES TO GENPAT, 3 BULCOCK STREET, BURNLEY BB10 1UH 

DEALERS PLEASE RING SENTIENT SOFTWARE 
(SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR SYNTAXsoft) 

FOR INTERESTING TERMS LEEDS 0532-791136 
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MEMBRAIN SOFTWARE 
Exclusive utilities for the MTX. 

LISER EXTEND: Add new commands to the 
MTX. Includes screen dumps, MEX, bin, 
DEC convertors and much more. 

H & L DUMP: Dump graphic and text screens 
to your printer at the press of a key! 

SPOOLER: This utility dumps graphics 
screens and front panel to your printer while 
you get on with your programming. 

MEMBRAIN SOFTWARE: 
25 HIGH ROAD, 

REDWORTH, NEWTON AYCLIFFE 
CO. DURHAM 

XAVIERSINE 
46 HIGH STREET, 

MIDSOMER NORTON 
BATH 

PRESENTS; COMPOSER a music writing 
system for your MTX computer which will 
allow you to write, edit and play your own 
music or reproduce existing music. 

COMING SHORTLY; MINER DICK the 
ultimate in MTX graphics, available shortly 
through Genpat. 

SENTIENT SOFTWARE 
PRESENTS 

Innovative software for the MTX. 

SPELLI-COPTER: HELLI-MATHS: Two 
excellent education programs for the young 
child. 

THE KEYS TO TIME: Travel the lengths of 
timeto recoverthe keys. Massive adventure! 

MURDER AT THE MANOR: Explore the 
mansion. Discover the clues which will help 
you convict the murderer of the Count. But 
watch out! You could be the next victim. 

EXTENDED BASIC: This excellent utility 
received rave reviews in Memopad. Extend 
the commands available to your basic 
programs. 

MICRO CANVAS: This is a new drawing 
package that will allow you to design games 
screens, menus, title screens. 
AllavailablefromTheUserGroupatdiscount 
prices. 

SENTIENT SOFTWARE 
Sole distributors of Syntaxsoft and Continental software 

BRANCH HOUSE, 
18 BRANCH ROAD, ARMLEY, LEEDS 
_0532-791136_ 

Send £1.25 for sample magazine application 
form and complete software list to Genpat, 3 
Bulcock Street, Burnley BB101UH. 

MEGASTAR GAMES 
THE ULTIMATE IN MEMOTECH SOFTWARE 

PRESENT SIX NEW RELEASES 

QOGO 2: Fantastic game! Over 40 different levels. A pyramid fantasy of the highest quality! 

SON OF PETE: Need we say more? Pothole Pete has been the top of the charts for six months 
... here’s the exciting sequel. 

SURFACE SCANNER: The ultimate in alien warfare. Exciting action all the way. Excellent 
graphics and smooth screen scrolling. 

ESCAPE FROM ZARKOS: If you can, you’re the ultimate games player! Machine code action 
all the way. 

FATHOMS DEEP: Fancy a swim? This is the game for you! Collect the treasures in these very 
dangerous waters! 

CH AMBEROIDS: Stuck in a vast city you must collect the keys to escape, but watch out for the 
Chamberoids! 

Available at discount prices from GENPAT or direct from 
MEGASTAR GAMES 

STATION LANE, WITNEY, OXON 0X8 6EX. 0993-2977 
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UTPUT: AMSTRAD 

CENTIPEDE 
_Rescue your garden from killer mushrooms and hungry_ 

centipedes in Gordon Tomlinson's game for the Amstrad. 

Centepid, for the Amstrad, casts you 
as a farmer defending your field 
from a ravening centipede and a 

gang of killer mushrooms. Your goal is 
to finish off the centipede before it 
reaches the bottom of the screen. 

Note that the mushrooms divert the 
centipede downwards, so you have to 
keep control of them, too. The program is 
well-documented with REM state¬ 
ments, so you should have no problems 
typing it in. 

Program notes 
Lines 1270-1740 print the string Z$ in 
double height, but only single width 
characters. To use this routine you must 
first use symbol after 32 at the 
beginning of your program. This loads 
the character pattern table into RAM 
from ROM, where you can change it 
easily. 

It simply takes each character of Z$ in 
turn and looks up the eight bytes of the 
character pattern table pertaining to 
that character. It then places the eight 
values into the array Q(B). 

It then uses char(254) as the top half of 
the character and char(255) as the 
bottom half of the character. You could 
easily print a character with a height of 

Listing 1 

three or four or more characters, but you 
would have to use chars 253,254,255 for 
three characters high etc. 
Call &BC02 Used in several places, this 
simply sets INK to its original values, 
the same as when you switch on. 
POKE 46312,255 This is the same as 
pressing caps lock. 
The WHILE-WEND loop in line 1580 simply 
waits until the keyboard buffer is empty. 

The routines at lines 150 and 170 are 
routines included in all my programs. 
They simply clear the screen, return to 
Mode 1 and set the ink, pen, paper 
colours to their original values. The 
error routine reports the offending line 
number and the type of error (see the 
manual), and in most cases, prints the 
offending line in the Edit Mode so you 
can correct it. 

The REM statements indicate what 
each particular section is supposed to be 
doing. 

All the REM statements may be left 
out to save your fingers while typing, as 
none | are | addressed' by gosubs or gotos 
in this program. 

Variables used 
MU(25,40) Mushroom field map 

(0=empty, 

1 = mushroom, 
2=centipede, 3=bug, 
4=bouncing spider) 

RW(34), CWI34) Centipede’s segment 
positions 

CH,RL Centipede’s head 
position 

HT(34) Flag for segments set 
to 1 if segment 
destroyed 

Q(7) Array to hold 
character pattern in 
double height 

Y$ Name of the highest 
scorer 

HS Hiscore 
SC Score 
Z$ String to be printed at 

double height 
BODY Length of centipede 
LIVES Number of lives left 
MUSH Number of mushrooms 

destroyed 
BUG Row at which the drop 

in bug starts 
DR Direction of centipede 
SG Centipede being moved 
COL Position of spray 
BNHIT Set to 1 if bouncing 

spider hits spray gun . 
BN Set to 1 or 2 if spider 

present 
BNROW, BNCOL Position of bouncing 

spider 
RL, CL Position of drop in bug 
SL Set to 1 if bug present 
COLOURS Set ink colours for 

particular screen 
ST Set to 2 if spray gun 

fired 
FIRE Set to 76 for fire buttoir 

or 47 for space bar 
LEFT Set to 74 for joystick or 

45 for keyboard 
RIGHT Set to 75 for Joystick or 

37 for keyboard 
ERR Print error type 

number 
ERL Print line number in 

which the error occurs 
UNE190 Define A-T 
The latter simply pre-defines all vari¬ 
ables beginning with any letter between 
A and T as Integer variables. This saves 
typing the per cent sign after every 
variable. Once entered, try putting the 
per cent sign after a variable and you 
will get a 'Already dimensioned in line 
190’ warning. This does not stop you 
using variables with these letters as 
Real or String variables. P 

140 REM BREAKKEY ROUTINE 
150 CALL &BC02 :SPEED KEY 10,4 
: PEN 1 : PAPER 0 : CLS i END 

160 REM ERROR ROUTINE 
170 CALL &BC02 s PEN 1 s SPEED KEY 10,4 
s PAPER 0 s MODE 1 :CLS : PRINT "ERROR 
YPE :";ERR : PRINT ; PRINT "ERROR IN LI 
E i"5 ERL 
180 REM DEFINE VARIABLES t, ARRAY’S 
190 DEFINT A-Ti DIM MU<25,40i,RW(34),CW 
34),HT<34>,Q<7) 
200 SYMBOL AFTER 32s RANDOMIZE TIME s 
OLOURBM 
210 REM SETUP TITLE SCREEN 
220 MODE 1:INK 0,0 ! INK 1,18 I INK 2,1 

: INK 3,24s BORDER 15 
230 PAPER 0 s PEN 7: LOCATE 7,4s Z*=*P l 

R S O N A L"« GOSUB 1720 
240 LOCATE 24,5s PEN 2 I PRINT "COMPUTP 

NEWS"| 
EED KEY 10,4 250 PEN 0s PAPER 3 s LOCATE 17,8 t 
RINT "ERROR T "PRESENTS"| s PAPER 0 
■ERROR IN LIN 260 PEN Is LOCATE 10,12s Z*="C E 

E P I D“ s GOSUB 1720 
ARRAY’S 270 PEN 3s PAPER 2: Z*=STRINS*<24,• 
0i,RW(34),CW< LOCATE V,15s GOSUB 1720 

280 LOCATE 11,19: PEN 0s PAPER Is Z 
MIZE TIME s C GORDON TOMLINSON*s GOSUB 1720 : P 

290 LOCATE 6,24: PRINT STRING*(32,* 
*-"P RESS ’S’ TO STAR! 
R A=6 TO 37 : LOCATE A,24 sPEN 2: f 
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Listing (cont) 
,A—5,1))>| 
310 IK INKEY(60><>0 THEN NEXT As GOTO 29 

790 IF BN THEN GOSUB 1190 8 IF BNHIT THE 
N 1370 ■ . j ' 

D 4,NOTE-10,DURATI0N.14,7 : SOUND 7,0,DU 
RATION*4,0 s NEXT A 
1300 REM MUSIC DATA 

320 REM PRINT INSTRUCTIONS HEN GOSUB 1170 1310 DATA 1,31B,1,318,1,318,1,378,1,318, 
1,284,1,318,2,378,2,425.1,378,2, 425, 1,31 

EN 1 : PRINT "INSTRUCTIONS*{ : LOCATE 14 L-COL THEN 1370 ELSE 690 ej1,31b!1,318,1,378,1,318,1,284, 1,318,2, 
370 2 425,1 378,1,425*2,408 

340 PEN 3 s PRINT “You own a small field LSE GOSUB 830: GOTO 1040 1320 REM ADD MUSHROOMS TO SCORE 
1330 FOR A~1 TO MUSH+I00I SC=SC+10 : SOU 

ushrooms. To add toyour problems a centi 840 REM BUG ROUTINE ND 1,2000~A.10,5,7sSOUND 1,0,1,0s GOSUB 

'it gets level with you it’s curtains. A1 RINT ” “ i 8 RL-RL-t-1: LOCATE CL, RL: PRINT 
“g“ : MU< RL,CL)-3 

1700 s NEXT A 
1340 COLOURS-COLOURS+1t IF C0L0URS>8 THE 
N COLOURS-1 

350 PRINT “that drop in now and again. A 
Iso watch out for the bouncing spiders. 

860 SOUND 1,10+25*RL,7 :IF RND>0.7 AND R 
L<23 THEN PEN 3s LOCATE CL,RL-l! PRINT * 

1350 LOCATE 1,12 : PRINT STRING*(80,“ “> 
: GOSUB 1670: GOTO 560 

hem all out with your pesticide spray." 870 IF RL<25 THEN RETURN ELSE LOCATE CL, 
1360 REM LOOSE A LIFE 
1370 BORDER 0,26s INK 0,26 s IF ST-2 THE 

360 PEN 2s PRINT - 
080 REM HIT SOMETHING 

N LOCATE COL,A : PRINT " "( 
1380 IF BN THEN LOCATE BNCOL,BNROW 8 PRI 

N 2 s PRINT “Z“5 s PEN 3 s PRINT * = LEF A,COL) GOTO 910,940,990,1010 
NT * “ J 
1390 IF SL THEN LOCATE CL,RL : PRINT " 

370 PEN 2 t PRINT •f “; i PEN 3 = PRINT 910 SOUND 1,169,10,7 s SOUND 1,213,10,7 1400 REM DEATH MARCH MUSIC 

ACE EAR*it PEN 3 8 LOCATE 20,18 : PRINT 930 REM HIT CENTIPEDE 
1410 DATA 50,1016,37,1016,12,1016,50,101 
6,25,850,25,899,25,899,25,1016,23,1016,2 

YSTICK"i D 1,213,5,7 : NEXT X: SC-SC+100: 608UB 1 
5,1136,100,1016 
1420 FOR b=l TO 2s RESTORE 1410:FOR c-1 T 

S sLOCATE 1,25 I PEN It PRINT * ’ “i t^ PEN 950 FOR X=1 TO BODY: IF HT(X)-0 THEN IF 
0 lit READ duration,note: SOUND l,note,d 
uration,7 sSOUND 4,note+5,duratIon,7sSOU 

EYBOARD OR ’*5 t PEN 2 s PRINT *J“i 960 NEXT X: 1*430’INK’0, 0: GOSUB 1670 : LIVES-L1VES-1 
• IF LIVES<0 THEN 1510 ELSE Z$=STR*(LIVE 

390 IF INKEY<451“0 THEN FIRE-76 t LEFT-7 
4 : RIGHT-75 t GOTO 430 

♦1—BODY THEN 1270 ELSE 690 
980 REM HIT BUG 

S)i PEN 3iPAPER 1: LOCATE 37,1: GOSUB 17 
20 

400 IF INKEY(37)-0 THEN FIRE-47 t LEFT=7 
1 : RIGHT-22 t GOTO 430 

990 MU(A,COL)—01 SC=SC+100+7*RL: GOSUB 1 
700 : FOR X-l TO 5: SOUND t,400-X*70,3,7 

1440 PAPER 0sFOR B=1 TO BODY: IF HT(B>=0 
THEN LOCATE CW(B),RW(B> 8 PRINT “ •: MU 

420 REM DEFINE GRAPHICS 
430 SYMBOL 97,60,126,66,195,126,36,72,14 

1000 REM HIT BOUNCING SPIDER 
1010 MU(A,COL)-0 s SC-SC+200+ BNROW* 4 s F 

(RW (B) , CW (B) ) —0 
1430 NEXT BsIF SP THEN LOCATE COL,A s P 
RINT ‘ ; : MU< A, COL ) —0: SP-0 ^ ^ 

440 SYMBOL 98,60,126,219,133,255,195,126 
,60 
430 SYMBOL 99,24,24,24,126,193,255,231,1 

399,5,7 s NEXT 
1020 GOSUB 1700 : BN=0 t GOTO 1040 
1030 REM MOVE CENTIPEDE 

3,7: SC-SC+10 : GOSUB 1700 
1470 C-INT(RND*17+5) t D=INT<RND*35+4) s 

IF MU(C,D) THEN 1470 
29 
460 SYMBOL 100,12,48,12,48,12,48,12,48 

1040 IF HT<SG) THEN SG-SG+1 :IF SG<=BODY 
THEN 1040 ELSE SG-1 :60T0 1040 

1030 MU(RW(SG>,CW(SG))=0:LOCATE CW(SG),R 

1480 LOCATE D,C sPEN 3s PRINT “e*;:-MU(C 
,D>-1: NEXT s MUSH-0 
1490 HH=0 : GOTO 640 

,24 
480 SYMBOL 102,195,36,90,126,36,90,129,1 

W(SG):PEN 1NT(RND*3+1)t PRINT “ "i 8 LOCA 
TE CH,RH SPRINT “a"; 

1500 REM GAME OVER 
1510 SPEED KEY 10,4 8 LOCATE 1,10: PRINT 
STRING*!240,* ")s LOCATE 7,12t Z*-“* G 

490 SYMBOL 103,129,66,36,126,66,126,36,1 1 OR CW(SG)>40 THEN CW<SG>-CH+(DR=l>-(DR A M E * 0 V E R **t INK 2,24,15: 
PEN 2s GOSUB 1720 

500 REM SETUP SCORE & LIVES 
510 SC=0 t MODE It INK 0,0 : 60SUB 1670 

1070 IF RW(SG)<RH THEN RW<SG>=RU(SG>+l: 
GOTO 1070 

1520 FOR A-l TO MUSH: SC-SC+10 : GOSUB 1 
700: SOUND 1,100+20*A,5,7 I NEXT A 
1530 FOR A-l TO 25: FOR B=1 TO 40t MU(A, 520 PEN 0t PAPER 1, t LOCATE l,lt PRINT ST 

RING*(120,“ “It Z*="S CORE t“:LOCATE 
1080 IF NOT MU< RW( SG), CW(SG) > = 1 THEN 112 
0 B)=0t NEXT B,A: FOR A-l TO 34: RW(A)=0 : 

CW(A)—0 : HT(A)-0 : NEXT 3,1t GOSUB 1720 t GOSUB 1700 
530 PAPER 11PEN 2t LOCATE 30,It Z*=*LIVE 

1090 IF DR-1 THEN DR-2 ELSE DR-1 
1100 RW(SG)-RW< SG) + 1 ’ INT(RND*2) + 1 1540 CALL &BC02 s BORDER 24:M0DE 0: PAPE 

R 5: CLS St *t GOSUB 1720: PEN 3tZ*=“3*:GOSUB 172 
01PAPER 0:MOVE 0,363s DRAW 640,365,3 

1110 IF RWISGXRH THEN RW(5G)—RW(SG)+1: 
GOTO 1110 1550 PEN 12 8 LOCATE 2,4: Z*-“SCORE :“ 8 

GOSUB 1720 540 BUG-9 l BODY-11 s LIVES-3 t MUSH-0 
550 REM SETUP CENTIPEDE LENGTH 
560 DR=1: COL=20t B0DY-B0DY+2: IF B0DY>3 

1120 LOCATE CW(SG),RW(SG) SPRINT *b*5 : 
CH-CW(SG)!RH"RW(SG)s MU(RW<SG),CW(SG)>-2 
iSG-SG+1 8 IF 86>B0DY THEN SG-1 

1560 PEN 4 : LOCATE 10,4 :Z*=STR*(SC> 
s GOSUB 1720 

4 THEN BODY“34 
570 BUG—BUG+1 : IF BUG>18 THEN BUG-18 
580 REM SETUP MUSHROOM FIELD 

1130 IF SL THEN GOSUB 850: IF RL-25 AND 
CL-COL THEN 1370 
1140 IF BN THEN GOSUB 1190 s IF BNHIT TH 

1570 REM CAPS LOCK & CLEAR KEY BUFFER 
1580 POKE 46312,255 s WHILE INKEY*<>““ s 

WEND 
590 FOR A—1 TO 25s FOR B-l TO 40: MU(A,B 
>=0 :NEXT B,A: FOR A-1 TO 34s RW(X)=0sCW 

EN 1370 
1150 IF RH>24 THEN 1370 ELSE ON ST GOTO 

1590 IF SC<=HS THEN 1610 ELSE LOCATE 2,1 
0 s PEN 10 8 PRINT "ENTER YOUR NAME*: LO 
CATE 5,12 s PEN 12 s INPUT Y* (X)—01 HT< X1 —0 s NEXT A 

600 FOR A—1 TO <5*B0DY> t SOUND 1,600-A* 
3,1,7 

700,740 
1160 REM MOVE BOUNCING SPIDER 
1170 BNH1T-0 8 BNCOL—IN T ( RND*30+5)8 BNRO 

1600 LOCATE 1,10s PRINT STRING*!160,* "> 
;8 Y* »M1D*(Y*,l,10) s HS-SC 

610 B—INT< RND*17+3> tC-INT(RND*35+4)s IF 
MU(B,C > THEN 610 

W-2S : IF BNCOL-COL THEN 1170 
1180 BNMAX—22“ INT ( RND*6 ) + 1 8 BN-1 8 IF BNC 

1610 LOCATE 2,10: PEN 11 8 Z*=“HISCORE : 
“s GOSUB 17201 Z*-STR*(HS>: PEN 3: GOSUB 

1720 620 PEN 3:LOCATE C,BiPRINT “e*;:MU(B,C) = 
1 sNEXT 

OL<COL THEN BNDIR—1 ELSE IF BNC0L7C0L TH 
EN BNDIR—1 ELSE BNDIR-0 1620 LOCATE 2,16 s Z*="BY : * s PEN 13 s 

GOSUB 1720 s Z*=Y*8 PEN 8s GOSUB 1720 630 REM DISPLAY CENTIPEDE AND SPRAY GUN 
640 FOR A»1 TO BODY : RW(A)=4t CW(A)=A+2 

1190 SOUND 2,INT< RND*400)+100,5,7 : PEN 
2 s IF BN—2 THEN 1230 1630 X*=“PRESS SPACE BAR" s FOR D=1 TO 1 

7: LOCATE D+2,24 8 E-INT(RND*15) :E-E+(E s HT<A)"0 
650 PEN 2: LOCATE CW(A),RW(A> s PRINT “a 

1200 MU(BNROW,BNCOL>=0 t LOCATE BNCOL,BN 
ROW s IF BNROW>20 THEN PRINT * "J ELSE -3)*2s PEN E: Z*=MID*(X*,D,1)t GOSUB 172 

0 '• i t MU< RW (A), CW(A > > —2 s NEXT 
660 LOCATE CW<A-1),RW(A-l>t PRINT *b”; : 
LOCATE COL,251PEN Is PRINT ”c“i s CH-CW 

IF RND^O.7 THEN PRINT “ ELSE PEN 3 :P 
RINT ‘e*i 8 MU(BNROW,BNCOL)-1 
1210 BNROW—BNROW-1 8 BNCOL-BNCOL+BNDIR s 

1640 SOUND 1,600-0*20,4,7 8 IF INKEY(47) 
=0 THEN 200 

(BODY)sRH=RW<BODY)! DR-lt SG-1s P-RW1BOD IF BNCOL<1 THEN BNCOL-40 ELSE IF BNCOL> 
40 THEN BNCOL-1 

1650 NEXT D:LOCATE 1,24s PRINT STRING*<4 
0,“ ”)J 8 GOTO 1630 
1660 REM SET INK COLOURS 670 SPEED KEY 1,1 sHH—0 t SL—0 t BNHIT— 

0 s BN-0 
1220 MU(BNROW,BNCOL)”4 : LOCATE BNCOL,BN 
ROW : PRINT "f"; 8 IF BNROW<—BNMAX THEN 1670 RESTORE 1680s FOR F=1 TO COLOURS : 

READ A,B,C,D s NEXT F s INK 1,A 8 INK 2, 680 REM START OF MAIN ROUTINE 
690 ST—1tGOTO 1040 

BN-2« RETURN ELSE RETURN 
1230 MU(BNRDW,BNCOL)=0 s LOCATE BNCOL,BN B 8 INK 3,C s BORDER D s RETURN 

1680 DATA 26,18,16,11,24,2,15,22,20,1,21 700 IF NOT INKEY(FI RE>-0 THEN 760 
710 REM FIRE SPRAY 
720 ST—2:PEN 1:FOR A-24 TO 5 STEP -1: LO 

ROW : IF BNROW>20 THEN PRINT * *i ELSE 
IF RND<0.7 THEN PRINT " "8 ELBE PEN 3 8 
PRINT *e*i 8 MU(BNROW,BNCOL)=1 

,6,6,24,26,12,21,11,16,13,17,18,12,25,16 
,25,14,15,6,23,23,8 

CATE COL,A: PRINT "d“i 
730 LOCATE COL,A+1+<A-24>s PRINT “ “i : 

1240 BNROW—BNROW+l s MU(BNROW,BNCOL)=4 s 
LOCATE BNCOL, BNROW s PRINT, “f j 

1690 REM DISPLAY SCORE 
1700 PEN 2s PAPER 1: Z*=STR*(SC)8 LOCATE 
23-LEN(Z*),2s PRINT SC|t LOCATE 15,2sPRI IF MU(A,COL) THEN B90 ELSE ON A GOTO 190 

,190,190,190,1040,740,740,740,1040,740,7 T-l:RETURN ELSE IF BNROW-23 THEN 1180 EL NT STRIN6*(9-LEN(Z*>,*0“): PEN IsPAPER 0 
40,740,1040,740,740,740,1040,740,740,740 
,1040,740,740,740,1040,740,740,740 

SE RETURN 
1260 REM SCREEN COMPLETED 1710 REM DISPLAY DOUBLE HEIGHT CHARS 

1720 FOR A=1 TO LEN(ZI): FOR B=0 TO 7 : 740 PEN 1: NEXT AtST-Is LOCATE COL,5 t P 
RINT " “; 

1270 FOR A—4 TO 25: LOCATE 1,A: PRINT ST 
RING*(40,” *)i8 NEXT A 8 PEN 3 : LOCATE C—PEEK(—23296+ < ASC(MID*(Z*,A,1)>-32>*8+B 

) :Q(B)“C: NEXT B 750 REM MOVE SPRAY 
760 A-(INKE Y(LEFT)=0 >-(INKEY < RIGHT)=0): 

4,12 8 Z*=“*W*E*L*L D * 0 * N * 
E * * s GOSUB 1720 1730 SYMBOL 254,Q<0),Q(0>,Q(1>,Q<1>,Q<2) 

,Q<2),Q(3>,Q<3) t SYflBOL 255, Q (4), Q<4) , Q IF A—0 THEN 810 
770 COL-COL+As IF C0L<2 OR COL>39 THEN C 

1280 RESTORE 1310: FOR A-l TO 23 : READ 
DURATION,NOTE : SOUND 1,NOTE,DURATI0N.14 (5),Q(5),Q(6),Q(6),Q(7),Q(7) 

1740 PRINT CHRC(254);CHR*(10)iCHR*(8);CH OL-COL-A 
780 PEN It LOCATE COL-1,23tPRINT “ c 1290 SOUND 2,NOTE-5,DURATI0N*14,7 8 SOUN R*(2S5);CHR*(11); : NEXT A: RETURN 
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Instead of computers catc 
technology now has to ca 

The way we see it, technology has suddenly got quite 
a race on its hands. 

There’s no other home computer in the world that’s 
so expandable or so updatable as the new Enterprise 64. 

And if you’re wondering quite how we’ve managed 
that, kindly take a closer look at the outputs on our remark¬ 
able new machine. 

You’ll notice that amongst all the usual sockets and 
terminals, we’ve gone and incorporated a special 66-way 
expansion port. 

This will accept a whole range of new peripherals that 
are in the pipeline. Including those that are a mere twinkle 
in the eyes of our hardware designers. 

We thought this expandability principle was such a 
good idea, we applied it to the Enterprise’s memory, too. 

Even in its most basic 64K form, this puts more user 
RAM at your disposal than almost any other competitor. 

But plug in our special Rampacks to the base unit, and 
you can progressively increase that figure to a truly extra¬ 
ordinary 3,900K. 



Hfwsfwa 

hing up with technology, 
tch up with a computer. 

Not that that’s the only challenge we present to today’s 
ambitious programmers. 

With a screen resolution of up to 672 x 512 pixels, 
256 colours and a high speed video processor, the Enterprise 
will outgun all but the highest quality IV monitors. 

And the sophisticated sound chip generates no fewer 
than 4 voices across 8 octaves in full stereo. 

Combine the two and you can create effects that 
leave today’s games looking like pub video tennis of the 
mid-seventies. 

For anyone with literary aspirations, the Enterprise 
also comes complete with an integrated word processor. 

Whilst the really serious user will be delighted to 

discover analogue RGB and TV outputs, as well as parallel, 
RS423 serial and network ports. 

Both Cobol and ‘C’ will be available with CP/M run¬ 
ning, and you can even use Lisp, Forth and Z80 assembly 
language on cartridge without encroaching on user RAM. 

The new Enterprise 64. 
It hasn’t just overtaken technology. It’s left every 

other home computer straggling in the distance. 

ENl’EREBISE 
COMPUTE R S 

WITH OBSOLESCENCE BUILT-OUT 



software world 
12 ETHEL STREET, BIRMINGHAM B2 

v TEL: 021 643 7559 , 
FOR ALL POPULAR MICRO HAR0WARE. PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE 

BIRMINGHAM'S LARGEST STOCKISTS OF: 

AMSTRAD, ATARI, BBC, COMMODORE, DRAGON, 
ELECTRON, MSX, ORIC, SPECTRUM AND TEXAS. 

SOFTWARE AT AMAZING PRICES! 
(i.a. Atari from £4.00) 

SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE LISTS 
(SPECIFY MACHINE) 

ATARI COMPUTERS 
800XL/1050 DISK DRIVE PACK 

Inc. Home Filing Manager 
Pay off: Text Adventure 
Sound & Graphics Demo 

£249.99 

800XL/1010 RECORDER PACK 
Inc. Pole Position 

Inv to Programming 
Sound & Graphics Demo 

£129.99 

800XL COMPUTER 
Inc. Joystick 

Pacman 
£99.99 

BACK IN STOCK 
Atari Technical Ref. Notes.£17.00 
De-Re Atari .£17.00 
Atari Roots.£17.20 
Your Atari Computer.£17.50 

ATARI STOP PRESS! 
M.P.P. PRINTER I/FACE.£69.99 
R-VERTER RS 232 l/FACE £59.99 
U.S. DOUBLER £79.95 
(Converts 1050 to d/d) 
MINOR MIRACLES WS2000 
MODEM £149.99 
MINER 2049 er (carl.).£17.95 
BOUNTY BOB STRIKES BACK 
(cart.) £49.95 
GHOSTBUSTERS (disk).£14.95 

ATARI BOOKS & MAGAZINES 
ANTIC PAGE 6 

ANALOG ATARI USER 
(Inc. BACK ISSUES) 

PLACE YOUR REGULAR ORDER WITH US NOW 

MANY ATARI BOOKS IN STOCK 

DROPZONE (c/d).£9.95 £14.95 
POLE POSITION (c/d) £9.95 £14.95 
MR. DO (c/d).£9.95 £14.95 
SPIDERMAN w. GRAPHICS (d) 

£17.95 

ATARI SELECTED CARTRIDGES 
e g. STAR RAIDERS. PAC-MAN 

£8.50 each 
£15.00 for two 

£18.00 for three 
Please phone. 

ALL LATEST ATARI SOFTWARE. 
INCLUDING V.C.S. CARTRIDGES. 

IN OUR NEW 1ST FLOOR 
ATARI CENTRE. 

PLEASE PHONE TO CHECK STOCK AVAILABILITY BEFORE SENDING MONEY 
REMEMBER 

IF WE DO NOT HAVE WHAT YOU REQUIRE IN STOCK 
WE CAN NORMALLY OBTAIN 1T FAST! 

U.K. & AMERICAN SOFTWARE IS AVAILABLE 
MAIL ORDER U.K. POST FREE (EXCLUDING BOOKS & MAGAZINES) 

GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN POST. SEND FOR UP-TO-DATE LISTS 

RESOURCE 
FACILITIES 

Official Acorn dealer. Northern Distributor for Viglen 

★ ★ LOOK AT THESE OFFERS AND 
PRICES ★★ 

BBC SOFTWARE 
DISKIT: STAT: a detailed report on the program size and status of 
each surface of your discs. Clear single screen display. Print 
option. EZICOPY: Single copying of all programs from catalogue 
—menu driven. RENAME extensions (including Wild Card) 

Disc £3.00 (£6.90) 

VIEW: Printer-driver: Juki 6100, Sanple 2000, Quendata DWP, 
Epson FX/RX/MX3/DX Canon PW, KAGA Taxan KP, Brother 
HR15. Disc£5.00(£6.90) 

DISKS IN BOXES OF 10 
PROMAG: SS/48 £10.95 (£13.74); DS/48 £13.95 (£17.19); DS/96 

£16.95 (£20.64) 

DYSAN: 104/ID £15.95 (£19.49); 104/2D £21.95 (£26.39); 204/2D 

£26.95 (£32.14) 

Plastic lockable boxes to hold 100 disks £15.95 (£19.49) 

Acorn DFS Upgrades £79.00 (£91.98); DNFS ROM £19.95 (£22.95) 

Prices in brackets () include packing, carriage and VAT at 15% 

RESOURCE FACILITIES, 
Masters Lane, Halifax, HX2 7DX 

Telephone (0422) 65935 lor best prices on quality HARDWARE, 
FIRMWARE, SOFTWARE, MEDIA & ACCESSORIES. 

Cheques/P.O.'s Payable to REALTIME SOFTWARE, PROSPECT HOUSE, 32 SOVEREIGN STREET. LEEDS LSI 4BJ 

C • VG GAME OF THE MONTH 
CRASH SMASH 93% 

Please rush me: ° Starstrike (Amstrad) £6.95 
□ Starstrike (Spectrum) £5.95 

□ Tank Duel (Spectrum) £5.50 
□ Both Spectrum Games £9.00 
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SPRITE SUPPLEMENT 
_Finding that sprite handling a little sluggish? Brian Smith springs to the rescue_ 

with a machine code routine that will help to pack your games with a bit more punch._ Stuart Nicholl’s excellent sprite 
program (PCN, issue 99) has one 
drawback. The designing and entry 

of the sprite figure data is very tedious. 
This can be easily solved by the following 
piece of machine code. 

It produces the necessary four frames 
of data/mask information needed for 
each sprite, and places it in the figure 
space required. You only need to supply 
the data/mask information for the top 
left frame (the initial frame). 

Although the code takes up about 300 
bytes, it also uses a further 406 bytes as 
storage/workspace, where the user puts 
the initial frame and the number of the 
figure where the generated frames are to 
be placed. 

Figure 1 shows a typical sprite with 
the data (black and white) and the mask 
(grey). To convert it into the necessary 
data/mask blocks, you need to make up 
two 2x2 CHR$ blocks; one for data, the 
other for the mask as in Figure 2. The 
CHR$ blocks from Figure 2 can be 
entered into your favourite UDG desig¬ 
ner program. Each quarter of the two 
frames must be placed in the CHR$ 
shown in Figure 3. 

Once this has been done, the CHR$ a-h 
are saved as a single continuous block 
using SAVE “data" CODE USR "a", 64 Or SAVE* 

“w”;l ;“data"CODE USR “a”, 64. It’s this data that 
the routine uses to create the full sprite 
frames. 

To enter the machine code use a hex 
loader (seePCN, issue 95) and then type 
in the code as in Listing 1. Remember to 
clear RAMTOP to 52999 before entering 
the code. Once entered save it using save 

"expander" CODE 53000.319 Or SAVE*“m";l."expander" 

code 53000.319. Table 1 shows the layout. 

Now load the sprite controller into the 
memory and right its time to test the 
expander. Using the initial data frame 
already saved, load it in to the initial 
data space using LQAD“data"CODE 53319 or 
LOAD*“m";l;“dnta”CODE 53319, then POKE 53317.F 

where F is the figure number (0 to 15) 
into which the full sprite frames are to be 
placed. The full frames are created using 
RANDOMISE USR 53000. 

The sprite system can be activated 
now, as long as the attributes have been 
set up. You’ll see a full sprite moving at 
half C HRS square movement, produced 
from a simple initial frame, without the 
need for a great deal of effort. Anyone 
who has a knowledge of machine code 
can easily work out how to make it deal 
with simple animation in the top and 
bottom frames using a rearranged 
expander. 

Usingthis routine,afull 16spritescan 
be stored in a compressed form in IK 
instead of the normal 4K—a great asset 
for games writing. B 

Sprite figure data 

Figure 3 

Data Mask 

Table 1 

Memory map 

A B E F Description Start address 

Hex Decimal 

C D G H 

Workspace D086 53382 
Initial frame D047 53319 
Sprite figure D045 53317 
Machine code CF08 53000 

>e c t ru» hex £u»P 
lder M/code 53000/319 

CD 33 CF 21 DB D0 CD 56 =BE 
CF CD 6B CF 21 IB D1 CD 
56 CF CD 33 CF CD C4- CF =54- 
21 5B D1 CD 56 CF CD 6B =77 
CF 21 9B D1 CD 56 CF CD =1B 
3F CF C9 21 4.7 D0 11 B7 =07 
D0 01 4.0 00 ED B0 C9 20 =01 
4.5 D0 11 00 01 CD 09 30 =CD 
11 00 EO 19 EB 21 DB D0 =CB 
01 00 01 ED B0 C9 DD 21 =66 
87 D0 06 20 DD 7E 20 77 =6F 
23 DD 7E 00 77 23 DD 23 =18 
10 F2 C9 DD 21 87 D0 CD =ED 
88 CF DD 21 97 D0 CD 88 =11 
CF DD 21 07 D0 CD 06 CF =86 
DD 21 B7 D0 CD 06 CF C9 =90 
06 08 C5 DD 66 00 DD 6E =61 
08 07 06 04. CB 1C CB ID =88 
10 FO DD 74. 00 DD 75 08 =B5 
DD 23 Cl 10 E5 C9 06 08 =8D 
C5 DD 66 00 DD 6E 08 37 -02 
06 04- CB 1C CB ID 10 FO =E3 
DD 74- 00 DD 75 08 DD 23 =OB 
Cl 10 E5 C9 21 87 D0 CD =C4- 
01 D0 CD 2E D0 11 87 D0 =04- 
CD 17 D0 21 8F D0 CD 01 =02 
D0 CD 2E D0 11 8F D0 CD =DS 
17 D0 21 07 D0 CD 01 D0 =1D 
CD 2E D0 11 07 D0 CD 17 =37 
D0 21 OF D0 CD 01 D0 CD =DB 
2E D0 11 OF D0 CD 17 D0 =4-2 
C9 11 CB D0 E5 01 08 00 =63 
ED B0 El D5 11 10 00 19 =8D 
D1 01 08 00 ED B0 C9 21 =61 
CB D0 D5 01 08 00 ED B0 =16 
D1 E5 21 10 00 19 EB El =CC 
01 08 00 ED B0 C9 21 DO =60 
D0 11 CO D0 01 ©4- 00 ED =60 
B8 21 D6 D0 11 DO D0 01 =3B 

i 10 00 ED B8 C9 01 00 =7F ZZ 
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A OMMUNICATIONS 

GETTING ON-LINE 
Communications is one of the fastest growing areas in home computing. From bulletin boards 

through Prestei to commercial electronic mail services, everyone is getting on-line. In the 

introduction to PCN’s new weekly column on communications, Surya explains howto choose 

_a suitable modem and what you do with it once you've bought it_ 

Once the idea of ordinary hobbyists 
logging on to mainframe systems, 
leaving messages for each other 

and swapping software — all through a 
simple phone call—was almost unheard 
of. Now the modem is becoming an 
essential peripheral. 

But there’s a bewildering variety of 
protocols in use, and comms (the usual 
abbreviation for computer communica¬ 
tions) has a jargon all of its own. Where 
does an interested hobbyist begin? 

First things first 
A computer used to access another over 
the phone lines is a terminal. You 
sometimes hear the term 'intelligent 
terminal’, which simply means that the 
terminal has its own computing power. 
In contrast, custom-designed terminals, 
like those used with mainframe compu¬ 
ters, are known as 'dedicated’ or 'dumb’. 
An intelligent terminal comprises a 
micro, a modem and some communica¬ 
tions, or terminal emulation, software. 

First make sure your micro is capable 
of acting as a terminal. The only 
requirement is some form of serial port 
— preferably, but not necessarily , an 
RS232 compatible one. Almost any 
home computer has one, but Spectrum 
owners need some kind of add-on RS232 
interface; the Sinclair Interface 1 is not 
totally suitable, though all the third- 
party manufactured ones I know of are. 

In general, any micro with either a 
serial port (usually marked Serial, 
RS232, RS432 or Modem) or a user port 
(normally marked User, Expansion bus, 
I/O or Peripherals) is okay. So the BBC 
Micro, Commodore 64, Atari and Tandy, 
for example, are all suitable. Business 
micros may offer an RS232 port as an 
optional extra. If in doubt, check with 
your dealer. 

Uses for comms 
Now you can choose between three main 
applications: 
1 Direct user-to-user transfer of text 
and/or software 
2 Messaging, electronic mail and telex 
3 Information-gathering from data¬ 
bases 

User-to-user comms 
Have you ever struggled with a program 
all evening, got completely stuck and 
had no-one around to advise? With a 
modem, you can just ring up a friend and 
transfer the program to their micro over 
the phone. If they find the bug, they can 

simply correct it and transfer the revised 
program back. 

And when you finish the program, you 
can send copies to all your mates 
instantly, whether they’re in the next 
street or 200 miles away. You can 
transfer text files in the same way. 

Messaging 
This is possibly the most exciting area. 
Using electronic messaging, you can 
write a letter or document on your micro 
and upload it to a dial-up computer 
system addressed to another user. When 
that user logs onto the system, they 
receive your message. 

There are two main types of electronic 
messaging, private and public. Private 
messages can be read only by the person 
they’re addressed to. Public messages 
can be read by anyone using the system. 
Private message systems are known as 
electronic mail, while public message 
systems are bulletin boards. 

Electronic mail is primarily used by 
business at present, but I think more and 
more private users will join one or more 
electronic mail services during the next 
five years. It combines the permanence 
and exactitude of the written word with 
the speed and convenience of a phone 
call. 

Bulletin boards are generally used 
more as a form of entertainment. Their 
beauty is that anyone can leave a 
message on any topic (as long as it’s not 
libellous or offensive) and anyone can 
reply to it. The most unlikely subjects 
can lead to long chains of replies to the 
replies. Very often, the original subject 
is forgotten as more and more people join 
in. 

Some electronic mail systems, such as 
Telecom Gold, offer a bulletin board, and 
most bulletin boards offer electronic 
mail. Commercial electronic mail ser¬ 
vices tend to cost too much for hobbyists 
(Telecom Gold has a minimum charge of 
£120 per year, for example, and other 
systems have similar standing charges). 
Bulletin boards are normally free, 
thanks to the generosity of the hobbyists 
who run them, although you may be 
asked to pay a once-only registration fee 
of £1 or so towards costs. 

Databases 
The third use of comms is information 
retrieval. Comms allow you to access 
information on a huge range of topics, 
instantly. Not only can you retrieve 
more information than you could poss¬ 
ibly keep in paper form, but you can do so 
instantly and, in many cases, more 
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economically than traditional methods. 
Many databases are updated daily, some 
hourly and one or two by the minute. 

Although many database systems are 
aimed at business users — and often 
priced way out of reach of hobbyists, 
£25-200 per hour is pretty typical — 
others, such as Prestel, are aimed more 
at the home market and are priced 
accordingly. The Micronet 800 area of 
Prestel is the main hobbyist system. You 
can use Prestel to check: the latest news; 

roughly equivalent to 30 characters per 
second (baud rate is often incorrectly 
defined as bits-per-second; this is not 

normally an accurate definition but it’s 
adequate for our purposes). 

1200-baud is, obviously, four times as 
fast as 300-baud. Until fairly recently, 
1200-baud communication over the 
phone network hadn’t been used much 
because of reliability problems. With 
today’s modems, however, 1200-baud is 
becoming increasingly popular for mess- 

football, cricket or racing results; the 
local weather; train timetables, updated 
daily to take account of cancellations 
and alterations; technical information 
on your micro; details of many computer 
mags (including PCN, of course) and 
more. In the Micronet 800 area you can 
download both public domain (free) and 
commercial software. 

Prestel costs residential users £5 per 
quarter, plus 5p per minute during peak 
and standard telephone times. There’s 
no time charge in off-peak times. Access 
to Micronet 800 costs extra. 

Choosing your system 
We’ve looked briefly at the three main 
categories of comms system, so let’s see 
what type of modem and software each 
requires. Since I strongly recommend 
buying your modem and comms soft¬ 
ware as a package from the same dealer, 
they will be treated together. 

The first factor to consider is the baud 
rate. This is simply a measure of the 
speed of data transmission. There are 
three main baud rates: 300, 1200 and 
1200/75. 

The most common speed is 300-baud. 
Most messaging systems use this rate in 
default, although some may offer 1200 
and/or 1200/75 as well. 300-baud is 

aging systems and is ideal for user-to- 
user work. 

1200/75-baud means that the termin¬ 
al receives data at 1200-baud but 
transmits at 75-baud. This is used for 
'viewdata’ services — systems where 
most of the data is travelling in one 
direction, from the mainframe to the 
terminal. Prestel is a viewdata system. 
Some messaging systems, including a 
few bulletin boards, support this stan¬ 
dard. 

There’s one complication that we’ll 
deal with at this point, and that’s 
Compunet. Compunet is an alternative 
to Prestel which, at the time of writing, 
can only be accessed by Commodore 64s. 
Unfortunately, because of the way in 
which Compunet’s security system 
works, you cannot access the system 
with an ordinary 1200/75 mqdem: you 
have to buy the official Commodore 
Communications Modem. This modem 
can be used to access Prestel, but you 
won’t be able to download software from 
Micronet 800 — you need the official 
Micronet modem for that. 

So, decide what you want to access, 
and check what baud rate(s) you require. 
If you need more than one speed (you 
may wish to access both 300-baud 
bulletin boards and Prestel, for exam¬ 

ple), your best bet is to consider a 
multi-standard modem. Two examples 
are the Minor Miracles WS2000 and the 
Pace Nightingale. 

If you require only a single baud-rate, 
you choose between a hard-wired (or 
direct-connect) modem, and an acoustic 
modem (or acoustic coupler). Hard¬ 
wired modems plug directly into the 
telephone socket, while acoustic mod¬ 
ems have 'cups’ to hold the telephone 
handset. 

Hard-wired modems are generally 
more reliable, and work with any type of 
phone, but require a BT standard socket. 
If you don’t already have this type of 
socket, British Telecom will install one 
for £18. Acoustic modems are prone to 
interference in noisy environments, and 
won’t work with non-standard handsets 
(Trimphones, for example), but you don’t 
need a BT socket. Some acoustic modems 
are battery-powered, enabling them to 
be used from public callboxes with 
portable computers. 

As a general rule, if your modem is 
going to stay in one place, it’s better to 
get a hard-wired one. If you want to use if 
from several locations, buy an acoustic 
one. If you have a lapheld micro (such as 
the Tandy 100, NEC PC8201A, Olivetti 
M10, Epson PX8 and so on), a battery- 
powered acoustic modem will retain the 
portability of the system. The Sendata 
acoustic modem and Epson CX-21 are 
two examples of suitable modems. 

Bear in mind that some systems 
require a specific modem. I’ve already 
mentioned the two main ones — Com¬ 
punet, and the software download area 
of Micronet 800. 

Your software won’t care whether you 
have a hard-wired or acoustic modem, 
but it does need to support the appropri¬ 
ate baud rates. Once you know which 
baud rates you require, make sure the 
software can use them all. It may be 
necessary to buy more than one software 
package if you require several different 
baud rates, but try to avoid this as you’ll 
have to get used to two ways of working. 

Unless you only want access to a single 
system, make sure your software can 
adapt to different standards. The most 
important things to be able to alter are 
the number of start, stop and data bits; 
and the parity. You don’t need to know 
what any of this means, but some 
systems require seven data bits, two stop 
bits and even parity while another may 
want one start bit, eight data bits, one 
stop bit and no parity. The instructions 
that come with your software tell you 
how to change these settings. 

Other features to consider are auto¬ 
dial, where the computer automatically 
keeps dialling an engaged number until 
it gets through, and auto-answer, which 
lets your computer automatically 
answer the phone to another computer 
for user-to-user work. That’s really all 
there is to it. Happy hacking._W\_ 

Surya can be contacted on Telecom Gold 
84:TCC007 and Prestel 019 99 6732. 
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JWhtqut 

SPECIAL RS 232 PRINTER BARGAIN 
STAR DP8480 (8 Printing) £187.00 Inc VAT 

Ideal for BBC,'Newbrain/HX20 8i Spectrum Inf. 1 
Phone for full specification 

Centronics Interface Standard 
RS232 Int. £52.00 + VAT Extra 

STAR SG10 £250.00 Inc. VAT 

STAR DELTA 10 

160CPS: 8K BUFFER 
CENTRONICS + RS232 INT'S STD 

RING FOR SPECIAL PRICE 
STAR SG10 

NEAR LETTER QUALITY 

NLQ Mode 17x11 Matrix 
True Descenders 9x9 Matrix 
120 CPS Bidirectional 81 Logic Seeking 
40,48.68, 80.96.136 cpI 
Italics. Emphasized, Double strike 
Super & Sub Scripts 
Downloadable Character Set 
Hi-Resolution & Block Graphics 
Friction or Tractor Feed 
10r Carriage 
See above for Printerpack prices 

QUALITY IN PRINT! 
Top Serviced 

CANON PW-1080A 
ORKAGA PAXAN KP810 
NEAR LETTER QUALITY PRINTER 
NLQ Mode 23 x 18 Matrix: 27 cps 
Draft Mode 11x9 Matrix: 160 cps 
Full range of Epson FX 80 Print Codes | 
Friction & Tractor Feed 
Centronics Interface Standard 
CANON PW-1156A Available 
(Accepts 17“ Paper) 

. —- , CANON PW-1080A £278.26 + VAT =£320.00 | 
^IT^SPtCAS CANON CANON PW-1156A £360.00 + VAT =£414.00 
^adpROX A0°^SLO^y KAGA KP810 £260.87 See below for 

l 11 r + VAT =£300.00_ Printerpack prices 

C.J.E. MICRO’S 
BBC PRINTERPACKS 
For Star, Canon & Juki Printers Include: 

1. The Printer 
2. Next Working Day Delivery 
3. Cable to the BBC 1.25 Metres 
4. Screen Dump Program (M/C Source) 
5. Text Dump Program 
6. Function Key set up Program. For use with WORDWISE 
7. Function Key Label Printing Program. For use with above. 
8. VIEW Printer Driver 
9.100 Sheets of Paper 

10. Mains Plug with 3 Amp Fuse 
11. Booklet giving details of using the printer with a BBC. 
12. Character Defining Program for Downloadable-character-set 

CANON PW-1080A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £345 Inc. VAT 
CANON PW-1156A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £439 Inc. VAT 
KAGA KP810 CJE PRINTER PACK £325 Inc. VAT 
JUKI 6100 CJE PRINTER PACK £400 Inc. VAT 
STAR SG10 CJE PRINTER PACK 
£275 Inc. VAT 

JUKI 6100 
One Year Warranty 
20 CPS: BiDirectional & Logic Seeking 
10,12,15 & Proportional Spacing 
Wordstar Compatible 
2K Butler: 13 Inch Platen 
Underline: Backspace + Lots more 
Centronics Interface Standard 
RS 232 Interface £54 00 + VAT Extra 
Tractor Feed £119 + VAT Extra 
Single Sheet Feeder £199 + VAT Extra 
JUKI 6100 £330.43 + VAT = £380.00 
See left for Printerpack prices' 

& 

OFFICIAL ACORN APPROVED DEALER 

PRINTAO 
Powerful UTILITY for BBC word Capability for proportional 
processors. spacing with right-hand 
Mail Merging. justification on Juki 6100 
Easy entry of printer control 40 or 80 track.£16.00 
codes. Send or ring for details. 

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME 
VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE 

PHONE/CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME 
Postage 50p per order or as stated 

Next day Delivery for Printers/Disk Drives £8.00 
FULL RANGE OF CONNECTORS & CABLES AVAILABLE 

PRICE LIST ON REQUEST 

RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT, 

FULL SPECIFICATIONS 

& LATEST PRICES 
Dept PCW5 ,78 Brighton Road, Worthing 
W. Sussex BN11 2EN (0903) 213900 



MILES BETTER 
SOFTWARE 

221 Cannock Road, Chadsmoor, 
Cannock, Staffs WA11 2DD. 

Tel: 05435 3577 
U.S. GOLD SOFTWARE 

Title* Machine Cess Disk 
Beach-head (A).N/A £12.95 
Beach-head (64).£8.95 £11.95 
Beach-head (Amstrad).£8.95 N.'A 
Beach-head (ZX).£6.95 N/A 
Conan (A).£8.95 £12.95 
Conan (64|. 
Pole Politic 
Pole Positic 
Mr Do (A) ... 
MrDo(64). 
Pacman (A). 

(A)... 
£8 95 £12.95 
£8.95 £12.95 
£8.95 £12.95 

NatoCommander(64).. 
Indiana Jonesl64l. 
Tapper (64). 
Tapper (ZX). 
Congo Bongo (64). 
Congo Bongo (ZX).. 
SpyHunter(64). £8.95 
SpyHunter(ZX) 

£6.95 N/A 
£895 £11.95 

Pacm ri(64).„ 
Digdug(A)... 
Digdug(64)... 
Dropione(64|... 

£8.95 £11.95 
- N/A 

£8.95 £12.95 
£8.95 £1195 

rMoscow(64l.£8.95 £11.95 
Raid over Moscow (ZX).£6 95 N/A 
Strip Poker (64).£8.95 £11.95 
Altec Challenge (A)..£7.95 N/A 
Forbidden Forest (A).£7.95 *"* 
Slinky (A).£7.95 
Caverns of Khaska (A).£7.95 

__ Up and Down (64).. 
£8.95 £12.95 Up and Down (ZX).£6 95 
£8.95 £12.95 Buck Rogers (64). M “ 
£8.95 £12.95 Buck Rogers (ZX)__ 
£8.95 £12.95 Wizard and the Princess (64) 
£8.95 £12.95  N/A £11.95 

MissionAstroid(64).N/A £11.95 
Exodus:Ultimalll(64).N/A £17.95 
Dough Boy (64). £8.95 £12.95 
Quasimodo 164).£8.95 £12.95 
Sentimal(64)...£8.95 £12.95 

Super Huey (64) 
Talladega(64). 
Bruce Lee (64).. 
Bruce Lee (A). 
DallasQuestIA). 
Dallas Quest 164).... 
Stellar 7 (641. 
Solo Flight (A). 
Solo Flight (64). 
F15StrikeEagle(A). 
F16StrikeEagle(64).... 

£8.95 £11.95 
£8.95 £11.95 
£9.95 £12.95 

£12.95 £12.95 
.N/A £12.95 
. N/A £12.95 

£8 95 £11.95 
£12 95 £12.95 
£12.95 £12 95 
£12 95 £12.95 
£12.95 £12 95 

___ ...N/A I 
Combat Leader (64).£12.95 I 
Battle for Normandy (64) 
.£12.95 

Grogs Revenge (641.£8.95 
Fort Apocalypse (64)... £8.95 
Fort Apocalypse (A).£8.95 
Drelbs (A).  £8.95 
Drelbs(64l.£8.95 
Blue Max (A).£8.95 
Blue Max 164).£8.95 

£12.95 

£12.95 
£11.95 
£12.95 
£12.95 
£12.95 
£12.95 
£12.95 
£12.95 

N/A 

Please phone for stocks availability on all items. Add Cl per 
item for overseas orders. Access and Visa welcome. 

WORD PROCESSING 
EXPLAINED 

A new series of instructional workbooks each 
providing a step by step guide to one of the common 
word processing packages. 
Suitable for class or individual use. 

BBC — WORDWISE 
— VIEW 
— EDWORD 

PET —WORDCRAFT 

Individual orders £4.95 per copy 
Orders 10-19 £4 per copy 

Orders over 20 £3 per copy 
Orders may be mixed 

WIGANTECH 
PUBLICATIONS 

WIGAN COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 
PARSONS WALK 
WIGAN WN1 1RR 

Telephone (0942) 494911 

IT’S 1985 — 
THE YEAR OF 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Why buy programmes for your Spectrum when a world of free telesoftware is open to you. Discover 
Prestel, Micronet 800, Viewfax. bulletin boards and open a whole new world. Even user to user 
Everbody's doing it — linking their home computers to giant mainframes and networking to the thousands 
of other micro users via the phone and a modem. 
A whole new world of mainframe games, electronic mail, free telesoftware'. electronic notice boards, real 
time conversation, armchair shopping and home-banking will be al your fingertips! And at local and cheap 
rate, phone charges are only around 40p for a whole hour's entertainment 
Spectrum 16k, 48k, Spectrum + and the VTX 5000 Modem comes complete with all the software (in ROM) 
required to access the work) of electronic communications, networks, telesoftware and databases (both public and private. User to user software on cassette 

The VTX 5000 requires no external power and fits under your spectrum to become part of the machine. Only one lead links your computer to the outside world. 

FOR THE SPECTRUM 16K, 48K AND SPECTRUM + THE VTX 5000 IS AVAILABLE AT A VERY SPECIAL PRICE 

£49.95 
inclusive of VAT and P&P 
for a limited period only. 

SPECIAL, SPECIAL OFFER 
Order your VTX 5000 NOW and get a FREE quarter’s subscription to Micronet 800 and Viewfax. 

All modems provide 1200/75 baud, enabling access to Prestel, Micronet 
800, BT Gold, Farmlink, Citiservices, Homelink, and some free bulletin 
boards (some databases and networks require a small subscription). 

Fully BT Approved. 
Simply clip the coupon and send it with a cheque 
(payable to Modem House) to: 

MODEM HOUSE 
lolanthe Drive, Exeter, Devon EX4 9EA 

Tel: (0392) 69295 

Please send to me: 
□ Spectrum Modem(s) £49.95 
□ User to user software £3.95 

I enclose £- 

Name- 

Address 

Telephone_ 

Please allow 28 day delivery 
This offer applies only while stocks last. 
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SanlasE dx 85 
The lowest cost, most versatile high 

speed Dot Matrix Printer yet. 
You told us what you wanted 
so we went ahead and did it. 
Features include: 
★ Automatic paper loading ★ Epson 
compatibility ★ Range of languages 
★ Normal, condensed and double width 
characters ★ Full graphics ★ Interchange¬ 
able plug-in interfaces to suit all micros 
★ IBM PC Compatible version ★ Com¬ 
bined friction and adjustable pin feed 
k Suitable for all commercial and busi¬ 
ness applications k Can connect to 

most computers ★ Robust construction 
★ Latest technology ★ Ribbon cartridge 
or spools. 
Specification: 
Speed: 120 cps, bi-directional, short line 
seeking. Columns: 00 to 136, (at 17 cpi). 
Matrix: 9x9. Character set: Full 96 ch ASCII 

with 11 language variants. Graphics: Uni¬ 
directional, bit imoge. Forms handling: 

Forward/reverse with programmable line spacing. 
Interfaces: Centronics parallel, RS 232 serial, 

Commodore. Size: Width 370mm, Depth 280mm, Height 
130mm, Weight 6kg. 

Suitable for direct connection 
to all leading PCs and Business micros using plug-in 
interface cartridge. 

UK MANUFACTURED 

Someone had to do it... Samlasn Ltd 
9 Foiracres Ind. Est., Dedworth Rood, Windsor, Berks SL4 4LE, England. 
Tel: Windsor (07535) 54717/8. Telex: 838791. 
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iUTPUT: COMMODORE 64 

MOVEABLE FEAST 
Does the thought of transferring programs from disk to tape send you into a deep slumber? 

_~ Help is at hand with Jonathan Whrtchley’s useful utilities._ Moving programs from disk to tape 
can be a monotonous job. Copying 
one Basic program isn’t too bad, 

but making up a tape containing several 
programs is time-consuming. 

With machine code programs, there’s 
the added difficulty of finding what 
memory location they load into, and 
saving from there. This is awkward if 
you don’t have a 64 monitor/utility. 

The two programs here (one for the 
Commodore 64, the other for 4 Pets) are 
short hybrid utility programs (a dog’s 
dinner of Basic and code), designed to 
download any number of programs, 
Basic code or hybrid, from disk to tape. 

Once you’ve entered the program 
names the utility gets on with the job 
without any further supervision. The 
program also gives you the option to 
make several tapes. 

At first glance, the two programs look 
similar, but there are significant differ¬ 
ences, particularly as the 64 and Pet tape 
operating systems aren’t as similar as 
you might expect. This isn’t surprising 
when you remember that the 64 has auto 
relocation for any program that is 
entered without a secondary address. 

The programs use the same technique. 
Obviously, Basic programs can’t be 
loaded directly, as they would overwrite 
the utility, so it opens up each program 
file to find the loading address, and after 
storing this, the program is loaded into 
$1000. This isn’t done in the normal way, 
since both machines have the endearing 
trait of restarting Basic after loading. 

Saving to tape is done in two stages. 
First the header is written with the 
correct start and end addresses, then the 
remaining program is saved, but this 
time the pointers are set to $1000 
upwards to the end of the program. As a 
result, the largest program this utility 
can cope with is 28K. 

Program notes 
30 Stores machine code routine, above 

Basic for Pet, at $C000 for 64 (this 
won’t affect the transferring prog¬ 
rams which were saved from $C000) 

90 Reads in the program names, one at 
a time 

110 Gets the start address for the 
program being transferred 

130 Forces program into $1000 and 
picks up the end of program address 

140 Calculates true end of program 
address 

160 Writes header with true addresses, 
then redirects pointers 

170 Saves the rest of the program to tape 
Note that these are hybrid programs 

in that they make direct calls to ROM as 
well as to short routines in RAM. W\ 

C64 auto-transfer program. 

10 rem c64 auto-transfer files from disk to tape 
20 poke56,16:clr 
30 fort=49152to49221:readx:poket,x:nextt 
35 datal62,0,160,16,134,174,132,175,169,0,133,147,133,144,166,185 
40 data32,175,245,169,96,133,185,32,213,243,165,186,32,9,237,165 
45 datal85,32,199,237,32,19,238,165,144,74,74,176,6,32,19,238 
50 data76,240,244,76,4,247,162,60,134,178,160,3,132,179,32,56 
55 data248,169,3,76,106,247 
70 print" What titles are to be copied":print" from disk to tape" 
80 print" (type * when all titles are entered)Q" 
90 a=a+l:print" title"a;:inputname$(a):ifname$(aT<>"*"then90 
100 lt=a:a=l 
110 openl,8,2,name$(a):fort=0tol:get#l,x$:ifx$=""thenx$=chr$(0) 
120 lo(t)=asc(x$):nextt:print#l:closel:sys57812 name$(a),8 
130 sys49152:h 1 =peek( 175):h0=peek(l74) 
140 h=256*(lo(l)+hl)+lo(0)+h0-4096:sys57812 name$(a),l,l 
150 pokel93,lo(0):pokel94,lo(l):pokel75,int(h/256):pokel74,h-256*int(h/256) 
160 sys49206:pokel93,0:pokel94,16:pokel74,h0:pokel75,hl 
170 print"saving R^'name$(a):fort=lto2500:next:sys63591:a=a+l:iflt>athenll0 
180 print" Resave on another tape? (y/n)" 
190 getz$:ifz$=""thenl90 
200 ifz$="y"thenprint"ok":gotolOO 

Listing 2 

Auto-transfer program for Commodore 80 column and 40 column basic 4. 

10 rem auto-transfer files from disk to tape 
20 poke53,16:poke42,172:poke43,7:clr 
30 fort=1920tol963:readx:poket,x:nextt 
40 datal69,96,133,211,32,165,244,32,210,240,165,211,32,147,241,32 
50 datal92,241,165,150,74,74,144,3,76,193,243,32,192,241,76,145 
60 data243,32,149,246,32,140,248,169,1,76,25,246 
70 print" What titles are to be copied":print" from disk to tape" 
80 print" (type * when all titles are entered)Q" 
90 a=a+l:print" title"a;:inputname$(a):ifname$(iy<>"*"then90 
100 lt=ala=l 
110 openl,8,2,name$(a):fort=0tol:get#l,x$:ifx$=""thenx$=chr$(0) 
120 lo(t)=asc(x$):nextt:print#l:closel:sys62589 name$(a),8:pokel57,0 
130 poke251,0:poke252,16:sysl920:hl=peek(252):h0=peek(251) 
140 h=256*(lo(l)+hl)+lo(0)+h0-4096:sys62589 name$(a),l 
150 poke251,lo(0):poke252,lo(l):poke202,int(h/256):poke201 ,h-256*lnt(h/256) 
160 Sysl953:poke251,0:poke252,16:poke202,hl:poke201,h0 
170 print"saving R"name$(a):sys63322:a=a+l:iflt>athenllQ 
180 print" Resave on another tape? (y/n)" 
190 getz$:ifz$=""thenl90 
200 ifz$="y"thenprint"ok":goto 100 
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MoveMead Discount 
Software Co 1541 FLASH! 

Do you get bored waiting for your disk drive to load your 
favourite programs? 
Thinking of reverting to turbo' tape routines because they’re 
quicker? 
WAIT!!! 

From SUPERSOFT comes a great NEW product which you 
can fit in minutes to upgrade your Commodore 64 and 1541 
Disk Drive. All disk operations are speeded up as much as 
THREE times (forexample, programs which normally take a 
minute to load will load in twenty seconds or less using 
FLASH!) 

1541 FLASH! is 100% compatible with Commodore BASIC. 
However, if you really want to you can easily revert to the 
normal slow mode at any time — but we don’t think you will! 
If you take your programming seriously you can speed 
DAT A transfers by up to 10 times normal speed (in your own 
programs), and can also make use of 11 screen editing 
functions, as well as 17 disk commands. 
Pressing SHIFT and RUN/STOP becomes the same as 
LOAD"*’ ,8,1 so you can start work about five seconds 
earlier each day! 
Supersoft have 1541 FLASH! in stock NOW. so send your 
cheque for £89.95 or phone 01-861 1166 to order by 
Access. 
P S. Unlike some add-ons we could mention, 1541 FLASH! 
leaves you all your memory and the cartridge port available! 

SUPERSOFT 
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone, 

Harrow, HA3 7SJ 
Tel: 01 -861 1166 for further details and our free catalogue 

SPECTRUM COMMODORE 64 

GAME * BRP 
OUR 

GAME RRP 
OUR 

PRICE 
Rax) over Moscow .7.95 6 95 Ghostbusters .1095 8 30 
Bruce Lee 795 695 Bruce Lee 9 95 845 
Project Future . 6 95 5 45 BattteforMidway 895 4 99 
Everyone sAWalfy . .9 95 
Daley Thompson . 690 490 Summer Games .14.95 10.30 
Beacnnaac 795 590 Raid over Moscow 995 795 
Knights Lore 995 720 Bnstles. 995 399 
Underworlde 995 720 SpyvsSpy 995 795 
Full Throttle. 6 95 299 Boulder Oash 8 95 6 45 
Valhalla . 
AirWolt .6 90 5.45 Daley Thompson Decath .7 90 525 
Match Day 7 95 5.45 Fighter Pitot 995 750 
PyJamarama. 6.95 549 Flip & Flop. 9.95 399 
Monty Is Innocent 6 95 4 99 Spy Hunter .9.95 7.50 
Zaxxon 7 95 599 ImpossibleMissioo 8.95 745 
Great Space Race 14 95 399 Astor Chase 9.95 399 
Potty Pigeon . 695 299 Kong Stnxes Back ... .7.90 545 
Match Point .7.95 499 Valhalla 
Gift ol the Gods 995 795 Colossus Chess 9 95 495 
Aliens. 995 795 Gyro Pod.. . 6 90 299 
Ghostbusters .995 7 45 Poster Pastec 
Technician Ted 595 475 World Series Baseball.... .7,.95 595 
Hampstead 9 95 3 95 Gremlins 995 795 
World Senes Baseball 695 5.25 BnanJacks . . 795 625 
Brian Jacks 7 95 6.25 Slap Shot. 995 795 
Kosmil Kanga .6.95 2.99 MoonCresta 695 545 

All prices include VAT Postage and packing is FREE on orders in excess of 
El 5.00. All orders of less than this amount are charged 0.75p towards the cost 
1,000s of more titles available for all machines. Send a S.A.E. for full list Send 
your cheque/P.O. for the full amount (plus postage, if required), to:— 

MOVEMEAD (MARKETING) LIMITED, 
zm 55 AYLESBURY STREET, BLETCHLEY, ' 
— BUCKS, MK2 2BH Telephone: (0908) 79232 3 E3 

Orders despatched within 3 days of reciept of your order and cheque P.O. All 
tapes are offered subject to availability. E&OE 

ANCHORLORD LTD. 
COMMODORE PACK C64. DATASETTE, REFERENCE GUIDE 
BOOK. JOYSTICK. CARRYING CASE + INTERNATIONAL 
SOCCER+ SIM0NSBASIC.£245 
COMMODORE PORTABLE SX 64.£450 
COMMODORE + DISC DRIVE + PRINTER + EASY SCRIPT + 
EASY FILE+ 6 GAMES.£538 
PRINTER DPS 1001.£300 
SIMON SBASIC + INTERNATIONAL SOCCER £35.50 

SPECTRUM PLUS.£125 
QL.£375 
ATARI.£128 
AMSTRAD (GREEN MONITOR).£238 
AMSTRAD (COLOUR MONITOR).£338 
ELECTRON.£125 
BBC + DFS INTERFACE.£399 

MEDIC DATA SYSTEM. 1 MEGABYTE DISC DRIVE.£249 
1541 FLASH FROM SUPERSOFT £89.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
ALL STRAIGHT FROM THE MANUFACTURER! 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
‘EVERYONE’SA WALLY' FROM MIKR0-GEN.£8.95 
‘SORCERY’FROMVIRGINGAMES.£7.95 
PASTFINDER’FROM ACTIVISION.£8.99 
M00NCRESTA FROM INCENTIVE.£5.95 
DARKT0WER’ FROM MELBOURNE. .. £6.95 

X for every £3° 
Cdr YOU SPEND WITH US 

W ^ Y(HJ NAVE THE CHANCE TO WIN 

^ A SINCLAIR C5!!* 
7 Every 100th customer drawn from our hat 1 

7 will win a Sinclair C5. All runners up r- 
/ will receive a free game! v \ 

* ~7 ' Spend El 50 and have t^A 
^—■—7 5 chance* to win. \ * 

/ ^4 Spend £300 and you eO 
have 10 chances to win! K \ 

ANCHORLORD LTD. 
These are just a few examples of our huge stocks! 
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Mike Gerrard’s trips down adventure lane this week 

threaten to turn him into a babbling idiot_j 

_ (or is that a babel fish idiot?). _ 

SCIENCE 
FRICTION 

Two adventures this week 
which bear a few similarities 
(they’re both disk-only adapta¬ 
tions of best-selling science 
fiction books) but the results 
are as different as the books 
they’re based on: Douglas 
Adams' The Hitchhiker’s Guide 
to the Galaxy and Arthur C 
Clarke’s Rendezvous with 
Rama. The former’s a delight, 
but the latter’s a disaster. 

First the good news, if you can 
call being reincarnated as 
Arthur Dent good news. Still, I 
suppose it beats coming back to 
earth as Marvin, or anyone else 
when your house is about to be 
demolished by a bulldozer to 
make way for a by-pass. That’s 
one of Arthur’s early problems, 
as if the hum-drum of daily 
existence wasn’t bad enough — 
like how to stop the room 
spinning round when you get 
out of bed? And what is that 
thing your aunt gave you? 

A load of bulldozer 
Ho-hum, and it’s out of the 
house to try and deal with that 
bulldozer. But, too late. You 
spent too long reading through 
the junk mail and a fleet of 
Vogon Constructor ships has 
arrived to demolish the earth. 
Better put on your peril-sensi¬ 
tive sunglasses while you look 
at your score. 

Y ou will, of course, already be 
wearing your DONT PANIC 
badge, and will have examined 
your free piece of pocket fluff 
and the free microscopic space 
fleet, and done your best to 
ignore the equally free demoli¬ 
tion order on your house. 

Infocom adventures start 
when you open the packaging, 
andthisoneis better than most. 
The lucky people who can play 
it are those with an Apple 
Macintosh, Apple II, DEC Rain¬ 
bow, IBM PC or CP/M86 (in 8in 
format), who can fork out 
£34.50 for the privilege. Com¬ 
mon old Commodore 64 and 
Atari owners can have one at 
the bargain price of £30.20. All 
versions are being distributed 
by Softsel <01-844 2040). 

Meanwhile, back at the bull¬ 
dozers, Arthur has consulted 
the paperback in which he 
features and discovered that a 
good way of stopping the bull¬ 
dozer is to lie in its path. This he 
fearlessly does, despite the 
warnings shouted by Mr Pros¬ 

ser from the local council. In the 
nick of time Ford Prefect ar¬ 
rives, and generously offers his 
towel, then disappears in the 
direction of the pub. 

You risk getting up and 
following him to the pub, as 
you’re dying for drink . . . oops, 
now you’re just dying, hit by a 
flying brick, and you expire in 
silence, wake up, you type, ever 
the optimist. “You keep out of 
this, you’re dead,” is the re¬ 
sponse. 

The adventure remains fair¬ 
ly faithful to the book, though 
relying on it too much will only 
lead you up the garden path. 
When you get to the pub, for 
example, assuming you figure 
out how to get that far, you 
discover some peanuts. Accord¬ 
ing to the book you need these, 
but can you attract the atten¬ 
tion of the barman? Well I 
couldn’t, just like in real life. 
The jukebox contains a gener¬ 
ous supply of Beatles’ records, 
and Ford buys a generous supp¬ 
ly of beer, though you have to 
avoid getting a hangover. 

Stay sober, rush outside to 
investigate the noise, and you 
may just devise some means of 
getting yourself on the right 
side of the Vogon Constructor 
ships. Twelve hours later you 
might have figured out how to 

stop yourself roaming round in 
the dark. Twelve days later and 
you might have figured out how 
to get a babel fish out of the 
babel fish dispenser — I doubt if 
there’s ever been anything fun¬ 
nier on a computer than this. 

That goes for the adventure 
itself, which veers from the 
storyline of the book, but I was 
so overcome with excitement at 
getting a babel fish out of the 
dispenser that I couldn’t go any 
further. Buy it. 

No rendezvous 
As for Rendezvous with Rama, 
all I can say is don’t buy it. It 
comes from an American com¬ 
pany, Trillium, and is one of a 
series being distributed here by 
WH Smith for £19.95. It is 
beautifully packaged, with a 
glossy colour fold-out sleeve 
containing notes, maps and two 
double-sided disks. 

The book is a marvel lous read 
about the arrival in our solar 
system of the Rama, an enor¬ 
mous alien object that goes into 
orbit around the sun and is 
seemingly devoid of life. A ship 
is sent up to investigate the 
object. You’re the captain of 
that ship, the Endeavour. 

Graphics occupy about the 
top quarter of the screen, with a 
fairly detailed text beneath, 

showing you to be in the crew 
area. Spy i ng a locker I opened it 
to see that it contained, among 
other things, some utility suits. 
get utility suit seemed obvious, 
but “Bad Obj” came the re¬ 
sponse and the program 
crashed. 

Annoying, but not a major 
disaster if you keep away from 
utility suits and provided it 
doesn’t happen again. It does. 

There are two arcade games 
incorporated in the adventure, 
and apart from their poor qqali- 
ty they both cause the program 
to crash. You have five lives in 
each, and when those lives are 
exhausted . .. Crash! 

You can have a practice 
session on either game by 
typi ng action , or go straight into 
the first game. There’s no warn¬ 
ing that you need a joystick, let 
alone which port to plug it in, 
and still it crashes when you’ve 
lost your lives. It also crashed 
when I succeeded at the first 
part of the game, then attemp¬ 
ted to dock the Endeavor with 
the Rama (for which there are 
also no instructions). 

Trillium, however, seems to 
have recognised that there are 
problems with the program, 
and says it will be supplying a 
corrected version. I’ll keep you 
posted. B 



If you have ever spent hours writing a 
program only to have it disappear into 
never never land when you run it you 

probably wish the Commodore 64 had a 
reset switch so you could regain control 
of your runaway program. 

In fact, installation of a reset is 
extremely simple, and a small piece of 
suitable software should banish dis¬ 
appearing programs. 

The switch is placed on the user port. 
Since we are going to add a connector 
onto this connector, it’s certainly worth 
using some of the other pins available to 
perform another useful task at the same 
time, ie providing the computer with a 
parallel printer interface. Many prog¬ 
rams, such as Easyscript, offer the 
facility to use a standard Centronics 
printer from within the program rather 
than a standard Commodore one. It is 
possible to make your own lead for far 
less than the £30 you’d pay in a shop. 

Start with the printer cable. The 
Commodore 64 doesn’t have a true 
Centronics interface, but the user port 
can provide all the necessary signals to 
drive a printer. 

Although the standard Centronics 
plug has 36 pins, only 11 are needed to 
get a working interface. 

Pin 1 is the Strobe line: data is read 
from the port when this line falls from 5 V 
to 0V. Pins 2 to 9 are the pins which carry 
the eight data bits to be sent to the 
printer. Pin 2 is the least significant bit, 
pin 9 is the most significant. 

Pin 10, the Acknowledgement line, 
resembles the Strobe line in that it 
carries a pulse of electricity from the 
printer when data has been received. No 
further communication is possible with¬ 
out this pulse passing to the computer. 
Ground is present on pin 16 of the 
connector. 

The reset switch connects to the reset 
and ground lines of the user port. When 
the switch is pressed, it forces the reset 

PROJECT 3 
[Our Workbench series turns the spotlight on the Commodore 64 | 

as Richard Keeble explains how to install a reset switch 

_and make a parallel printer interface. 
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Commodore edge connector, seen from the rear of the computer. 

line to 0 volts and this resets the 
machine and all memory pointers. The 
program, however, is still held in 
memory, so all you have to do is set the 
pointers to their original values and 
your program will be retrieved. A small 
machine code program does this. 

Construction 
Building the interface couldn’t be sim¬ 
pler. The Centronics socket simply 
needs the wire positioned inside it and 
then squashed together in a vice. The 
cable is a couple of wires shorter than the 
plug, so make sure you position the cable 
correctly in the plug. Examine the 
illustrations carefully - the empty pins 
should be 18 and 36 and the red stripe 
should be pin 1. 

Now for the fun part. Solder the other 
end of the cable to the pins of the edge 
connector. Follow the wiring and the 
edge connector diagrams, making sure 
you know which pin is which. Before 
soldering the wires to this connector 
make sure that you are using the right 
ones. The cable is numbered very 
strangely, alternating between the top 
and bottom pins of the connector (see the 
diagram). 

Before the wires are soldered to the 
connector it is a good idea to tin the pins 
of the socket you are going to be 
soldering onto and the ends of the wires. 

Don’t leave too much bare wire when you 
strip the cable; half a centimetre should 
be plenty - any more and you run the 
danger of the wires shorting out to other- 
pins of the connector. Figure 1 shows 
which pins should be connected 
together. Your Centronics printer inter¬ 
face is now finished. 

Installing the reset switch is sim¬ 
plicity itself as you simply solder a 
couple of short strands of wire to the 
connectors on a push-to-make switch, 
and solder the other ends of the two 
cables to the edge connector - one wire to 
pin 1 and the other to pin 3. Which way 
round the two wires are isn’t important. 

Make sure you understand the cable numbering. 

When installing the interface into the 
box mount the edge connector on the 
outside edge of the case or it won’t plug 
into the 64 properly. A little very strong 
glue helps fix it firmly. 

So there you have it; a combined reset 
switch and printer interface for your 
Commodore 64. All you need is a little 
understanding of the user port and a 
little software. Continued next week. V': 

36 33 30 27 24 21 19 

Centronics pin numbers, shown looking at printer. 

Parts 
1 Push switch 
1 2*12 way PC 

edgecon 
1 Centronics type 

conR 
1 ABS box 2002 
4 Flat IDC cable 

34-way 

Cost Maplin No. 
19p FH59P 

£2.20 BK74R 

£6.25 FJ62S 
£1.35 WY03D 

£2.32 XR76H 
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MONITORS 
Microvitec 1431 Standard Res.£ 189.00 
Microvitec1451 Medium Res.£289.00 
Microvitec1441 High Res.£399.00 
Microvitec203120"Standard Res.£315.00 
MicrovitecSinclairQL.£270.00 
Philips BM7502V.H. Res (Green).£85.00 
Normende TV/Monitor + Remote control £249.00 
Ferguson CTV +RGB.£240.00 

Philips CTV+ RGB.£229.00 
Kaga RGB Vision III 12".£369.00 
Kaga12"H.R.Green.£118 
Sanyo SCM14"VHR.£425.00 
Novex 1414 colour Monitor.£215.00 

DISC DRIVES 
BBC Single 100K Drive.£99.00 
BBC Dual 200K.£189.00 
BBC Dual 200K40Track.£159.00 
BBC Dual 400K40Track.£299.00 
BBC Single400K 80Track.£159.00 
BBC Dual 800K80Track.£318.00 
BBC Single Power Supply.£20.00 

BBC Dual Power Supply.£29.00 

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS 
BrotherHR15.£378.00 

BrotherHRI 5 Keyboard.£155.00 
Brother HR15 Sheet Feeder.£212.00 

BrotherHR15TractorFeed.£71.00 
Quen Data 20 CPS.£249.00 
Juki 610018 CPS.£340.00 
Juki Single Sheet Feeder.£230.00 
Juki Tractor Unit.£115.00 

Juki RS232 Interface.£74.00 
Juki Spare Daisywheel.£16.00 

KagaKP810(NLQ).£285.00 

KagaKP910(NLQ).£399.00 
Kaga RS232 + 2K Buffer.£95.00 

Ensign 1650165CPS.£305.00 
Epson RX80T100 CPS.£212.00 

Epson RX80F/T100 CPS.£240.00 

MP-165(NLQ).£316.00 
Panasonic KP1091.£325.00 
SeikoshaGPIOOA.£189.00 
Epson RX100F/T100 CPS.£396.00 
Epson FX80160 CPS.£370.00 
Epson FX100F/T160 CPS.£494.00 
ShinwaCP80.£199.00 
Riteman Compact 120 CPS.£199.00 
Star Gemini10X120 CPS.£230.00 
Star Gemini 15X120 CPS.£339.00 
Epson 8143RS2321 nterface for FX and RX £34.00 

Epson 814RS232 Interface with 2K 
Buffer X On/Off.£65.00 

DISKS 
Very high quality Fuji 

Diskettes, guaranteed for life 
at only £20.00 per box 

(Double-sided 80 track) 

BBC UPGRADES 
A-B Upgrade.£110.00 
DFS Interface.£120.00 
Econet Interface.£69.00 
Speech I nterface.£54.00. 

RS232 Interface for any 
Centronics-type Printer.£34.00 

HOW TO ORDER 

COLOUR PRINTERS 
Canon PJ1080A 7 Colour40 CPS InkJet.. .£440.00 
Seikosha GP700A 7 Colour 50 CPS.£399.00 

COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, < 
, ACCESSORIES, UTILITIES 

and lots, lots more!! 

You may purchase any of the items listed by 
cheque made payable to: Twillstar Computers 
Ltd Barclaycard or Access All you have to do 
is fill in your requirements on a separate sheet 
of paper, post to us and we will despatch within 
24 hours, subject to availability. All prices 
inclusive of 15% VAT ADD £2.50 P&P for 
orders below £150. Over add £8 P&P. Credit 
card holders may order by telephone Give 
card number, name, address and items 
required Please note VAT is not charged on 
export orders. Export customers please ring for 
details of P&P. 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 

(01)574 5271 

PRINTERS 
Brother EP44. 
Brother HR5. 
Canon PW1080A160 CPS (NLQ). 

Canon PW1156A160 CPS (NLQ). 

si IWillstar Computers Limited 
i£399*00 17 Regina Road, Southall, MIDDLESEX UB2 5PL. TEL: (01)574 5271 



PRINTERS 

PRINTS OF 
THEREALM 

Finding the right printer for your computer can be as difficult as 

winding your way through a maze. But, there’s hope on the horizon — 

simply consult Kenn Garroch’s guide to what's what and for how much. Printers range from cheap thermal 
narrow-paper machines to large 
expensive daisy wheels. The in- 

between ground is held by the dot 
matrix, Epson lookalike printers. There 
are also colour printers which range 
from the cheapest pen plotters to the 
ribbon and ink jet machines that pro¬ 
duce high quality prints. 

The bottom end of the printer market 
is generally held by the thermal prin¬ 
ters, and the pen plotters. Thermal 
printers need either special paper, 
available from many stationers, or 
carbon transfer ribbons such as those in 
the Brother range (EP22/44/HR5). 

The pen plotters use one of four 
coloured pens which move horizontally 
across the paper. The paper moves 
vertically allowing characters and 

graphics to be drawn on the paper. They 
tend to be slow and are generally limited 
to narrow (4.5in) paper. 

Dot matrix is the most common type of 
printer these days. A vertical line of 
needles presses an inked or carbon 
ribbon onto the paper. At the bottom of 
the range the capabilities are limited 
but usually include bit image graphics 
and a choice of character sets. 

At the top end, features such as 
proportional spacing, near letter quality 
(NLQ), buffers, and downloadable char¬ 
acter sets are available. But you pay for 
the extra facilities. 

For the more serious users, the daisy 
wheel type of printer may be necessary. 
These use a spoked wheel with a letter on 
each spoke. The letters are stamped 
against a ribbon just like a typewriter. 

The main problems are inflexibility, as 
you are limited to the characters avail¬ 
able on the wheel. They also tend to be 
slow, roughly 10-20cps, and very noisy, 
which irritates some people. 

Interfaces 
A snag you may run across is the type of 
interface that connects the printer to 
your computer. The most common is the 
Centronics parallel connection. 

The other main type is the serial or 
RS232 interface. This is usually avail¬ 
able either as an alternative to Cen¬ 
tronics, or as a separate adaptor for more 
cash (denoted by the £ sign in the list 
below). 

When buying a printer, you will 
probably be spoilt for choice. The first 
thing is to decide what you need a pri nter 
for — letter quality, listings, graphics, 
colour, etc. Next, decide what you can 
pay, and see which printers are in your 
price range. 

Once you have a selection, think of 
what you may need the printer for in the 
future. This should narrow the choice 
down to one or two. At this point, you 
should scour the advertisements in the 
computer press for the company that 
offers the best deal for the printer you 
want. Now you have a printer that 
should last for years without any 
problems. In case of hitches, make sure 
the dealer you buy the printer from has 
some kind of backup and guarantee 
policy. Y\ 

Thermal printers 

Name TC600 
Price £577.25 
Speed 16cps 
Interfaces RS232 
Print method Carbon ribbon/thermal 
Paper size 8.5in 
Comments Plots graphs, built-in 

keyboard and RAM, disk 
drive available 

Supplier Jones Brother 
061-330 6531 The Brother HR5. 

Name Epson P-40 
Price £109 
Speed lOcps 
Interfaces Optional Centronics or 

RS232 
Print method Thermal 
Paper size 4.5in 
Comments Cheap but paper is 

narrow 
Supplier Peripheral Hardware 

021-745 3033 

Name 

Price 

Speed 

Interfaces 

Print method 

Paper size 

Comments 

Supplier 

HR5 
£180.85 
16cps 
Centronics/RS232(£) 
Carbon ribbon/thermal 
8.5in 
Battery powered 4xU2s, 
similar to EP-44 without 
keyboard 
Jones Brother 
061-330 6531 

Name EP22 
Price £169.95 
Speed 16cps 
Interfaces RS232 
Print method Carbon ribbon/thermal 
Paper size 8.5in 
Comments Battery powered 4xU2 
Supplier Jones Brother 

061-3306531 
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Dot matrix printers 

Name Smith-Corona D200 
Price £483 
Speed 160cps 
Interfaces RS232 and Centronics 
Print method Dot matrix 
Paper size 8.5in 
Comments Includes NLQ, 2K 

internal buffer, IBM 
compatibility 

Supplier Smith-Corona dealers 

Name 
Price 
Speed 
Interfaces 
Print method 
Paper size 
Comments 

Supplier 

Walters WM-80 
£228.28 
80cps 
Centronics/RS232( £) 
Dot matrix 
8.5in 
Bog standard Epson 
lookalike 
Walters Microsystems 
Int 0494-32751 

Name Shinwa CPA-80 
Price £228.85(Centronics) 

£251.85 (RS232) 
Speed lOOcps 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232(£) 
Print method Dot matrix 
Paper size 8.5in 
Comments Pretty well Epson 

compatible 
Supplier Micro-Peripherals 

0256-473232 

Name Canon PW1080A 
Price £320 
Speed 160cps draft/75cps NLQ 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232(£) 
Print method Dot matrix 
Paper size 8.5in 
Comments Includes NLQ option 
Supplier CJE Micros 0903- 

213900/Maplin 0702- 
552911 

Name Brother Ml009 
Price £199 
Speed 60cps 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232< £) 
Print method Dot matrix 
Paper size 8.5in 
Comments A compact printer, 

almost completely 
Epson control code 
compatible 

Supplier Jones Brother 
061-330 6531 

hi 
The Brother M1009. 
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The Smith-Corona D200. 

Name Riteman Plus 
Price £260 
Speed 120cps 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232(£) 
Print method Dot matrix 
Paper size 8.5in 
Comments Tractor feed mech 

available 
Supplier KODE 0249-813 771 

Name 
Price 
Speed 
Interfaces 
Print method 
Paper size 
Comments 
Supplier 

Smith-Corona Fastex80 
£224.25 
80cps 
Centronics RS232(£) 
Dot matrix 
8.5in 
Tractor feed available 
Smith-Corona dealers 

Name OKI Microline 80 
Price £229 
Speed 80cps 
Interfaces Centronics RS232(£) 
Print method Dot matrix 
Paper size 9.5in 
Supplier X-DATA 0753-72331 

Name Epson RX80 F/T 
Price £328 
Speed lOOcps 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232(£) 
Print method Dot matrix 
Paper size 8.5in 
Comments Taken as a standard 
Supplier Epson dealers 

Name 
Price 
Speed 
Interfaces 
Print method 
Paper size 
Supplier 

Mannesman Tally 80 
£299 
80cps 
Centronics 
Dot matrix 
8.5in 
Mannesman Tally 
0734-791619 

\ ^ 

Jk 

Wm 
ismml 

The Canon PW180A. 

Name Star Gemini 10X 
Price £286 
Speed 120cps 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232(£) 
Print method Dot matrix 
Paper size 8.5in 
Supplier Keyaki 0932-242777 

|L J 

/ 
The Epson RX80 F/T. 
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NEW CONCEPTS 
IN SOFTWARE 

BBC 
Computer aided learning template system for 
teachers. Enables any teacher to quickly acquire a 
library of personalized teaching software. Price 
£25.00 

CBM64 
Dr. John and the battle of the entropy; The Energy 
Race. Educational fun game for O and A level/ 
Technician courses. Teaches fundamental concepts 
of engineering and heat. A revolutionary new 
approach to teaching with an emphasis on learning 
through play with full back up material. Price £9.95 

SPECTRUM 
O and A level Physics packages 

NEWTONS LAWS.£6.95 
WORKANDENERGY.£6.95 

Atomic Structure — A complete view. Award 
winning 48K Spectrum programme. Illustrates 13 
important Physics experiments with high res graphics 
and text. Suitable for A level £5.50 

Super BASIC EDITOR. RESERVESspaceforcode in 
REMs, FIND AND REPLACE everything, variable 
speed TRACE, DELETE blocks of BASIC, and much 
more. 

Send to: 

NEW CONCEPTS PCN, 
Rosenython, St. Keverne, Helston, 

Cornwall TR12 6QR 

Mill Hill 
Computer Centre 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Home and personal computers, software, peripherals, printers, disc 
drives and books ql unbeatable prices. 

All prices include VAT 
A vide range of educational wftware and games always in stock 

BBC(B) + free recorder + lead. 
BBC(DFS) + free recorder + lead. 
Electron + free recorder + plus 1. 
Commodore 64 + recorder + joystick Oil. 
Commodore 16starterpack + joystick. 
Amst rad + £ 100 wort h of s/w. 
Amstrad + £100 worth of s/w.. 
ZX Spectrum 48K + £50s/w. 
Juki 6100 daisywheel. 
Daisystep2000. 
Cannon PW1080A. 
ShinwaCP80. 
ShinwaCPA80. 
Commodore MPS801. 
MicrovitecCVB. 
Commodore Hires (col. monitor). 
Philips (green). 
Philips (amber). 
Cumana 100k disk drive. 
Commodore 1541 diskdrive. 
Sanyo cassette recorder. 
Acorn cassette recorder. 
Floppy disc (45-80 track). 

....£325 
... £420 
....£185 
....£220 
....£100 
,M.£225 
C.£330 

....£110 

....£365 

....£235 
.... £330 
... £190 

.... £230 
....£190 
....£199 
....£220 
.£85 
.£95 
....£125 
....£190 
.£23 
.£32 
.£18 

This I* only a small selection of what we can offer 
For further details either write or telephone us 

Mail Order Despatched within 10 days after receipt of your order and cheque 
Add £2.50 PAP for orders below £150. and aver, £H PA P 

Government & Education discount given 

123 The Broadway 
Mill Hill, l-ondon NW7 3TG 

Tel: 01-906 3363 

QL 
SKETCH PAD 

A graphics design package allowing the 
user to create high resolution full colour 
pictures and diagrams using the cursor 
keys or a joystick. Features include:- 

★ Screen dump to any Epson compatible 
printer. 

* Microdrive save and load of screens. 
★ Use of stipple gives a vast range of 

colours. 
* Graphics and text can be freely mixed. 
* Automatic drawing of many shapes. 
★ Filling of regular or irregular shapes in 

any colour. A/, pricei indude VA T and 

SKETCH PAD £14.90 ★ 
PARALLEL PRINTER 
INTERFACE £34.90 ★ 
JOYSTICK ADAPTOR £ 5.90 ★ 

* Drawings saved on microdrive can be 
redisplayed from within any Super- 
Basic program using simple procedures 
supplied on microdrive. 

Some applications include:- 

★ Labels ★ Signs * Flow Charts 
★ Graphics for Games 
* Artists Drawing 

PARALLEL PRINTER 
INTERFACE 

Simply plugs into the ‘Ser I ’ port of the 
QL and any centronics compatible 
printer (eg:- EPSON. CANON. OKI. 
Kaga, Juki etc.) 

works with PSION software and requires 
no special commands. Full instructions 
included. 

JOYSTICK ADAPTOR 
Enables any Atari compatible joystick 
(eg: Kempston, Quickshot) to be used 
with the QL joystick ports. 

p & p within the U.K. Make cheques or postal orders payable to Sigma Research. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
SKETCHPAD PLUS JOYSTICK 
ADAPTOR £19.95 

Sigma Research 
Dept PCN 231 Coldhams Lane, Cambridge CB1 3HY 

Tel: (0223)214109 
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PECIAL REPORT: PRINTERS 
.etter quality printers 

Name 
Price 
Speed 
Interfaces 
Print method 

Paper size 
Comments 

Supplier 

IBICO LTR-1 
£175 
12cps 
Centronics 
Letters on cylindrical 
roller — a bit like a 
rubber golf ball 
8.5in 
Interfaces available for 
Commodore 64, and 
Spectrum at £29.95, and 
£39.95 respectively 
IBICO 01-568 2379 

Name Silver Reed EXP500 
Price £378 
Speed 18cps 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232(£) 
Print method Daisy wheel 
Paper size lOin 
Supplier C/WP Computers 

01-828 9000 

Name Juki 6100 
Price £385.25 
Speed 17cps 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232(£) 
Print method Daisy wheel 
Paper size 13in 
Comments Takes Triumph Adler 

wheels 
Supplier Most printer dealers 

Colour printers 

Name Seikosha GP700-A 
Price £488 
Speed 50cps 
Interfaces Centronics 
Print method 7-colour ribbon dot 

matrix 
Paper size 8.5in 
Supplier DRG Business Machines 

0934-419914 

Name Integrex Colour Jet 
Price £654.35 
Speed 40cps 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232(£) 
Print method Dot matrix inkjet 
Paper size 8.5in 
Comments No tractor feed 

available; interface for 
viewdata system 

Supplier Integrex 0283-215 432 

Name CGP1154 
Price £149 
Speed 12cps 
Interfaces Centronics 
Print method Pen plotter 
Paper size 4.5in 
Comments One of many 4-colour 

pen plotters, all the 
same design and 
roughly the same price 

Supplier Tandy shops 

Speed 
Interfaces 

Smith Corona LIOOO 
£368 
12cps 
Centronics/RS232( £) 

Print method Daisy wheel 
Paper size 13in 

Supplier 
Replacement for the TP1 
Smith-Corona dealers 

Name Turbo-20 
Price £497 
Speed 18cps 
Interfaces Centronics/RS232(£) 
Print method Daisy wheel 
Paper size 15in 
Supplier Office Efficiency 

Machines 01-741 7383 

Turhn-28 £497“" lUtPW 4P l-^zi— 

Juki 6111 £385~ 

WMMU 

lmh aa= 

LTH-1 fi?r 

— PCH RATIH6S - 

With letter quality printers, you get what you pay for. 

Name Tandy CGP-220 
Price £499 
Speed 37cps 
Interfaces Centronics 
Print method 7-colour ink jet 
Paper size 8.5in 
Supplier Tandy dealers 

The GP700-A is good value, but the Integrex offers 
more features. Above, the Commodore M PS-801. 

PCN APRIL201985 

Name 
Price 
Speed 
Interfaces 
Print method 
Paper size 
Supplier 

Canon PJ1080A 
£497 
37cps 
Centronics 
7-colour inkjet 
8.5in 
Canon dealers, Keyaki 
0932-242777 

Name Commodore MPS-801 
Price £395.95 
Speed 38cps 
Interfaces CBMIEEE 
Print method Dot matrix coloured 

ribbon 
Paper size 8.5in 
Supplier Commodore 

0536-205252 

-1 



In your job, business or profession 

GET THINGS 
GOING 

... with the Philips portable 
computer P2000 C. 
In 16 bit and 8. 
With all the RAM you want - 64K to 512K 
with 32K separate for the video. And disk 
capacity - up to 2x 640K floppies and a 
hard disk, built-in if you prefer. 

CP/M, p-System and in the 16-bit version 
MS-DOS provide software for every busi¬ 
ness task and for many lines of business. 
And practically all the interfaces you need: 
serial printer, external floppy drives, slave 
monitor, data communication, hard disk, 
IEC/IEEE. 

The 9" screen is glare-free. You have high- 
resolution graphics. The keyboard is low- 
profile. 

A range of models available - all with free 
software - at very reasonable prices. For 
example a P2010 with CP/M and software 
costs £ 995 plus VAT and for just £ 2995 
plus VAT you get a P2009 with CP/M and 
built-in hard disk. Ask your dealer for 
details or post the coupon today. 

For instant information phone Kingsway 
Data Systems (09328) 68911. 

Personal Computer Div 
P.O.Box 4PD. London W1A4PD 

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE VAT 





ARDWARE PRO-TEST: SMC MOUSE 

MICE MOVEMENT 
A whole new window in computing has been opened with the arrival of the 

mouse. David Janda assesses the SMC version for the Commodore 64. 

Mouse technology is gradually 
moving into the sphere of home 
computing and with the arrival 

of Magic Mouse, from SMC Supplies, 
Commodore 64 owners can now discover 
what all the fuss is about. The complete 
package includes a three-button mouse 
with four software packages: sprite 
design, icon design, drawing and mouse 
controller. 

A mouse works in a similar fashion to 
a joystick or tracker ball, except that as 
the mouse is moved around the desk, the 
pointer moves around the screen. Prog¬ 
rams which use a mouse usually follow 
the Macintosh system and have areas on 
the screen containing icons — little 
pictures that illustrate operations such 
as loading from disk. The pointer is 
moved to an icon, the button on the 
mouse is pressed and the required action 
is performed. 

First impressions 
In comparison to other mice on the 
market, the SMC version is extremely 
large - more like a rat than a mouse. 
Software can give different functions to 
each of the three buttons on the front. 
This means that a large number of 
functions can be controlled without ever 
having to touch the computer keyboard. 
The cable for connecting the mouse to 
the 64 is of a decent length and plugs into 
port two on the side of the machine. 

Examining the underside of the 
mouse reveals that movement is de¬ 
tected with a large ball-bearing. When 
the mouse is moved, the ball moves a 
couple of rollers inside the mouse and the 
necessary data is sent to the computer. 
On the test mouse, the ball moved a little 
too loosely and rattled quite a lot. 
Another couple of rollers would hold 
it tightly without affecting movement. 

In use 
After loading the software, a menu with 
the names of the four programs is 
displayed. An icon in the shape of a hand 
is used as the pointer and the mouse 
moves it around the screen. Before you 
start, however, two screws have to be 
adjusted to allow the pointer to move 
over all the screen. Fortunately this 
should only need to be done once. 

For some reason the pointer lags 
behind the mouse, catching up once you 
stop moving. This makes it extremely 
difficult to position the pointer with any 
degree of accuracy. 

Moving it into the box containing the 
program you require, and pressing the 
left button, loads the program. 

The most impressive program in the 

suite is the high-resolution graphics 
designer. This is a drawing package that 
allows you to create pictures in 16 
colours by using the 64’s multi-colour 
mode giving a resolution of 160 x 200. 

Fifteen different drawing functions 
are provided. Features include fill, 
draw, line, frame, circle and so on. Your 
picture can then be dumped to a 
Commodore printer, or a Cen¬ 
tronics printer, as long as you have the 
necessary cable. 

Unfortunately there is no zoom fa¬ 
cility built into the program. A fine- 
scroll command turns a section of the 64 
keyboard into a sort of cursor controller. 
This will move the cursor one pixel for 
each keypress but a zoom facility would 
save on eye strain. 

All the available commands are 

selecting the appropriate key with the 
mouse, but you have to remember which 
letter stands for which command. Surely 
the idea behind icons is to have a picture 
that shows what the key command does, 
as in the drawing program? 

The icon designer is very similar to the 
sprite designer except the area of the 
grid is much smaller. 

The mouse controller allows you to use 
the mouse and its icons, together with 
their own program, sys calls, peeks 

and pokes are used to access all relevant 
information, and are covered in the 
documentation. A few more examples 
would have made it easier to under¬ 
stand, however. 

Use of the mouse should open up a 
whole new area of software design for the 
64. It should now be easy to develop 

selected by moving the mouse. The only 
time that you need to type is when you 
enter a file name for either loading or 
saving a program. All available com¬ 
mands have icons to represent them. 
This makes the program extremely easy 
to use, as you can see the commands 
without having to look them up in a 
manual. 

There is a second, and quite major 
gripe about this program. When you are 
drawing a line or plotting a point the 
actual point drawn is slightly above the 
pointer, which makes it very difficult to 
position a dot accurately. 

The sprite designer is used to create 
sprites in normal or multi-colour mode 
Features include sprite selection, colour 
change, sprite expansion and so on. 

Again the mouse is used to control all 
operations. Simply move the pointer to 
the dot on the sprite grid that you wish to 
set or clear and press the button. 
Pointing the mouse to the right of the 
screen reveals a menu from which you 
can select commands. Unfortunately, 
this menu’s layout is like a large 
calculator with a number or letter on 
each key. Each command is entered by 

The SMC mouse is larger than the 
mice from other manufacturers but 
is nonetheless comfortable to use. 

programs that use the mouse for entry of 
all commands rather than the keyboard. 
This can only make programs more 
friendly. 

Verdict 
The Magic Mouse is okay except that the 
movement of the pointer is a little 
sluggish. The size and shape I found to be 
very comfortable in use. 

The software can only be described as 
adequate. It does the job, but could really 
do with a little more thought on its 
design. In fact, there are many superior 
packages which use a joystick or touch- 
pad for control. In other words, buy it for 
the mouse, not the software. B 
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TIMATIC SYSTEMS LTD 
Hegtstmtl Olhcc 
NEWGATE LANE 
FAREHAM, HANTS P014IAN 
TO: FAREHAM (0329) 239953 

Silts km) Reoxrs 
FAREHAM MARKET 
FAREHAM,HANTS 
TO: FAREHAM (0329) 236727 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME na 

a AMSTRAD 
EXPANDABLE RS232 
3 Options 
• RS232 (Runs printer, modems, etc) 

• Parrallel (BBC user port compatible) 

• Sideways ROM (Graphics, modem, ut (Graphics, modem, utilities) 

Any mix or all on same board Software available to drive modems, 
cumana, touch pad. Marconi trackball. Eprom programmer 

• CPM software 
to enable file transfer from Apricot. IBM. Mainframes etc 

• Sideways ROM 
Fully buffered, accept 12 sideways ROMs of your choice ie Modem Driver. Pnnter. 
Driver, graphics etc 

Both systems fully cased and supplied with operating software and 
manuals. 

Mail order welcome. Please send SAE for full list. 

Organised by The Association of London Computer Clubs 

COMPUTING FOR LONDON. 

Software. Hardware, 
Peripherals and bits for all 
micros. Free unbiased advice 
from the club stands. Bring- 
and-Buy Sale on the Saturday. 
Plus Other Features Robotics 
Conference, Network Features, 
Community Computing. 
Admission Adults £2.50 Under 
12's£1.50 
For stand information and 
availability contact Patricia 
Spilsbury 01-303 8849 

The Personal Computer Show 

For Everyone 

^SANYO 
Micro users, 
association ( 

Important 
News for 

§SANYO 

micro 
owners 

FREE ‘Getting started pack’ to 1 st 500 members 
after 15th March — Valued at £49.99 

★ The SMUA has been formed to support YOU 
and your computer 

★ Our services include unlimited telephone 
support for the software supplied with your 
Sanyo micro 

★ For further details dial 100 and ask for 
FREEPHONE SMUA 
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FORTH 
= TOTAL CONTROL 

FORTH can access any memory location and any i/o port 
II you want to use the full power of your computer at speeds 
from twenty to over fifty times faster than Basic - use FORTH 
We are the FORTH specialists - we stock FORTH for 
machines from Spectrum to VAX 
☆ COMPUTER ONE QL FORTH-83 — full screen 

editor, macro-assembler, floating point graphics, turnkey 
compiler, decompiler, multi-tasking, an excellent 
professionally written package £39.95. 

☆ Spectrum - White Lightning - the best graphics 
package anywhere, interrupt driven system can generate 
animations - C19.95 

☆ Commodore 64 cartridge - editor, assembler, colour, 
sound, debugger, access to all peripherals - £49.95 

☆ Dragon cartridge split-screen eddor sound, colour, 
decompiler overlays |oystick and timer support - full 
documentation and SOURCE CODE lor the complete 
package - £35 CoCo version C45. 

ft ‘Starting Forth’ by Brodie- the classic - £20.45 
☆ ‘Thinking Forth’ by Brodie - excellent - £i 5.45 
☆ ‘Forth Programming’ by Scanlon £15.50 

Do-it-yourself FORTH kits 
Installation manual - How to do it, model, definitions, editor - £7. 
Source code: 6502, 6800. 6809. 8080, Z80, 8086/8088. 9995. 1802. 68000, 

Send for catalogue 

Microprocessor Engineering Ltd. 
21 Hanley Road, Shirley 
Southampton SOI 5AQ 
Tel: 0703 780084 1 

LIGHT 

COMMODORE 64 
VIC 20 (NEED SUPER EXPANDER 

SPECTRUM 48K 
DRAGON 32/64 . 
TANDY COLOUR 32K ^ 

£14.95 

Discover the exciting world of y f M 
creating your own graphics on screen. 

The Tojan Light Pen will draw boxes, circles, lines, 
freehand pictures, save and load pictures with full erase 
facility. 

All in Hi-Res screen in any of 4 colours for the Dragon/ 
Tandy, 8 colours for the Spectrum and Vic 20, and 16 
colours for the Commodore 64. 

For educational or leisure use. 

Micro Computer Software & Accessories 

Send cheque/P.O. to. 
TROJAN PRODUCTS 

166, Derlwyn, Dunvant, Swansea SA2 7PF 
Tel: (0792) 205491. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED 

SEIKO _ WRIST TERMINAL 

RC-IOOO 

Five Flexible and Practical Uses. 

IROETWaI ■ FRANKFURT 
5 FPI P0^:3e| | 6-2:08 4, 

Schedule Alarm Weekly Alarn 

THE WORLD S FIRST COMPUTER WRIST HATTORI UK LTD 

TERMINAL WILL BE A VAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD tiS^r^Ri^REHoSSES,0,, 
COMPUTER RETAILERS DURING MA Y/JUNE Berkeley square, London wi x sle 

VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR:— 
_IBM PC, APPLE HE, EPSON PX 8, BBC MODEL B, COMMODORE 64. SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 

Now! Take a little Bit of Your 

Computer Wherever You Go. 
Seiko’s brought the timepiece into the 
Computer Age — with an LCD quartz 
watch that’s also the world’s smallest 
computer terminal. 

The Seiko Wrist Terminal RC-1000 is 
capable of storing and recalling up to 80 
pages of data entered directly from 
today’s most popular computers with a 
transmission time of only 10 seconds. 
Data entry is quick and easy enabling 
you to program your own data files with 
information such as schedules, up to a 
year ahead. Price lists, foreign word 
translations, etc. Whatever you need to 
remember you’ll always know where to 
look: On your wrist thanks to Seiko. 

For further product information and details of your 
nearest stockist. Send stamped addressed envelope 
to:— 

HATTORI UK LTD 
CONSUMER PRODUCTS DIVISION 
BERKELEY SQUARE HOUSE, 
BERKELEY SQUARE, LONDON W1X 5LE 
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ICfSMnsRjMitfiTiVMMa 
for all owners of 

AM5TRAD, BBC B, ELECTRON 
and COMMODORE 64, 

ENGLISH SOFTWARE'S GREAT RAMGE is avalabte at selected 
branches of • LA5KY5* BOOTS •VIRGIN GAMES CENTRE 

(London) • SILICA SHOP (Mai Order and Retal) • WILDINGS • LION 
HOUSE • JUST MICRO (Sheffield) • VISION TECHNOLOGY 

CENTRE (Croydon)«G B MICROLAND (Wtaterioovle) 
Southern Ireland: Contact G.B. Distributors. Tel: 944 894 

ENGLISH SOFTWARE TRADE ENQUIRIES 

TEL: 061-835 1358 

382 KINGS ROAD, CHELSEA SW3 
Tel: 01-352 9220 

14 THAMES STREET, KINGSTON-UPON- 
THAMES, SURREY 

Tel: 01-541 4911 
47 CHEAP STREET, NEWBURY, BERKSHIRE 

Tel: (0635) 31696 

PEGASUS ACCOUNTING 
Regarded by many accountants as the very 
best accounting software available Pegasus 
comprises eight modules, most of which 
will operate alone or will work together in a 
totally integrated system We have profes¬ 
sional staff, in London and the Midlands, 
fully trained to install and support Pegasus 
Prices and details on request 
We are authorised Pegasus dealers 

DELTA 4 
Greater ease of report generation and more 
powerful use of extended tables/reference 
files make Delta 4 a very worthy successor 
to Delta 2 A powerful program that can be 
used for virtually any database application 
Our introductory special offer price remains 
at £375 (normal price £495) N B Delta- 
Graph now also available Please enquire 

MULTISOFT ACCOUNTS 
A system offering top-level functionality at a 
very reasonable price Recent press reviews 
have highlighted Multisoft as one of the 
most powerful micro based accounting sys¬ 
tems currently available We concur Very 
impressive indeed! Please telephone for fur¬ 
ther information We are officially appointed 
Multisoft dealers 

CHIT-CHAT 
The new telecommunications package from 
Sagesoft which we feel represents outstand¬ 
ing value for money 
* Micro-to micro file transfer 
* Top of the range EMI Datatek modem 
* Free subscription to Telecom Gold (worth 
£100) 
* Access to Viewdata and Prestel 
* Electronic mail, telecommunications and 
telex 
List price £399 our price £325 

BEST U.K. 
SOFTWARE PRICES 

TRISOFT LTD. 0629-3021 
This month Trisoft Ltd., the specialists in micro computer software sales, 
consultancy and training are offering to P.C.N. readers the following special 
software prices. All packages are sent POST FREE. 

SAGE ACCOUNTS £259 
SAGE PLUS £495 

LOTUS 1 -2-3. £289 DBASE II V 43 
SYMPHONY £425 OPEN ACCESS 
SUPERCALC III Rel 2 £199 DR C COMPILER 
MULTIMATE V.3,3 £265 LEVEL II COBOL 
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL ENERGRAPHICS 

£265 

WORDSTAR 2000 299 

*Please note that the above prices are exclusive of V.A. T. and are 
only available for the IBM PC or 100% compatible machines. 
'We also stock disks and books, please enquire 

10% DISCOUNT ON 
ORDERS OVER £1000 

'We offer probably the widest range of software in the U.K. Please 
ask for our comprehensive price list featuring over 400 software 

‘Local authority, government, academic institution and export en¬ 
quiries welcomed. Dealers/consultants please phone. 

Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT 
Telephone 0629-3021 

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARDS 
Mono £375.00 
Colour £199.00 

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN 
As specialist consultants in this field we can 
supply either software only or a total system 
configuration with full support We are sup¬ 
pliers of AUTOCAD, DOODLE and a number 
of other CAD packages The productivity 
benefits of CAD are enormous — the cost of 
a system is almost certainly much less than 
you would expect In most cases our clients 
have found a system pays for itself within 3 
to 12 months! 

FRAMEWORK DBASE III 
Coincident with the release of the new ver¬ 
sions (1.1) of these programs Ashton-Tate 
have increased the R.R.P.s to £550 each 
While stocks last we are still able to offer our 
price of £325, representing a discount of 
41%. 

SYCERO 
System C’s program generator which sets a 
new standard for ease of use in system 
design for the businessman as well as the 
computer professional Alows very rapid de¬ 
velopment and implementation of systems 
which precisely meet your requirements. A 
top quality product which we highly 
recommend 
List price £595 Our price £495 

NORTH STAR DIMENSION 

The only 100% PC-compatible multi-user 
multi-processing system currently avail¬ 
able Will accept up to 12 work stations and 
runs all IBM ‘off-the-shelf* software. Tre¬ 
mendously cost effective as compared to 
IBM PC networks; up to 60MB central stor¬ 
age. Entry-level. 2 screen configuration with 
15MB central storage only £5875. 
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OFTWARE PRE-VIEW 

*//mm 
_ We check out the latest contenders on the software market. Don’t forget, if you 

want your company’s package to be included on this page, send your latest releases to 

Bryan Skinner, PCN, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG, along with prices and 

’phone numbers. | 

AMSTRAD COMMODORE 64 
Kuma’s Artwork is a clever 
graphics package. It doesn’t 
offer much in the way of fancy 
features, but its merit lies in its 
ease of use. The ESCape key is 
used to summon menus, and to 
return to where you left off. 

Watch out for Knight Lore. If 
Ultimate can mimic the stan¬ 
dard of graphics on the Spec¬ 

trum version then you’re in for a 
real treat. Latest whisper is 
that the release will come in the 
next fortnight. 

English Software’s Jet-Boot 

Jack performed well on the 
Atari, and the Amstrad version 
is another product that shows 
quite clearly what can be done 
with Amstrad graphics. 

Software 05806-4726 

Gremlins is an illustrated 
adventure — I wasn’t terribly 
impressed. The graphics are 
fair, with some animation. The 
plot is fairly simple — rub out 
the gremlins. I didn’t like the 
phrase analyser which 
wouldn’t accept 'Down’ instead 

£9.95 

of 'Go Down’, and 'And was 
rejected, which betrays its stan¬ 
dard. 

Through deals with Cosmi, 
both Audiogenic and US Gold 
are selling Super Huey. It’s a 
helicopter simulation and it’s 
very good. 

US Gold 021-359 3020 

BIB ‘iwizrai 
SPECTRUM 

Starion is Melbourne House’s machine, 
response to Elite. It’s a fast Chuckie Egg 2 continues the 
shoot-em-up, but lacks the exploits of Hen House Harry, 
game detail of Elite. With 120 screens, elements of 

Spy Hunter is a classy car- arcade and adventure and 
Knight Lore for the Beeb should theme, not up to the old stan- chase game. It’s the 'official’ £1,800 in prizes, A’n’F coiSld 
be around in a couple of weeks, dard of Imagine’s games, but version of the Sega arcade have a minor winner. 
so get your order in now. good for the Beeb. It’s a bit like «- , -_.._- 
Wizadore is a platforms game CastleQuest, but has adventure Me Doume Hous* ui-»4uww>4 
with a medieval and magical elements. 

£9.95 Ultimate 0530-411485 

What have the SECRETARY and the VICAR, 
the Fashion Director, the Yacht Delivery Skipper, the 

Funeral Director, the Transport Clerk and the Engineer 
got in common 

They used THEL4STONE Program generator to solve their own problems and then built a 

business around it writing computer programs for others. 

Now they have 

/JWM ^/lll Il« 

/p/7^7 /?/7 7 mw 
All the power and freedom of THE L4STQNE 

PLUS- Create as many databases as you wish (just select the option) 
PLUS~ Access any wordprocessor, speadsheet or database 
PLUS*** Ultra fast searching PLUS- much much more. 

TLOPLUS... £250 —£375 
THEUSTONE £199 —£330 Ava,lableformost PC s- a" P|us VAT THEMSTONE 

Available for most P.C’s. all plus VAT 

For details or orders contact your dealer or 

D.J. *AI’ Systems, Summers Orchard, Speke Close, Ilminster, Somerset TA19 9BJ Tel: (04605)4117 

THE LISTONE The Famous OriginaLThe Program that writes Programs 
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Computer ONE 
Software for the QL 

A selection of quality 
software packages available 
directly from Computer One. 

PASCAL £39.95 

FORTH £39.95 

ASSEMBLER \ C499s £29.95 
\ if ordered 
( together 

MONITOR > £24.95 

TYPING TUTOR £19.95 
Inclusive of VAT &P&P. 

Please send for full details or phone (0223) 862616 
To order, send name and address with cheque / to: 

COMPUTER ONE LIMITED 
SCIENCE PARK, MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 4BH 

Dealer enquiries welcome 

Sinclair and QL are Trade Maria of Sinclair Research. 

Tiger Softwares 
I BBC MICRO (32K) GAMES OFFERS I 
CONVOY SEARCH — A 3 PART GAME 
— FROM YOUR SUBMARINE FIND THE CONVOY 
— WHEN THE CONVOY OF 10 SHIPS IS FOUND -TRY TO SINK IT 
— AFTER THE ATTACK, ANY SURVIVING SHIPS ATTACK YOU! 

only £3.99 
SPACE ACE 
— WEAVE THROUGH THE RED ENEMY AND TRY TO ACHIEVE SPACE 

ACE’ STATUS(!) 
— SIX SPEEDS OF PLAY 
— WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY BAD LANGUAGE GENERATED 

AT THE FASTER SPEEDS! 
only £3.99 

THE BLUE PATH 
— FIND THE HIDDEN BLUE PATH 
— CAN YOU REACH THE MAXIMUM PATH SCORE? 
— CAN YOU DO IT BEFORE TIME RUNS OUT? 

only £2.99 
♦BUY ALL 3 AND DEDUCT £1.00 FROM TOTAL* 

POST TO: TIGER SOFTWARE 
58 SHELBURNE ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, 
BUCKS HP12 3NQ. TEL: 0494 28297 

PLEASE SEND ME: 

CONVOY SEARCH@ £3.99 □ 
SPACE ACE@ £3.99 □ 
THE BLUE PATH® £2.99 □ 
ALL 3 FOR £9.97 □ 

I ENCLOSE £_ 
NAME. 
ADDRESS. 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER... ONLY £10! 

Please send me one month's free supply of Personal Computer News with 

my special introductory six-month subscription for £10. 

□ six months UK.£10 

□ six months Europe.£17.50 

□ sixmonthsairmail.£32.50 

□ I enclose my cheque made payable to Personal Computer News 

□ Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/American Express card (delete where not 

applicable) 

Account No-Expiry date:- 

Signed— 

... get one month’s supply of Personal Computer 

News absolutely free when you take advantage of our 

special 6-month introductory offer. 

You pay for 26 issues and get 30 sent to you. 

This way they’ll cost you less than you pay inthe shops 

—only 33p each instead of 40p. Post and packing is 

free. 

So, try our 6-month special now... 

What type of computer do you use?_ 

Do you use it for home/work/education? 

Name 
Address 

107 Moose use block capiols 

Send to: Subscriptions Dept, 53-55 Frith Street, London W1 
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gf Any improvement 
gjjf on Britain’s No. 1 
word processing ROM... 

WORDWISE was the very first ROM based product to be made available for the BBC computer and over the last couple of years it 
has become the most popular word processing system for the BBC machine with almost 50,000 chips now sold. 

It has consistently received excellent reviews for 

its ease of use and speed. It takes only minutes 
for the user to become familiar with a powerful 

professional word 
processing system. 

WORDWISE PLUS is 
now available extending 

the original program in many unique 
directions. Not only is the program now twice 
the size but the package includes two 
completely new manuals—on introductory 
manual that gently introduces the newcomer to 
word processing with WORDWISE, and a 

reference manual listing all the commands. 

THE WORDWISE PLUS PACKAGE CONTAINS 
1 16K ROM 
2 SPIRAL BOUND REFERENCE MANUAL 

(180 pages) 
3 INTRODUCTORY MANUAL 

(56 pages) 
4 KEYSTRIP 
5 TYPING TUTOR PROGRAM 

(On cassette) 
6 EXAMPLE TEXT 

(On cassette) 
7 EXAMPLE PROGRAMS enabling mail 

merging, index generation, etc. 

WORDWISE PLUS is completely compatible 
with all older versions and is able to use 
existing WORDWISE files without modification. 

WORDWISE PLUS FEATURES 

Over the last couple of years we have received 
countless suggestions for ways of extending or 
adding new facilities to WORDWISE. It soon 
became obvious that we would not be able to 
implement every single suggestion. Indeed, 
each person uses a word processor in a 

different way—each individual has differing 
requirements—a feature that one person may 

think essential another may have no need for. 

We have overcome this problem in two ways. 
Firstly we have included the most commonly 
requested additions and improvements. A * 
number of new editing features and a few 
more embedded commands have been added. 

Secondly a unique BASIC-like programming 
language has been incorporated. This focility 
enables the capabilities of this word processor 
to be extended in an infinite number of ways. 

The language itself has been designed, like 
WORDWISE, to be simple to use and 
understand. Many of the commands look and 
act like BASIC commands and so will be 
familiar to many users. However the language 
can control and use all the functions of the 
word processor and can control any aspect of 

WORDWISE PLUS. 

There are over 95 commands and functions in 
the language alone, including numeric and 
string variables and random access file 
handling. Up to 10 separate programs may be 
held in memory at once and of course all the 

normal WORDWISE editing facilities are 
available to enter and alter the programs. 

At the simplest level this language could be 
used to add new editing features. However 
more complex and powerful programs can of 
course be written. Four useful examples are 

supplied with the WORDWISE PLUS package. 

1) A mail merging program. 

2) An index generating program. 

3) Two column text printout. 

4) Continuous processing. 



...Must Be A Plus 
Word Processing 
With Wordwise 

All the advantages of a ROM—instantly 
available. One command and your BBC 
machine becomes a powerful word processing 
system. 

Word Processing with Wordwise Plus 
WORDWISE PLUS still has WORDWISE as its core therefore it is still very user friendly and retains 
all the features that made WORDWISE the most popular word processor. It now has many new 

additions making this the most flexible word processor yet. 

WORDWISE will continue to be sold alongside WORDWISE PLUS. For those more specialised users 

who require the added flexibility here are a few of the new features. 

Fast and very simple to use. 

The more complex commands are menu driven, 

enabling those totally unfamiliar with this 
software to use these more powerful features 

straightaway. 

The function keys are used to full effect with a 

keystrip clearly showing each function. 

Block copies and moves. It is possible to mark 
any part of your text, this marked section may 
be instantly moved or copied to any other part 

of your text. This cut and paste type of 
operation is a vital part of all word processing 
operations and with WORDWISE it is simplicity 

itself. 

Automatic headings, footings and page 
numbering. When printing a document many 
pages long it is possible to have WORDWISE 
number the pages for you and put any heading 

or footing line on each page. 

Unique word counting feature. Ideal for 
journalists, it constantly displays the current 
number of words typed. It also allows word 
counting for specific sections of a document. 

Works with all filing systems, such as DISC., 
CASSETTE., and the new ADFS. Works with any 
printer that works with the BBC mochine (most 

do) and is able to access the special features of 
any printer (italic, subscripts, etc.). There is no 
need to buy additional printer driver programs. 

Here are a few of the things that have been 

said about WORDWISE. 

"WORDWISE offers on extremely user friendly 
program ... it would make an excellent choice 

for someone rather apprehensive about word 

processing." ... E & CM 

"WORDWISE has won a devoted fan club 
because of its flexibility and ease of use." 

... Practical Computing 

"On the whole WORDWISE is an excellent 
wordprocessor . . .WORDWISE is thoroughly 

recommended." VIEWFAX 258 

"WORDWISE is straightforward, friendly and 

excellent value." Practical Computing 

"... it is ideal for the home hobbiest and small 

businessman." ... A & B Computing 

Segments 

When using WORDWISE PLUS, the BBC's 

^PPnr RAMI memory's divided between your text and up 
v It o 10 segments. Each segment may contain 

i N. / either a program or just normal text. It is 

NOTES 'y therefore possible to store and edit up to 11 
/ separate documents in memory, or 1 

document and 10 programs, or any mixture. 

Often when writing letter or articles it is useful to keep a notepad, outlining what you intend to 
write. In WORDWISE PLUS one of the segments could be reserved for an electronic notepad. It 
would be a simple matter to switch your notepad' and your moin document with just a single 

key press. 

Some of the New Editing, 
Embedded Commands and 
Wordwise Extensions 
WORDWISE PLUS works with the 6502 2nd 
processor. This allows more text to be stored in 
memory and 80 column previewing no matter 

how full memory is. 

New embedded command FI will fully indent 
text against the right margin. 

New embedded command 'PS' allows strings to 
be inserted into the text when it is printed. 

New embedded command PF' will read a 
document from file when printing and interpret 
any embedded command in that file. 

Improved search and replace facilities now 
include wild-cards. 

Example Programs Supplied 
With Wordwise Plus 

New commands for underlining and bold 

printing. The bold and underline effects are 
shown on screen—and it is a simple matter to 

configure these features for any printer. 

Saving and loading of text is now up to 10 
times faster on disc, and now the computer 
gives the user a warning if a document is going 
to be overwritten on the disc or in memory. 

1) A mail merging program that allows names 

and addresses to be added to a standard 
letter. This is a relatively easy job with this 

language. 

2) An index generating program. This finds 
keywords and generates a separate index 

listing the word and the page numbers 
where the keywords occurred. 

There is now a working filename—i.e. 
WORDWISE remembers the name of the 
current document being worked on. 

New command deletes markers automatically. 

It is now possible to print or preview a file 
directly from disc without having to load it first. 

3) Two column printout. This program will print 
your text in two columns across the page. 

4) Continuous processing. This enables the disc 
user to process and edit extremely large 
documents spread over several files as if it 
were one continuous document in memory. 

Upgrades 

WORDWISE PLUS for only £21+VAT 

Existing users of WORDWISE can upgrade to 
WORDWISE PLUS for £21+VAT (£24.15) We 
are only able to offer this service through 

ourselves at the address below. Please return 

old WORDWISE package complete with 

chip (suitably protected for postage) and 

the manual with your cheque or P.O. 

or quote your Access or Barclaycard 

number. We will then send you the 

complete new package. 

In The Near Future 
HI-WORDWISE for 2nd processors that allows even more user memory, 

supplied on disc for less than £5 to WORDWISE PLUS owner. 

A FAST SPELLING CHECKING PROGRAM. 

Both WORDWISE and WORDWISE PLUS are available from all good 
computer dealers. Alternatively you can obtain these directly from 

Computer Concepts. 

WORDWISE PLUS E49+VAT (£56.35) 
WORDWISE £39+VAT (£44.85) 

(e 
Computer Concepts 

Computer Concepts, Gaddesden Place, 

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX 
Telephone: (0442) 63933 



$ AMEPLAY 

SOFTAID10 
Moved by the 
tragedy in 
Ethiopia, Bob 
Geldof set up 
the now famous 
Band-Aid App¬ 
eal Fund. He 
set about 

obtaining the voluntary ser¬ 
vices of a host of famous names 
in the pop world, culminating in 
the release of Do They Know If s 
Christmas? The record was one 
of the biggest sellers ever and 
raised staggering sums. 

The Softaid compendium 
costs £4.99 and contains not 
only ten eminently playable 
games but the original Band- 
Aid hit record too. At just under 
fifty pence a game and with the 
record thrown in free, Softaid is 
excellent value. But, more im¬ 
portant, all proceeds go to the 
Bob Geldof Ethiopian Appeal 
Fund. 

Kicking off the Commodore 
64 compendium is Gumshoe 
(A & F). This platform game has 
Gumshoe searching a tower 
block for the kidnapped daugh¬ 
ter of a millionaire. If a space 

shoot-’em-up is more your style, 
try Beam Rider (Activision), 
where your craft can only fire 
along the lines of a grid. 

Still in space, interplanetary 
trading for up to eight players 
— with a dash of arcade action 
thrown in—is the theme of Star 
Trader (Bug-Byte). 

Another space battle, Gyro- 
pod (Taskset) sports some su¬ 
perb graphics while China Min¬ 
er (Interceptor) is a highly 

challenging platforms and lad¬ 
ders game that should have you 
playing into the small hours. 

Up in the air, but closer to 
home, Kokotoni Wilf(Elite) has 
you flying through dinosaur 
country in search of the legen¬ 
dary Dragon Amulet. If trund¬ 
ling a gold-laden wheelbarrow 
through caves while pursued by 
outlaws is your cup of tea, 
Gilligan’s Gold (Ocean) should 
appeal. 

COMMODORE 64 
BUCK ROGERS 

This seemed a pretty good game 
when it first appeared in the 
arcades and then on a ROM 
cartridge, all those years ago. 
Today, Buck’s grey hairs are 
showing. 

The action is set in the 25th 
century, so why does the game 
play like it came out of the Ark? 

Buck’s ship is pretty antiqu¬ 
ated, being a minimally de¬ 
tailed, chunky piece of flight- 
ware. It may go left and right, 
up and down (a little), fire, and 
cast a shadow but it hardly 
looks or behaves like the latest 
thing in space technology. 

Planet Zoom is not much 
better, being mostly a set of 
vertically scrolling, vividly 
hued, striped bands. Why any¬ 
one would want to fight over it 

COMMODORE 64 

ROCK'N’BOLT 
This game of logic has a thin 
veneer of arcade action. It’s a 
shapes puzzle, so if you enjoy a 
cerebral workout and quick 
thinking you may enjoy it. 

You control a hard-hatted, 
denim-overalled construction 
worker. The screen shows you 
arriving by lift next to the 
blueprint (if any) for that level. 
The main display is surrounded 
by the brown frame of the 

SPECTRUM 

SAM STOAT — 
SAFEBREAKER 

Following in the footsteps of its 
Monty Mole series, Gremlin has 
introduced a new character — 
Sam Stoat. 

Sam, who comes complete 
with swag bag, aims to enter 
one of four mansions, each with 
20 rooms, and crack the closely 
guarded safe. Each mansion 
gets progressively tougher. 

building, within which are 
light green girders on a blue 
background. Some of the gir¬ 

ders slide from left to right, 
others up and down. Some are 
single squares with a central 

In order to blow open a safe, 
Sam has to find a bomb and a 
match. Once he has the bomb, 
and it’s as big as he is, Sam has 
to drag it around with him 
wherever he goes. 

The rooms are attractively 
and colourfully depicted. 
There’s no scrolling — the 
screen clears at the edge of one 
room and refills the next. 

An alternative method of 
leaving a room is by walking 
through a mousehole in the 
skirting board. This takes Sam 

Fred (Quicksilva) is a de¬ 
lightfully drawn explorer who 
tramps the catacombs while 
avoiding comical animated 
spooks. In Falcon Patrol (Vir¬ 
gin), you must prevent jets 
destroying your installations 
by taking to the skies in your 
own superbly animated fighter 
plane. 

The last game brings no 
relaxing wind-down: Flak (US 
Gold) is an all-action game in 
which you fly a plane over 
various fortified strongholds in 
an attempt to reach and destroy 
the enemy’s computer control 
centre. 

The Spectrum compendium 
also contains Kokotoni Wilf and 

Gilligan’s Gold. 

In a sort of witch’s Q-Bert, 
Spellbound (Beyond) has your 
toad hopping around a pile of 
cubes, dodging demons and the 
witch’s blast. You can swap a 
witch’s broom for a space-going 
super-bike and shoot anything 
that moves in Starbike (The 
Edge). The Pyramid (Fantasy) 
has you encased in a space 
bubble and blasting through 
120 chambers on 15 levels. 

On the piste again? Horace 
Goes Ski-ing (Melbourne 
House) takes you across motor¬ 

beats me. On its surface pairs of 
posts appear at frequent inter¬ 

vals — you fly between them as 

dot; longer ones may have a dot 
at each end. This dot is where 
you must stand to press fire, 
which spins you round as you fix 
the girder in place. If the 
girder’s correctly placed, the 
dot turns black. 

Each bolt secured earns you 
dollars, but unbolting costs you. 
Earnings and deductions are 
shown at the top of the screen, ie 
on the far side of the building— 
the perspective is from above 
and slightly to one side. 

There’s a practice level with 
unlimited men, no timer, and 

ways and down ski slopes. 
Ant Attack (Quicksilva), 

famous for its instantaneous 
four camera angles, has you 
rescuing your partner from a 
giant-ant infested walled city. 
Great stuff. 

What must be the best of the 
battle-fcone type games is here 
with 3D Tank Duel (Real- 
Time), a superbly animated 
tank battle. This game alone 
makes the compendium worth 
buying. 

To complete the half-score, 
comes Jack and the Beanstalk 
(Thor) with colourful and im¬ 
aginative graphics and Sorcery 
(Virgin), a multi-screen arcade 
adventure. 

Excellent value and all in a 
most worthy cause. Buy one. 

Bob Chappell 
Price £4.99 
Distributor Microdealer (UK) 
07072-28181 

they jerk towards you. 
Once you’ve done that, some 

graphically uninspiring alien 
craft arrive. Now you must not 
only fly through the posts but 
pot the aliens. As exciting as a 
plate of cold porridge. 

Bob Chappell 

Rating 5/10 
Price £9.95 
Publisher US Gold 
021-520 7591 

no money. Timed options two 
and three give you three lives, 
and timed option three pays 
better. 

Rock V Bolt is an unusual 
game and its driving back¬ 
ground music adds tension to 
the action. But it won’t appeal 
to everyone, especially not at 
the price. Bryan Skinner X Rating 7/10 

Price £10.99 Publisher 
Activision 0628- 

_ 75171 

to the edge of a water-filled pit 
which he must cross, if he’s 
clever enough, by leaping from 

one moving platform to 
another. 

The game is similar in style to 
Monty Is Innocent but more 
interesting. The animation is 
not as strong or smooth as some 
games, but it is effective. 

For a zany challenge with 
bright colourful graphics, Sam 
Stoat fits the bill nicely. 

Bob Chappell 

Rating 8/10 
Price £6.95 Publisher 
Gremlin Graphics 
0742-753423 
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An Epson in Commodore clothing 

BEST PRICES 
BEST SERVICE 

Micros, Disk drives, Printers, Monitors 

PRINTERS 
Juki 6100.£368 
Daisy Step 2000.£245 
..£624 
Canon PW1080A.£325 
Canon PW1156A.£42S 
Epson RX80..£24° 
Epson RX80FT.£261 
Ricoh 1200N.£499 
Brother HR25.£669 
Silver Reed EXP400(P).£246 

MICROS 
Phone us for the best deals on:- 
Commodore PC. Zenith, Sanyo, Olivetti, Canon (IBM PC 
Compatibles), Epson, Apricot, Sanyo 550/555 + Sirius 

All prices include VAT and carriage. 

SIMPLE 
SOLUTION 

4 Falkland Drive, Kingsteignton, Newton Abbot, 
TQ12 3RH 

Telephone: Newton Abbot (0626) 64544 

p m 
tef London Bridge) 
6, London Bridge walk, 
London SE1 
Tel: 01 403 1988 Mon-Frid 
Open 8.30 - 6 pm. 9 am. -1 pm. Sat 

Ferguson 12” 
High Resolution 

Computer Monitors 
Incredible specification at 

a budget price for home 
or business use 

• Anti-glare face plate for dear, 
non-strain character display 

l High resolution display - 2000 • Dynamic focus maintains over-all 
characters. 80 characters x 
25 lines 

sharp focus, even at screen 
edges 

• Choice of Green (P31) - Model • Composite video or TTL inputs 
MM02 or Amber - Model MM06 • OrVoft. brightness; focus and 

HOW TO 
FIND US 

We are on pedestrian 
walkway connecting 

London Bridge to London 
Bridge Station Any Bus, 
Tube or train to London 

Bridge and you're within 2 
mins walk Nearest points 
on London maps Duke St 

Hill or Tooley Street 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
Access Visa Trust card and 

Credncharge orders can be accepted 
by Telephoning the Branch 

concerned during normal working 
hoirs There is no surcharge on any 

credit card holders i 

f If you cannot call M,T \ 
| in Please use our||||£]2jH3Hi | 

B Mail order made Easy! orderand pay theTranscash Way ■ at one of our 20.000 Mail order branches! Your local Post 
office. It's an ideal method if you do not have a Bank A/C or 
Credit card, No Stamps letters or envelopes. Just go to I vour Local Post office and ask to Pay by Transcash, i 
Quote ourTranscash No. 505 9577 and put your Require¬ 
ments in the Message area of the Transcash Form. We and 

■ the Post Office do the rest. | 
m PoSta^SP'eise add the following* 

change without nol.ee E80F 
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AMEPLAY 

THE WRIGGLER 
The Wriggler is 
the first game 
from Romantic 
Robot — now 
there’s a name 
to conjure with. 
Programmed 

_ by Devonshire 
House, it’s one of the best games 
for any machine I’ve seen for a 
long time. 

You control a maggot hoping 
to win the Annual Maggot 
Marathon. An unlikely scenar¬ 
io, but don’t let that put you off. 
These programmers really 
know their code, and even 
better, they know the Spectrum 
inside out. The first hint is the 
loading screen — the picture 
loads from the bottom up. 

You can’t defi ne the keys, but 
there’s a fairly wide range of 
choices, and joysticks are sup¬ 
ported. At kick-off there are 
four white wrigglers, so it’s a bit 
hard to know which one you are. 
But, move up and down a bit and 
it becomes obvious. The wrig¬ 

gler’s movement is a treat; like 
inchworms they contract and 
expand as they move along. 
Come up against a wall and you 
have to tack your way left and 
right as you wriggle up or down. 

Initial strategy is follow-the- 
leader. You’re in The Garden — 
basically a maze of brick walls, 
fences, hedges, etc. Patrolling 
the corridors are black ants, 

lovingly portrayed with nod¬ 
ding heads and padding feet. 
Avoid these like the plague 
because they sap your energy. 
However, as they march back 
and forth on set paths, they 
don’t pose too much of a | 
problem. 

The detail on the giant spid¬ 
ers is excellent. Their long I 
white legs bend and stretch, but | 
one touch is fatal. 

AMSTRAD 
ANDROID ONE 

Black Sabbath used to do a tune 
called Iron Man. Hum it to 
yourself while playing A ndroid 
One — it’s good for the concen¬ 
tration. 

If you can’t remember Iron 
Man, any other Black Sabbath 
song will do. 

This is the old Spectrum 
game upgraded for the Am- 
strad. Your mission, should you 
choose to accept it, is to guide 
your android through 14 
screens to a reactor which is on 
the point of exploding. Apart 
from the sands running 
through the hourglass there are 
brick walls to blast through, 
mazes to negotiate, and adver¬ 
saries demanding your undi¬ 
vided attention. 

Let it be confessed without 

COMMODORE 64 
STARFIRE 

The Starfire package actually 
contains two games; the other is 
Fire One, a submarine game. 
The two-game idea is a bit 
suspicious — perhaps the 
games aren’t up to scratch? It’s 
not always true, but the de¬ 
scription of the game as 'arcade 
classics’ and the credits to 
Exidy only reinforced my 
doubts. 

Starfire’8 scenario is 'save the 
world’ — in this game it’s by 
blasting Exidy freighters car¬ 
rying lethal weapons Earth¬ 
wards. To add spice they’re 
protected by enemy fighters. 
An unusual feature is that the 

further ado — this reviewer got 
no further than the ninth 
screen. What happens in the 
remaining five and thereafter 
is a mystery. 

At the foot of the screen you 
can watch the time ticking 
away, your score mounting up, 
and the number of android lives 
dwindling rapidly from five to 
none. 

You can play with a joystick 
or from the keyboard. The 
joystick is better for scuppering 
your highly mobile foes, but the 
keyboard makes for more accu¬ 
rate positioning. 

There are four kinds of nas¬ 
ties to deal with. Like the 
android, they are beautifully 
drawn — the programmer was 
apparently inspired by a sea¬ 
food salad — and their move¬ 
ment is smooth and at times 
bewilderingly fast. They crop 
up in different combinations in 

enemy pilots have varying 
flying skills, and your score 
increases according to the rat¬ 
ing of the pilots whose craft you 

The main display is star- 
scattered space, with your gun- 
sight central. Joystick control 
is arcade style, pull back to 
climb, but the perspective 
movement of the stars isn’t that 
good. Below the main screen is 

There are more than a few 
types of garden pests: white 
ants and large-headed snakes 
(among others) appear in awk¬ 
ward places. Worse, some latch 
on to your trail and shaking 
them off is well nigh impos¬ 
sible. 

Losing one of your three lives 
brings out yet another aspect of 
the program’s excellence. Your 
wriggler loses flesh, leaving a 
skeleton which is mirrored in 
the display at the top of the 
screen. There’s also a score 
there, but the system is a bit 
obscure and I haven’t yet sussed 
it out. 

Once out of the garden you 
find yourself in The Scrubland, 
where you can relax a little and 
restore your energy (shown at 
the top by a multicoloured bar 
meter) by passing over items 
and pressing what passes for 
'fire’ in this non-aggressive 
game. 

You’ll probably discover that 
some items don’t replenish your 
strength — they’re collected for 
future use. 

Then it’s out of The Scrubland 
into the The Underground, 

the screens along the way; you 
lose a life by coming into contact 
with them, and you take them 
out with a weapon of limited 
range that spits death from the 
android’s eyes. 

The ingredients of the plot 
are simple, but the game works 

exceptionally well. The android 
is drawn to look perpetually 
panic-stricken and makes a 
strange scuttling noise on the 
move, but the squelch of a dying 
sprite is satisfying and very 
addictive. 

It’s possible to clock up a good 

your instrument panel. The 
limited display includes a radar 
panel, which tracks local fight¬ 
ers and freighters. 

There’s a laser meter which 
shows if your weaponry is in 
danger of overheating from 
indiscriminate firing. Also in¬ 
dicated are the current level of 
play, score, fuel and the bonus 
target. 

Reach this and you get extra 
flying time and move up a level 
(there are ten). 

The enemy are Star Wars 
veterans of different colours. 
They’re fairly well done but the 
freighters are rather crude and 
dodging the random meteors is 
hardly taxing. 

Your fighter is equipped with 
a computerised aiming system 

| where you’re surrounded by red 
earth in which white skulls are 
embedded. Fall down vertical 
shafts and you’ll encounter 
stranger beasts. 

Survive this and it’s The 
Mansion, as yet beyond my 
powers. Apparently this is an 
intricate web of corridors 
around a bottomless shaft. 
You’ll need to find the lift and 
the right keys to the doors, one 
of which leads to the surface of 
the planet. 

The game is crazy; the 
graphics are a delight; and 
although the sound’s limited, 
you won’t notice because the 
game’s so absorbing. The 
theme’s original, unusual, and 
it’s non-violent. But don’t be 
fooled — The Wriggler is addic¬ 
tive. 

Romantic Robot doesn’t have 
the marketing clout of the big 
boys like Ultimate or Ocean, so 
you may not see The Wriggler in 
your local shop. But if you’ve 
any sense you’ll order your copy 
now. Bryan Skinner 

Price £5.95 Publisher Romantic 
Robot 01-625 9463 

score just by demolishing the 
brickwork that separates the 
screens, but that slows you 
down. 

Only the bravest will reach 
the reactor — but the most 
patient will get to the top of the 
high-score table 

A ndroid One is one of the best 
games of its type. There is the 
urgency of the stop-watch and 
the strategy needed to deal with 
the enemy; and it is all lovingly 
designed, with smooth move¬ 
ment and simple but appropri¬ 
ate sound effects. On top of that, 
it’s fiendishly difficult in a way 
that is guaranteed to bring you 
back to it again and again. 

David Guest 

Rating 8/10 
Price £7.95 
Distributor Vortex 
Software 061-872 4747 

which gives enemy co-ordin¬ 
ates and helps line up your 
sights. It also beeps when you’re 
targeted for a fill. Pressing fire 
produces four laser darts which 
proceed to converge on the 
cross-hair. 

Starfire would have been 
great were it released a year or 
more ago, and given the price 
isn’t too bad now. But there 
really isn’t enough to make the 
game appeal beyond a couple of 
plays. CBS should have left 
Starfire in the US. Barry Miles 

Rating 6/10 
Price £8.95 
Publisher CBS 01-734 
8181 
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NOMINATED FOR 

MICRO 

AmKDS 

We are delighted to announce that both HiSoft C and 
HiSoft Devpac have been nominated in the Home Software 

category of the British Microcomputing Awards. 

These nominations are particularly pleasing since they mean 
that the computer industry is recognising what our customers 
have been saying for years: HiSoft produces high quality utility 
and language software at realistic prices with full technical 

support, a rare bonus in the home software jungle. 

We have been crafting programming tools for many years and 
we can now offer an unrivalled set of development packages on 
the popular home microcomputers. The Product Availability 
Table below shows our current range together with UK 
inclusive prices, please feel free to write for technical details of 
any product or for export information. Our friendly technical 
and sales team are always happy to answer any telephone 

enquiries on (0582] 696421. 

Product Price Availability Table 

""'"-"-^Product 
Machine'''"- 

Pascal Devpac C Ultrakit Font 464 

ZX Spectrum 25-00 14-00 25-00 9-45 

Amstrad CPC464 29-95 21-95 * 7-95 

MSX 29-95 19-95 

CP/M-80 39-95 39-95 * 

Sharp 39-95 25-00 

Sinclair QL 19-95 
(MON QL) 

♦Available soon. All prices in € sterling. 

High Quality iso High st. North 
_ _. ° . Dunstable. Beds 
Microcomputer Lue iat 

Software 

IT’S 1985 — 
THE YEAR OF 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Why buy programmes tor your BBC when a world of free 'telesoftware' is open to you. Discover Prestef, 
Micronet 800, Viewfax, bulletin boards and open a whole new world. Even user to user 
Everbody s doing it — linking their home computers to giant mainframes and networking to the thousands 
of other micro users via the phone and a modem. 
A whole new world of mainframe games, electronic mail, free 'telesoftware', electronic notice boards, real 
time conversation, armchair shopping and home-banking will be at your fingertips! And at local and cheap 
rate, phone charges are only around 40p for a whole hour’s entertainment. 
BBC Micropack comes complete with Modem 1000, leads and all software (in ROM) required to access 
the world of electronic communications, networks, telesoftware and databases (both public and private). 

Only one lead links your computer to the outside world. 

FOR THE BBC MICRO A COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS PACK IS AVAILABLE AT A VERY SPECIAL PRICE 

£59.95 
inclusive of VAT and P&P 
for a limited period only. 

SPECIAL, SPECIAL OFFER 
Order your Modem 1000 NOW and get a FREE quarter’s subscription to Micronet 800 and Viewfax. 

All modems provide 1200/75 baud, enabling access to Prestel, Micronet 
800, BT Gold, Farmlink. Citiservices, Homelink, and some free bulletin 
boards (some databases and networks require a small subscription). 

Fully BT Approved. 

Simply clip the coupon and send it with a cheque 
(payable to Modem House) to: 

MODEM HOUSE 
lolanthe Drive, Exeter, Devon EX4 9EA 

Tel: (0392) 69295 

Please send to me: 
□ BBC Modem(s) £59.95 

I enclose £L 

Address. 

Telephone_ 

Please allow 28 day delivery 
This offer applies only while stocks last. 
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WINASINCLAIR 
SPECTRUM 

Britain's best-selling 
micro could be 
yours . . . 
In conjuction with Sinclair, Personal Computer News 
is giving away two Spectrum Plusses complete with 
expansion packs. You could find yourself the owner 
of a complete Spectrum system — 48K Spectrum, 
Interface 1, one Microdrive, plus great software 
including Tasword II, Masterfile and Quicksilva's Ant 
Attack. 

For the ten runners-up, we've got ten top software 
titles to give away. A 

All you have to do to enter is identify six 
well-known computer games from screen photo¬ 
graphs. There are three printed here, and there'll be 
three more next week. To help you out we've listed 
eight titles — just spot the two red herrings, 
matching the correct pictures and captions, and 
you're off. 

Complete the entry form in next week's issue and 
sent it to PCN. The first two entries out of the hat win 
the top prizes; the next ten get the runners-up 
software titles. Easy isn't it? 
1 Monty Mole 2 Battle Cars 3 Tir Na Nog 4 Sorcery 
5 Backpacker's Guide 6 Valhalla 7 Pyjamarama 
8 Strangeloop 
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OFTWARE PRO TEST: BBC 

Computer Concepts has gone one better than its word processing package Wordwise — it’s revamped it 

and added a few extra facilities. Wordwise Plus packs a powerful punch, says Simon Williams. 

Wordwise, the word processor from 
Computer Concepts, has come to 
be regarded as 'one of the best’ by 

BBC users. There were always one or 
two niggles however, like the ease with 
which you could overwrite a text file by 
loading instead of saving. 

Computer Concepts has taken heed of 
these criticisms and produced Wordwise 

Plus. Pit the same time it decided to add a 
few more facilities, including segmented 
memory and a macro programming 
language. The result wouldn’t fit in the 
original, 8K EPROM, so the new pack¬ 
age is a full 16K. 

First impressions 
As well as the EPROM chip, you get a 
cassette containing a typing tutor, 
several routines already programmed in 
the word processing language, and two 
hefty manuals, both of which are 
excellent. 

The first is a tutorial guide to all the 
functions of the word processor and the 
language, while the second is a 176 page 
reference tome, in a similar style to the 
BBC user guide. 

The cassette programs extend the 
comprehensive word processing facili¬ 
ties with such goodies as sorting 
routines, mail merge, dual column text 
and an indexing utility. You can also 
process documents larger than the 
available memory, although this is not 
as useful as it first looks. 

In use 
When you call up Wordwise Plus, you 
could be forgiven for thinking there was 
nothing different. The sign-on menu, 
and indeed the entire operation of the 
program looks very similar to the 
original. This is a conscious effort on 
Computer Concept’s part, so users of 
Wordwise would still feel at home. 

There are a number of new embedded 
commands, and alterations to others, 
which add to its versatility. The more 
interesting ones are: 
CTRL R removes both markers from 

text 
US/UE starts and stops underlining 
DS/DE starts and stops double¬ 

strike 
FI fully indents text (address 

blocks etc) 
ES sends escape sequence to 

printer 
In addition, * commands can be 

included in programs, and these will be 
sent to the operating system. 

To save or load a document, select 
options 1,2 or 3 from the main menu, as 
before. The safety check looks to see if 

you already have a document in mem¬ 
ory, and reminds you before loading the 
new one. Similarly, if you try to save a 
file to disk using an existing filename, 
the program will point it out to you. 

One new option on the main menu is 
'Segment menu’. Wordwise Plus con¬ 
tains ten notional segments, or buffers, 
which can either hold sections of text or 
program. You can flick between these 
and operate on any of them in exactly the 
same way as the main section oftext. The 
segments are handled completely trans¬ 
parently, so you needn’t worry about 
partitions or memory usage until you fill 
the entire memory. 

For example, y ou can have a document 
in the main section of memory and notes 
for it in one of the segments. Y ou can call 
up the notes at any time, refer to or 
modify them and then return to your 
document. 

The mini-language offered by Word- 

wise Plus allows you to create your own 
word processing utilities. It’s a more 
useful facility than any number of extra 
pre-defined utilities because you can 
tailor any program to your needs. 

The language looks very much like 
Basic, and indeed many of the words 
perform exactly the same functions, but 
within the word processor. Program 
controls, for example, are provided by 
repeat..until loops and if..then condi¬ 
tions, but there is also the dothis...n- 

times loop. Procedures are supported, 
although they appear more like sub¬ 
routines. 

In addition, there are new statements 
which manipulate text directly. The 
cursor command moves the cursor 
within a program. It’s followed by a 
direction and number argument, ie 

cursor right 4 moves the cursor four 
characters to the right. 

There are commands to get characters 
from the keyboard, to delete characters 
or words from the text, to find and 

replace characters within it, to swap 
their case, and to select other segments 
for display. 

The language is very powerful. A 
short program can provide useful exten¬ 
sions to the built-in functions. For 
example, the following seven lines of 
code provide a function to transpose two 
characters which have been typed in the 
wrong order: 
SEOl 

a*-gct* 

DELETE LEFT 

CURSOR LEFT 

TYPE A$ 

DISPLAY 

ENDSEO 

If you wanted to call this program from 
the main document, you would press 
<SHIFT> and <fl> together. All 
segments are invoked in this way, 
leaving the unshifted function keys free 
to perform their old functions. 

Verdict 
Wordwise Plus is a very powerful word 
processor. The macro language lifts it 
above other word processors for the BBC 
Micro, while maintaining the easy-to- 
use facilities which have made it so 
popular in its first incarnation. 

The only facility which stops it being 
the most useful word processor available 
on the BBC is its dogged adherence to the 
40 column, Mode 7 display. p 

Namt Wordwise Plus NecMee BBC B 
Price £56.35 (Upgrade £19.55) PuMisfcer 
Computer Concepts 0442-63933 Fernet 
EPROM Iwpup machine code Oethte 
mail order and dealers. 
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BBC DNFS ROM original Acorn 16K chip, 
£20. Word wise £1.20 ROM & manual 
£25. Juki 6100 daisywheel printer 
£280 ono. Prism Prestel modem £50 
ono. Tel: Canterbury 751100. 
BBC/B, DFS, dual LVL disk drive, many 
Eproms, over 200 programs, Acorn 
data recorder and many extras. Worth 
£1,500, sell £850 ono. Tel: (0227) 
458529. 
BBC games, Mr Wiz, Snooker, Manic 
Miner, Demolator, Confrontation and 
many more. W ill sell half price or swap 
for hardware or software. Tel: 0227 
48529. 
BBC software for sale, Duck £1, Killer 
Gorilla £4,3D Grand Prix £4, Snooker 
£4, the lot £15. Write David Sheppard, 
4 Sunnyvale Drive, Longwell Green, 
Bristol. 
BBC software, including Sabre Wulf, 
Fortress, Twin Kingdom Valley, 
Flight Simulator and lots more. Cost 
£105, sell £48. Tel: (803) 607471. 
B8C Model A upgraded 32K 1.2 OS 
joysticks, tape recorder, software, 
books, magazines hardly used in 
original box. £275 ono. Tel: (0895) 
52641. 
BBC B, DS 80t and DS'40t disks in case 
with PSU, 32K solidisk, sideways Z1F 
socket, joystick, with 40 disks. £850 no 
offers. Tel: High Wycombe 451103 
BBC software, originals Elite, Erik The 
Viking, Planetoids, Kingdom ofHamil 
etc. £5 each. Tel: Rossendale (0706) 
216238 
BBCBQ/S1.2 + Beebug Toolkit, ROM + 
manual, Basic + machine code books, 
Ferguson tape recorder. Elite, Crea¬ 
tive graphics and misc. games. £250. 
Tel: Sleaford (0529) 304420. 
BBC BOFS speech synthesiser, joystick 
graphics, digitiser user port connect¬ 
ing box, cassette recorder, several 
books, large range games, profession¬ 
al software. £600. Tel: (048526) 420. 
BBC micro wanted: £200 paid for Model B 
or £250 paid if with DFS (no software 
needed. Tel: (05827) 69152. 
Wordwise, Disk Doctor and graphics all 
£20 each (originals). Unused Acorn 
DFS kit £80. Tel: Harpenden 69152. 
Wanted: people toswap disk software). 
BBC B O/S with Acorn DFS, Hms 3in 
drive, over £300 programs, all lead, 
manuals, boxes included plus lots 
more. Tei: Leeds 758612 after 6. 
Help!! need instructions for Scribe 
ADE and Ultracalc ROMs. Fitted in 
Beeb bought 2nd hand. Send to A. 
James, 6 Torrinch Drive, Balloch, 
Dumbartonshire. 
BBC B for sale for £400 or swap for 
Commodore 64 plus extras. BBCB 
includes tape recorder plus 65 games. 
Offers? Tel: Chris after 4pm 
Rotherham 73347. 
Over £200 worth of games software to 
sell for the BBC/B Micro. All in good 
condition. Tel: Chris on Rotherham 
73347 for more details. 
B8C originals, Cylon attack £3, Chuckie 
Egg £3, Twin kingdom £4, Daredevil 
Dennis £3, Valley £5, Fortress (disk) 
£5. Tel: Julian on (0423) 68383. 
BBC owners, swap software with a 
Norwegian boy? Over 70 titles includ¬ 
ing Elite, Micro Olympics and Hobbit. 
Write: Stein ToreSonsteli, Markveien 
10.2600 Lillehammer, Norway. 

PCN Billboard 
Wanted BBC Model B, 1.2 OS and Acorn 
DFS preferred. Please report and help 
to find which model you have. Your 
price? Tel: Bradford (0274) 44937. 
Sell Electron, First Byte joystick inter¬ 
face, Quickshot, data recorder, 18 
original games, 16 user magazines, 4 
books for £226. Tel: Culcheth 4480 
after 3.30pm. 
BBC Wordwise 1.20 and manual (ori¬ 
ginal) £25. Juki 6100 daisywheel 
printer. £285 ono. Prism Prestel mod¬ 
em direct connect £50 ono. Watford 
DFS 1.30 chip £20. Tel: Canterbury 
751100. 
BBC B, OS 1.2, cassette, joystick 
interface, joystick literature, software 
including Elite, Frak! Fortress. Value 
£700, bargain £450. Tel: (0405) 
814412 (Thorne, near Doncaster) after 

B8C Model B with tape recorder, games 
and leads including Elite and Aviator, 
latest OS 1.2. Recently serviced. £300 
ono. Tel: 0253-61731 after 5pm. 
Electron + tape recorder, three books + 
12 original games + First Byte 
joystick interface + one joystick, 
mags. £190. Tel: 0642 551044 after 
4pm. 
A com Electron, hardly used, complete 
package as bought in shop. Sell £160. 
Tel: Chelmsford 361529. 
BBC games, originals £3.50 or swap, 
cassette or disk. Printmaster ROM 
(utilises printer fully), £18. Many 
others. Tel: 0246 823464 before 6pm 
(Mr Blake). 

Amstrad Hareraiser game with reg¬ 
istration card to complete. Offers to 
Leonard on 0943 74367 (Ilkley, York¬ 
shire). Prelude only. 
Amstrad CPC 464 system, modulator, 
books, joystick, cover, clubs, Basic 
tutor etc. Cost £400 + £500 software. 
£799 the lot. Local enquiries welcome 
(Glasgow). Tel: 649 0037 after 6pm. 
Amstrad S/W games, half price. You pay 
postage. Tel: 0785 211445. 
Amstrad CPC 464 with colour monitor, 
original tapes, issueofcomputing with 
Amstrad, excellent condition. Bar¬ 
gain at only £330 ono. Tel: Halesworth 
2689. 
Amstrad games for sale, Grand Prix 
Driver, Harrier Attack, and Word- 
hang. All by Artisoft at £5 each or three 
for £13. Tel: 01-593 8522. 
Amstrad penpals wanted, to exchange, 
programs, tips etc. I havelotsofgames. 
Send lists to Charles Taylor, Meadow- 
side, Forcett, Richmond. North York¬ 
shire, DU1 7RY. 
Amstrad CPC 464 t colour monitor + 
£100 worth of software. Worth £450 
brand new. Only £270. Genuine 
reason for sale. Tel: Beaconsfield 
71340. 
Amstrad CPC 464, colour monitor, over 
£80 software, joystick, as new £325, 
must be seen. Can deliver 100 mile 
radius Bucks. Tel: Aylesbury (0296) 

+ good arcade games. Please Tel: 
061-7892956. 
Amstrad games and G&B monitor to 
sell/swap. Tel: 061-224-6506 after 
4pm. Ask for Mark, Flat 10. 
Amstrad Amsoft games. Grand Prix 
Driver, Harrier Attack, Wordhang, 
used only twice in good condition. All 
three at £13 or £5 each. Tel: 01-593 
8522. 

Atari 600XL £60,800 £70. Apple III disk 
drive £80. Wanted QL editor assemb¬ 
ler. TI logo 2, Atari Logo. Tel: 021-742 
1969. 
Atari 810 Drive - all manuals + 1 blank 
disquette + DOS etc + 3 games or 
originals, all leads + 2 brand new disk 
boxes, all are in excellent condition. 
£170. Tel: 0792 898363 (Christopher). 
Atari 800 with Basic cartridge. Little 
used. 8 months guarantee remains. 
£70. Tel: Chard 2544 
Atari software to swap: Star Wars, Spy 
Hunter, Archon II etc. Please send 
your list to: Peter Puchy, Notovagen 
16,352 44 VAxjd, Sweden. 
Atari software to swap with users in 
America, France, GB and Germany. 
Send lists to M. Peterson, 8 Butneys, 
Basildon, Essex SS14 2DH. (Tapes 
only please). 
Atari 400 f Basic + joystick + recorder 
+ over £200 of software. Everything in 
mint condition. Sell for only £120. Tel: 
01-467 8854. 
Atari 400 48K * keyboard f 1050 disk 
drive DOS 3 + 1027 letter quality 
printer + 410 tape recorder + software 
including Atari Writer + manuals, 
books + American mags. £475. Tel: 
01-466 1412. 
Atari software for sale, cassettes, ROMs 
and disks. Tel: 01-467 8854 
Atari 600XL, Popeye and Ore Attack 
cartridges for sale. £85 ono. Tel: (0202) 
885041 after 6, ask for Andy. 
Atari original software, Strip Poker, 
Mission Impossible. Atari World, 
Caverns of Mars. All disks, £10 each. 
Raiders, Shamus Home Finance, Car- 
tridge/casstte. Tel: (0623) 556432. 
Atari 800XL and 1010 program recorder. 
Both still under guarantee. £140 ono. 
D. James, 1, Grampian Way, Sundon 
Park, Luton, Beds. LU3 3HB. 
Atari 1010 data recorder (new) £20 also 
Centipede, Cubert, Super Cobra Car¬ 
tridges and Introduction to Basic £5 
each. Cambridge (0223) 248623. 
Atari 400/800/XL cartridges: Donkey 
Kong, Robotron 2084, Centipede, De¬ 
fender, Star Raiders. £8 each. (All 
bought new. two months old.) Tel: 
Welwyn Garden 31668. 
Atari i050 disk drive. Three months 
old, excellent condition, plus ten blank 
disks and disk games. Cost £250, sell 
for £150. Tel: Horley 71876. 
Atari games sell or swap. S.A.M. En¬ 
counter, Zaxxon, Preppie, Hover Bov- 
er. Pinball, etc. Tel: Simon 0904- 
25016. 
Atari VCS video games system inc. 15 
games. Worth over £200 sell for £95 
ono. Tel: 01-698 7223 after 8pm, 

(weekdays only) ask for Les. 
Atari Games se 11 or swap disk or cassette. 
Tel: 0904-791067 after 6pm. 
Atari computer games for sale, £5 or less. 
Tascam 244 Portastudio for sale £400 
ono. Tel: (021) 749 4603 ask for Pete. 
Atari 1027 letter quality printer for 
sale. Tel: 01-804 0500, ask for Ian. 

Sell or swap gents 5 speed lightweight 
bicycle as new for Spectrum Computer 
or others. R Mackay, Brochrobbie 
Brora, Sutherland, Scotland KW9 
6NE. Tel: 0408-21870 eves please. 
Star DP10 with ZX interface £150. Tel: 
0322 3391470. 
Memotedi MTX512, immaculate condi¬ 
tion plus tape recorder, joystick, soft¬ 
ware and mags. All worth £350. 
bargain at only £230. Tel: 0384- 
236294 (eves). 
Pesonal Computer Worid.Complete Vol. 1 
No. 1 to Vol 3 No. 12. Perfect condition 
in two binders, many o/p. £28 ono. Tel: 
Mac on Keynsham 02756-2120. 
Wanted 80-Micro magazines prior to 
August 1982. Top price (including 
postage) paid for mint copies. Tel: D. 
Law, Ludlow 0584-4338. 
Computer magazines: RRP for over 100 
magazines approx £87. Mostly in great 
condition. Quick sale to clear out room 
£40. Tel: Tony on 784892. 
Computer magazines: RRP for over 100 
magazines approx £87. Mostly in great 
condition. Quick sale to clear out room 
£40. Tel: Tony on 784892. 
Computer mags About 200 assorted 
magazines. Many PCNs, PCWs etc. 
Worth £150 approx. Bargain at £20 
ono. Tel: 01-366 8611. Ask for Nick. 
Over 200 computer magazines, ideal for 
newcomer, or games listings. Cofet 
over £175, bargain at £45 ono. Tel: 
Steve on Coventry 0203-418809. Eves 
please. 
TRS 80 Model III, 48K, twin disk, extra 
twin Cumana drives, line printer 8, 
compiler basic, Scripsit, editor/ 
assembler — offers? Tel: Warwick 
496569 (eves). 
Tandy TRS-80 colour computer, cassette 
recorder, joy ticks, £15 games. All 
leads, manuals, perfect. £110. Write to 
Colin Smith 12B Lindsay Terrace, 
Lennoxtown, Glasgow, G65 7EQ. 
Wanted TRS80 Video Genie Model 1 
software, utilities, compilers, busi¬ 
ness, spreadsheet, etc. No games. 
Original disks only, complete with 
documentation please. Tel: Stevenage 
0438-65714. 
Colour Computer Learning Lab for Tandy 
TRS-80. Set of eight cassettes with 
manual and binder. Cost £34.95. 
Accept £13.75 including P&P. Tel: 
0244 675717. 
Video Genie 16K Z80 based computer 
with tape deck on board. Software 
manuals assembler/monitor and 
Assembly language books. Offers? 
Tel: 041-339 4840. 
TI99/4A complete with cassette leads, 
tape recorder, Munchman Cartridge 
and book (Get More From Your 
TI99/4A). £60 ono. Tel: 01-639 5080. 
T199/4A modules including ex-Basic, 
Munch Man, Adventure/Pirate, cas¬ 
sette leads, joysticks + much more. 
Computer modulator. All perfect con¬ 
dition. Tel: Ramsey 822631 after 6pm. 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Free forever — from now on you can advertise your | 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you I 
want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad, fill in the I 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 
completed form to: 
Billboard, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 
2HG. 
Note that we cannot guarantee thatyour ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 
commercial organisations of any sort. 

Your name. 

Address:. 
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BBC B, interface, LVL dual disk drive, 
over 200 programs and many ROMs 
including View and Pascal. Cost over 
£1,200, sell £750. Tel: Canterbury 
(0227)458529. 
I buy Acorn software, Electron or BBC. 
Top prices paid. Tel: 061-224 6462 or 
write to J+P 282 Moseley Road, 
Levenshulme, Manchester 19 2LH. 
Electron, joystick interface, joystick 
computer cassette recorder, Centro¬ 
nics interface & userport, 18 original 
games + books & accessories. Cost if 
new over £400, accept £195. Tel: 
Wakefield 250452. 
Electron software, all originals, 10 tapes 
including Elite, Killer Gorilla, Snook¬ 
er, Mr Wiz £20 the lot. Tel: Isle of 
Wight 296417 before 5pm only 
Electron, mint condition hardly used still 
in original box. £50 software inc 
Starship Command, Personal Money 
Management, books and magazines. 
£150. Tel: Hemel Hempstead 43812. 
BBC B disk owner, (80-Tract) requires 
pen friend to swap ideas and software. 
(Disk and ROM). Send your list to 
Tahir, 24 Irving Place, Blackburn, 
Lancs. 
Wanted BBC owner with disk drive as a 
penpal. Please write to John William¬ 
son, 5 Thorsby Close, Abbey Hey, 
Manchester 18 8RE. 
B8C Jet Pac; Kingdom of Hamil; 
Staretriker; Blaggcr; Fortress; £5 
each. Tel: 061-223 5555, or write John 
Williamson, 5 Thorsby Close, Abbey 
Hey, Manchester 18 8RE. 
B8C programs, all Acomsofl—immacu¬ 
late condition and boxed, will post. 
Examples:- Snapper, Starship Com¬ 
mand. Monsters. £3.75 each. Tel: Raj 
on 021-429 2312. 
BBC Model B wanted, £200 paid, or £250 
with DFS (no software or additional 
hardware required). Tel: (05827) 
69152. 
Wanted BBC disk dri ve owners or MSX 
tape owners to exchange software. 
(BBC ROMs and 6502 second proces¬ 
sor also wanted). Tel: (05827) 69252. 
BBC micro teletext system. Enables 
Beeb to recieve Teletext information 

PCNBil board 
and download software. List price 
£225 will accept£170ono.Tel: (Leath- 
erhead) 0372 373740. 
Acorn software, Print-Master ROM £20. 
Mak Merge for Wordwise, £15. Un¬ 
used (40 track disk) Scrabble £ 10. Tel: 
Rugby 812940 (evenings except 
Tuesday -ly). 
BBC/B tape recorder, Wordwise and DFS 
Prom, joysticks £325. Software avail¬ 
able. Tel: 061-928 1298. 
Machine code screen copy routine for 
BBC and BII Print 24 printer. Tel: 
01-373 4327, John (eves). 
Electron computer, joystick interface, 
joystick, cassette recorder, printer 
interface and userport, 18 original 
software cassettes accessories, books 
etc original. Cost £460, accept £210. 
Tel: Wakefield 250452. 
B8C 'B' eight months old, excellent 
condition, complete with graphics 
ROM, software books and leads. Worth 
£490, only £350. Tel: Banchory 
(03302)3307. 
B8C Software to sell or swap. (Origin¬ 
als). Large collection, under Vi price. 
Tel: Welwyn 4053 or write Sean 
Kerrigan, 23 Heathbrow Road, Oak- 
lands, Welwyn, Herts AL6 0QG. 
BBC Warp 1 (Icon), £5, and Hobbit, £12. 
Both unwanted gifts and have never 
been used. Tel: (0449) 721835. 
BBC Z80, second processor plus soft¬ 
ware pack. Also Opus dual d/drive 
40/80 track. Both two months old, 
selling for only £595. Tel: Brighton 
36359. 
Wanted BBC B0.S.1.2 FDFS if possible. 
Please Tel: John on 0642-484785 
(north east England). 
Wanted: a Cheetah Speech synthesisor 
for the BBC Micro. Please Tel: Welwyn 
4053 or write to Sean, 23 Heathbrow 
Road, Oaklands, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 
0QG. 
Selling Electron A/D converter, flash¬ 
gun, sunlamp, darkroom exposure 
meter telescope, vintage records. 
Spectrum 1/0 Port, racing bicycle. Sell 

ap for Psi 
Acorn Electron, £60 worth of software, 
leads and dust cover. Total cost £270, 
sell for £190 ono. Tel: 0233 27457. 

m6amesforsale.Eljte, unwanted 
£10. Twin Kingdom Valley. 

i4.au, Cylon Attack, £4. Tel: 061-368 
6935. 
BBC disk drive, SS 40TK, 100K, (200K 
double density). Opus case with PSU 
and space for second drive, sell £150. 
Tel: 06285 21206 (evenings). 
BBC B with Wordwise, graphics ROM, 
lots of software, books, joystick. All for 
£300, Microvitec 14in colour monitor, 
£150. Tel: Simon on 0732-833108. 
BBC Originals for sale. Arcade Action, 
Philosophers, Quest, Arcadians, £5 

o games to swap including each. . 
v Kona a_„ 

Tel: Steve 
34513. 
BBC B 1984 and Acorn joysticks, £335. 
Prism modem 1000 ana ROM, unused, 
£65. Software worth £130, only £45. 
Tel: 01-204 6285 after 5pm. 
BBC B1 02OS with Data recorder books 
and software mostly adventures (Hob¬ 
bit, five Level 9’setc), £295. Tel: Roy on 

Amstrad 
for sale, Original 

Harrier attack, Code Name Mat, 
Colossal Adventure Return to Eden, 
£5 each. Tel: Steve 01-672 2509. 
Amstrad Games. Hunchback, Electro 
Freddy, Oh Mummy. Swap for any 
level 9, Arnold or Roland software. £5 
each, all £12. Stephen Rae, 190 North 
Gower Street, Ixmdon NW1. 
Amstrad games for sale. Punchy £5 
message from Andromida £4. Tel: 
Rochdale 353915. 
Amstrad owners: send for list of local 
Amstrad users to meet and swap 
programs, 50p (p&p). Tel: 092 684 

2981. Or write to The Paddocks. 
Lowsonford, Solihull, W. Midlands. 
Amstrad Software, Manic Miner, Roland 
in Time, Punchy Electro, Freddy, 
Haunted Lodges, Harrier Attack, 
Character Generator, Program Copier 
etc. Tel: Mark on Washford 40599 
after 6pm. 
Amstrad Software: Spannerman, Roland 
In Time, £4.50 each. Tel: 021-453 

CPC464, green screen. Three 
months old. Hardly used. Excellent 
condition. £175 ono. Write Paul 
O’Neil, Northbank, Beacon Street 
Penrith, Cumbria. 
Amstrad CPC464 + colour monitor and 
two games. Also articles and maga¬ 
zines, £290. Also Oric-1 + software 
and attache case. Tel: Gosport 520204. 

Commodore 
Vic 20 + 16K switchable, lots ofS/W 
with Commodore tape deck + manu¬ 
als, excellent condition, ideal Xmas 
gift, £135 ono. Tel: Steve on 061-740 
1040. After 5pm. 
Commodore 64 Software Sale: Football 
Manager, Chinese Juggler, etc. Also 
Pixstick lightpen with paintbox prog¬ 
ram + 3 games for £25. Tel: 0823 74410 
ask for Steve!! 
Commodore 64 Software. Swap Lazy 
Jones, Star Commando, UGH! Music 
64, Gridtrap, Skramble, Kong Galaxy, 
Hunchback and more. Steve, 2 Ash- 
over St, Gorsehill, Stretford, Man¬ 
chester M32 0HG. 
CBM 64 swaps. JamminV Metro Blitz, 
Bath Time, Exchange for Chuckie 
Egg, Sheep in Space, Ancipital. Tel: 
Southampton 0703 847168. 
Pet 3032, lots of programs, C2N 
cassette recorder, manual and books 
etc. perfect condition, looks new! 
Guarantee until spring 1985. Bargain 
at £195! Tel: 0244 675717. 
CBM 64 Easyscript *0' Level History. 
Revelation Pyramid, Flight Path 737, 
Cosmic Cruiser, all as new. £40 the lot. 
Tel: 051-423 5493 after 7pm. 
Wanted. I will pay good prices for your 
C64 software. Send price list etc to 
Andy Moore, 4 The Rooley, Huyton, 
Liverpool 36 5XJ. 

HACKER'S HANDBOOK 
Now you've tiptoed into hacking with this exclusive extract from The Hacker's Handbook, get the complete 
works for £4.95, not including postage and packing. 
Published by Century Communications, this 160-page illustrated paperback explores the sport of hacking and 
reveals the myths and legends of star operators. It includes technical information and a trouble-shooting 
guide. 
You can buy the book at your local bookshop or order it through Personal Computer News by completing the 
coupon below. 

ORDER FORM 
To: Mail Order Department, Tiptree Book Service Ltd., Church Road, Tiptree, Colchester, Essex C05 OSR 

^Please send me.copy/copies of THE HACKER'S HANDBOOK (ISBN 07126 0650 5) by Hugo 
Cornwall at £5.50 per copy, including post and package. 

I enclose my cheque/Postal order for £. 
Cheques should be made payable to Tiptree Book Services Ltd, please 

Please debit my Barclaycard/Access 

Account number | 1 [ | [ 1 | 1 rr 
Expiry date . 

NAME . 

ADDRESS . 
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Rates: £12 per single column cm. Minimum size 3cm. Series discount available. Also spot colour available. Mechanical Data: 
Column width, 1 column 57mm. 2 columns 118mm. 3 columns 179mm. Copy Dates: 10 days prior to publication. 

Contact: Jacqui Edmiston on 636 6890 

BANG! 
Mains surges, which are common, cause 

extensive damage to computers, printers, disk 
drives and TV. Our household twin outlet 2 
amp/500 watt (total load) surge suppressor, 
complete with plug is essential if you want to 
avoid costly repairs to your equipment 

ONLY £9.95 
+ £1.43p&p 

Cheque* or P O made payable lo 

ESSTONE ELECTRICAL 
UNITS, BALF1ELD HOAD, PORTHLEVEN, 

CORNWALL. TR13 9BQ 

ALLOW28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
GUARANTEED SIX MONTHS 

Expertly repaired and thor¬ 
oughly overhauled by profes¬ 
sional computer engineers 
using only top grade compo¬ 
nents. Manufacturers recom¬ 
mended modifications are fit¬ 
ted and all units are fully 
guaranteed for six months. 

£20.00. All inclusive. 

MP ELECTRONICS 
THe Laurels, Wending, Dereham, Norfolk 

TEL: 0362 87327 

MmW 
AMSTRAD ASSEMBLER 

MAXAM 

Amstrad so far, ” (PCN Issue 1< . 
'Amor is easily the best" (Pop. Comp Weekly ) 

“Look no further, Amor's is the best I've seen" 
(Computing with the Amstrad) 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES INCLUDE: 
* FREELY MIXED IASIC/MACHINE CODE 
* PROFESSIONAL BO-COLUMN DISPLAY 
* SUPER FAST 3000 LINES MIN 
* UNRESTRICTED LABEL NAMES (evmMntmoalcs) 
* COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
* FULL FEATURE, MENU-DRIVEN SCREEN EDITOR 

* DISASSEMBLE OR HEX DUMP ANY PART OF RAM OR ANY 
ROM ON SCREEN OR PRINTER 

* EXPRESSION EVALUATION - plus i directory of 

OUR PRICE ONLY 
Disk £26.90 ROM & ADAPTOR £59.90 

£13.50 (incl p & p) (Add 5% overseas) 

Amor Ltd (dept PCN) 
P0 Box 619 London, SE25 6JL 

— TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME- 

01-653 1 483 

LYNX 
Over 50 arcade games, adventures and utility 

programs, including Software Projects' 

JET SET WILLY 
SA.E. for list to: 

Phoenixx Software 
Unit 70, Marsh Lane Site, Marsh Lane, 

Frodsham, Cheshire WA6 7BX. 
Phone: 0928 35525 

BASIC COMPILER 
Now supports around 90 key words. Turns Basic Programs into 
really last Machine Codes. Its very easy to use and comes 
complete with lull instructions. Suitable lor Ike BBC Model B or 
Model A. 
Enquire at your local computer store or order direct (post free) 
from: 
Cassette Cheque/P O. or SAE for details to £26.95 
Disk ACK Data £28.95 
140 80 TRACK| DEPT PCN 

21 Salcombe Drive, Redhill, 
Nottingham, NG5 8JF 

Tat: (0602) 262498 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Dl’ST COVER SETS FOR AMSTRAD CPC464 
£6.95 

Matching proofed nylon, treated with antistatic inhibitor 
Green piping on monitor cover, AMSTRAD CPC464 on 
keyboard cover. Please state colour or mono. 

COVERS FOR OTHER COMPUTERS 
Matching proofed nylon with toning piping and name on 
keyboard: BBC, Dragon, Commodore, Gold Star, Sanyo, 
Sony, Toshiba, £3.50. In black but unpiped: Spectrum 
plus QL, £2.50. 

MATCHING COVERS FOR PRINTERS! 
Amstrad DMP1, Canon PW 1080 A, Commodore MPS 
801, Epson FX8Q'RX80, Mannesman MT80, Panther 
DX109, Sinwa CP80, CPA 80, Scikosha 500, Taxan KP 
810, Brother HRS. All at £3.50. Juki 6100 at £4.50. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
Monitors, Disc-Drives plus a good range of Business 
Computer covers eg, IBM PC, Apricot, Mackintosh. Please 
enquire. 

Trade Enquiries welcome 
48hr turn round, fust class postage from 

BBD COMPUTER DUST COVERS 
39 MANSE AVENUE WRIGHTINGTON WN6 9RP 

TEL: 0257 422968 

/^Tlowyou can drive an EPSON printer direct lirect^N 

ompnn 
for your 64 

"Excellent value for money.. it fgl QQ 
beats its rivals on several counts' 
(Personal Computer News, !?cL 
12.L85) 4 

Yes! Comprint/E gives you EPSON printing quality and 
special printing modes PLUS emulation of Commodore 
printer features * Simply plugs into any Epson 
FX/MX/RX printer * Links to the 64 or Vic 20 serial-IEEE 
port with the cable provided * Why not buy your Epson 
printer direct from us at the same time? 

A>Line A Line Computer System* 
1 Church Farm Lane 
Willoughby Waterieys 
Leicestershire. LE8 3GD 

AMSTRAD CPC 464 
UTILITY PROGRAMS FROM PRIDE 

Always the first and the best software. Offering more features 
and better value for money than other similar protrams 
available. We also offer a fast reliable andfriendly mailorder 
service. 

ROM Comer! yot» programs lo load in up lo low fcnes 

ipfttar*. ncpsr 

* ♦ MEW * ★ 
TRMMMT Transfer your programs onto Amstrad Owe System. 
* FarthlUly transfer cassette ftasad software to ask 
* AdO refocator it necessary 
* Auto or non auto modes 
* Erase or rename programs 
* Comprehensive header reader 
Cassette £7.95 incP*P 

SPECIAL OFFER WORTH £3.95 
Buy both and get a cassette containing a real Ome digital alarm dockPRS 
metuding Its P&P (White stock last! | 

Europe—add £1.00 per title, 
rest of world — add £1.50 per title. 

PRIDE UTILITIES (PCN) 
7 CHALTON HEIGHTS, 

CHALTON, LUTON. BEDS LU4 9UF 

Customer enquiries, Tel: 0582-411686 (9-10am) 

...5.96 4.75 

..J.95 5 25 SCREEN OtSIGNIR...14.16 ..... 
EMERALD ISLE.7 95 > 25 CONFUBON.6.96 $.96 
SPY WHITER.7 *5 6.25 FKOTERPMT-MB 6.76 
STAMM.1.19 9.29 DARK STAR.7.19 5.95 
WORLDS. BAKSAU 7.96 >25 DEFEND DR DIE.7.96 5.95 
APR CRASH SMASHES 7 96 6 25 EMERALD HU. *“ 
ALKR.>99 >.96 EN’MRT. 
AUEN9.9.19 7.25 OHOST9U8TER9... 
DEATH STAR INTER.7 96 > 25 HOBBIT.te.w n » 
RAID OVER MOSCOW . 7.96 9.25 AUWTERCEFTM—1.06 4.99 
WRIBGLER. 5.95 4.75 PINBAUWIZAR0 >95 >60 
REST0FTNEBE9T_9.99 7.26 LEVatAU......9.99 9.99 
AW.STRTPOKER.9.99 9.26 MMOFNCE.9.99 4.99 
BNROMMK.9-8 1-8 MOTMITHOnV.9J9 9.99 
CHUCKIEEG62 > 99 5 25 QUILL..19.99 13.N 
EVERYONEAWALLY... 9.96 7.29 TMMMMTBU-7.96 9.99 
GMNBWmONM..9.99 9.21 MMTENFU49>.29.99 99.99 
OREMUMt.9 96 7.96 JET ITT WILLY.1.99 >96 
evnnu > 96 7 25 SORCERY..> 95 7 5* 

1.96 7.S0 WORLD CUP FOOTBALL 7 95 5.96 

AS9EM9LERMETAC0S9.95 34.96 A0UARACER.> 90 S.H 
ASSEMBLER C ONE 21.95 24 95 IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 9 95 9.79 
IACKMMMWI. 15.95 11 96 CASTLE OF TERR0R 9 95 7.59 
ICPIMETACOMCO ...5* *5 49.95 LORDSOFMIONIGHT .1.95 7.5* 
9RPGE PLAYER.19 99 15 96 CH0STSU8TERS.11.99 9.59 
CNES99B..19.99 19.19 IMPOSSIRLEMISSION 9 95 9.99 
NMTNC0NE.99.99 94.99 M00NCRE9TA.9.99 9.59 
USPMETAC0MC0 59 9S 41.99 MM OFFICE.5 99 4 75 
NNMmMCOMt...94.99 19J9 PttlFMKN.9.99 7.N 
SUPER MOMTTOR.19.99 14.99 HAB0NIMV_9.99 7.99 
HMOFTMONDL.19.19 19.99 ROCHET MU__7.99 9.99 
FNSCM.CONI.99.91 99.99 9NRBONFWE.9.99 9wN 
TOUCH'N GO.24.99 19.19 9PYHUNTER.9.99 7.99 
WEST.19.99 19.99 $WfF0fKARMATH....9.95 7.99 
29IN.. 11.99 19.99 TIRNAN06 .9.99 7.99 

CHEQUES/P.O PAYABLE TO IT'S 
SEND TO IT'S, 33 F0SC0TE ROAD, LONDON NWS 3SE 

ENQUIRIES: 01-430 2284 
ALMOST EVERYTHING ADVERTISED IS IN STOCK 

TASW0RD TWO Word Processors — 
move up to “TASW0RD THREE”! 

PAGE WORD and PAGECODE replace your 
BASIC and use the (unchanged) m/code to 
give your PAGEmg, HEADERS, FOOTERS, 
NUMBER with TOTAL option, INSERT/ 
DELETE/SAVE a block, LOAD/SAVE to or 
from microdrive and cassette and much, 
much more... 
Supplied on cassette with manual £9.99 

REFORM SOFTWARE 
4 Evelegh Road, Farligigton, Hants 
P061DL 
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SINCLAIR COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Fast, reliable repairs by experienced engineers, 
having serviced Sinclair computers since the 
introduction of the ZX8Q. Our price is inclusive of 
all parts, labour, postage and VAT irrespective of 
fault. *No hidden charges. *While-you-wait ser¬ 
vice available. Spcctrum£18.75. ZX81 £11.50.16K 
Ram £9.95. Call or send with cheque or P.O. to: 
T V Services of Cambridge Ltd, French’s Road, 
Cambridge CB4 3NP. Tel (0223) 311371. 

Now available 

SPECTRUM XK’ MEMORY 
EXPANSION SYSTEM 

XK System Kit £15.95 inc. VAT 
XK System Factory fitted £20.95 inc. VAT 

MICRO FACTOR 
presents 

MICRO-MECHANIC 
Written for the every day driver. MICRO¬ 
MECHANIC is a simple to use program 
requiring no computer expertise. 

At less than the price of an MOT failure, let 
MICRO-MECHANIC be your guide through 
the rules of the MOT test. 

Be sure! Be safe!! 

Buying a second hand car? 
Let MICRO-MECHANIC tell you what to 
look for in literally dozens of the most popular 
cars in the second hand car market. 

MICRO-MECHANIC could help you avoid 
that costly mistake. Can you afford to take 
the risk? 

Avoid being taken for a ride. Send for your 
copy of MICRO-MECHANIC, now available 
for BBC, AMSTRAD and 48K SPECTRUM 
computers, stating which version you 
require @ £9.95 per copy. 

Cheques made payable to 
MICRO FACTOR 

1A WHINBROOK GARDENS, LEEDS 
LS17 6AE 

Allow 28 days lor delivery 

Nashua 3m - 
SS/SD 48TPI £12.60 N/A 
SS/DD 48TPI £12.90 £15.20 
DS/DD 48TPI £14.90 £20.00 
DS/DD 96TPI £17.30 £25.40 

3Vz " disks 
SONY SS £34.50 
SONY DS £48.30 

All prices include VAT & Carriage. 
Send cheques/PO to: 

ACCORDIT OFFICE 
SUPPLIES 

45 Mill Road, Worthing, West Sussex. 

_Tel: (0903) 503510_ 

BLANK CASSETTES 
Guaranteed top quality computer/ 

Packed m box—ol 10 wWilobeH, 
Inlay card* and library cate. 
Prices Include VAT. post and packing. 
□ (C5) £3.35 □ (C30)£470 
□ CIO) £3.40 □OS0)£&30 
□ 02 £3.45 I ) 070 £7.00 
□ (05) £3.75 
BASF FLOPPY DISCS 
Prices of boxes of 10 
□ 5'« Single sideDouble density £19.95 
□ 5% Dodole skte'Doubte density £2185 
□ 5V. Double skte/Quad density £28 75 
MICRO H£XI DISCS 
Price per unit 
□ 3V Single side £4.00 eoch 
□ 3 V Doubte side £4.75 each 
Indicate quantity of each product 
required in boxes. Free delivery U.K. only 
Cheque/P.O. Enclosed for £_ 

NAME. 

aAaA/ 

S.P. ELECTRONICS 
Acorn Electron. £129.90 
BBC Model B1 20 S £349.00 
Spectrum Plus £129.90 
CP80A Printer (inc. cable) .£229.00 
Silver Reed EXP 500 .£349.00 
Cannon PJ1080A £410.00 
Epson RX80 FT £290.00 
Brother 1009 .£199.00 
Disc Operating System (BBC) £96.00 
Disc Drives from £115.00 
Disc Operating System D-Denisty (BBC) £105.00 
Cannon Dot Matrix 160cps NLQ £360.00 
Circuit board for RTTY decoder Mk3 (inc instructions^ 

Joysticks (pair) self centering + analogue from £17.95 
Printer Cable (Centronics) £12.90 
Speech Synthesis (BBC) £55.00 
Disc Doctor.£33.00 
Wordwise Word Processor. £39.00 
Wordwise Plus.£49.00 

Full repair service carried out on most micros 

SAE for full list. All available Mail Order 

48 Linby Road, Hucknall, M=m 
Notts. NG15 7TS, Ex-3 —m 
Tel: 0602 640377 (all prices include VAT) 

COMPUTER REPAIRS 
IN SOUTHEND 

MINNIE MICRO ELECTRONICS 

12 Eastern Esplanade, Southend 
Tel: 0702 62033 615809 

Open 7 days a Week 

AMSTRAD 
BACKUP TAPE UTILITY 
AMBACKUP is easy to use — allows you to list, 
study and back-up your valuable software 
With AMBACKUP you choose SAVING SPEEDS 
of you backups. 
COPIES ALL TESTED SOFTWARE and at only 
£4,99 all inc. is EXCELLENT VALUE 
Send enquiries or cheque/PO to:— 
A Halley. 7 Holly Drive. DUMBARTON G82 5HR 

DATA MANAGEMENT 
— Leading the way in QL software — 

■r* at: 12, Larch Way 
Haxby, York Y03 8RU. Tel: (0904) 760351 

Our April list now available. Please send or caM lor details. 

Computer Owner List 
Offers are invited for databases of approximately 21,000 
home computer owners. Names and addresses with computer 
type and approximately 2,000 home computer dealers. 

For further details contact: The Joint Receivers of Logic 3 
Limited; Maurice C. Withall and Peter A. Hall, Thornton 
Baker, Fairfax House, Fulwood Place, London WC1 6DW. 
Tel: 01-450 8422. Telex: 28984. 

Thornton Baker 

FOR THE QL 
WD Utilities (3rd ed) (base£S.S0) 
PRINT 60-file DIReciory or view it on one screen, one-key LOAD. 
COPT or PRINT 60 llkss with one key (allows tor namesakes) 
Multiple FORMATtmg to prevent corruption by stretching of tape 
TOOLkit to give dated, numbered modules in program 
development PRU NE old files to release space (one key OELETEs 
a tile) Full instructions in QUILL file. Use up to 6 EXTRA 
MICRODRIVES (add on your Spectrum ones)! 
WD Utilities for CST Discs (bue£8) 
100-file capacity, tor CST/Computamate disc system WITH all 
microdrive facilities. 
WD Mane Tutor (bees £4) 
Specification as tor Specttun but no speech (hurry up. Cunah!) 
RefQL(lsted) (bue£l) 
100+ useful QL references in an ARCHIVE tile. 

For the 48K Spectrum 
WD Morse Tutor (base £4) 
From absolute beginner to beyond RYA and Amateur Radio 
receiving Adjust pitch. Set speed to your test level (4-19 wpm). 
Learn from single characters, via groups with wide spaces to 
random sentences; decrease spacing to normal Write down what 
you hear, then CHECK on Screen or Printer or LISTEN to phonetic 
TALKBACK from Currah MicroSpeech if fitted. Also own 
message, random figures, letters or mixed 
Tredewind (baae£4) 
Sailing trading strategy game with graphic surprises 
Jeney Quest (baae£4) 
Text adventure with Bergerac and the Dragon 

Two or more programs on one medium — pay medium + base. 
E.G. WO Utilities and RefQLforEB 50. but IMPOSSIBLEto mix QL 
and Spectrum prog ramson one medium Send OUR cartridge and 
2Sp to update earlier editions 
WDSoftware, Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey 
Tel: (0534)81392 
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WHY PAY MORE 
CUMANA OS QO DISCS IN THEIR OWN 

LIBRARY BOX 
Cwnmi discs ire lop quaMy DS 00 96TP1 discs in Cumana’s own pacing 
Dm Includes a pdasUc Hip-top library box These discs art sutab* lor al ma 
of disc drive including single sided ones. 

Prices include delivery. 
1-5 boras DSQO 96TP1 £17.50 + VAT 
6-10 bores DS0096TP1 £17 00 • VAT 
10 bores DS'OO 96TP1 £16 50 . VAT 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Datalife disks at unbelievable prices 
15% off already LOW prices 

until 30 June 1985 
Write or phone NOW for offer details and 

special order form 

conukrrcompvTO 
SERVICES LTD.Tel:(01)8001796 

ATARI 
400/600/800 XL 

SOFTWARE 
We have an all round selection of disks, cassettes and 
cartridges FOB HIRE. Apply now and hire your first 4 
games tree. Well over 800 different original tines. For lull 
details send large stamped addressed envelope or 
telephone evenings 7pm-l Opm or weekends. 
800XL computers (64K) £89.95 P&P £2.95 
1050 disk drives £169.95 P&P £2 95 
SAVE £10 00 IF YOU BUY BOTH 

Best quality disks, boxes oMO 
Single density disks £16.50. Double density disks £18.00. Antic 
and Analog magazines available 

GAMES & SOFTWARE CLUB 
Dept. PCN, 35 Tilbury Road, Thomey Close, 

Sunderland SR3 4PB. Tel: (0783) 286351 

TREMENDOUS 
OPPORTUNITY 

to acquire lists of over 600 video 
shops. Includes names, full 

addresses and telephone numbers, 
throughout Scotland. 

Completely up to date £250 for entire 
list. 

Enquiries to: 
Mr. Lanza, 6 Bute Court, 30 Director 
Dr., Shawlands, Glasgow G41 3BQ. 

Tel: 041-649 0037. 

We stock most components needed lor book or magazine 
projects along with computer components. 

Other services we offer. 
We will try and track down any special components needed 
in your projects at no extra cost. 
Eprom programmer hire service, with free hire if you buy 2 
or more eproms from us, programmer for BBC only 

SPECIAL OFFERS: 
Logic probe kit.—.£6.50 
Sideways RAM 6264..£21.39 
Eproms 2764 £8.21 27128 £15.00 
VAT included—add 50p p&p 

Don! delay order today or send for more details to: 
LAE MICRO PERIPHERALS 

5 Quarrinton Close, 
Ken net Lea Estate, 

Thatcham, Berks RG13 4YE. 

AMSTRAD OWNERS 
unlock Amstrad software 

for cassette to disk use, etc 

Details from, or £9*95 to: 

PROSOL 
110 Keswick Road 
Lancaster LAI 3LF 

(0524)36474 

CHILTERN COMPUTER CENTRE 
* Fast, reliable repair service * 

Spectrum.£18.00 
We mo recall BBC CBM&a, Vic 20. Amstrad, One Dragon and otnes. plus 

NEWCROWN COMPUTERS LTD (PCN) 
768 Dallow Road. Luton. Beds. LU11LY 

mm Tel: (0582) 455684 
r \ 1 Overseas enquiries welcome mb 

BBC SPECTRUM REPAIRS 

Send your computer with cheque or P.O. tor £18.50 and 
description of fault to: 

SUREDATA (PCN) 
Computer Service 

45 Wychwood Avenue, Edgware, Middx. 
Tel: 01-951 0124 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought for cash 

Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road, 
London W1. Tel: 01-388 2562 

MODEM LINE TERMINAL UNIT VM 65001 
This unrt is the line interlace lor a processor-controlled modem 
with auto dial designed to work at 1200.75 or 1200/1200. Fitted 
with new plan plug supplied with tuH CC7 diagram and 
connections 

★ £12.00 ★ 

SENDZ COMPONENTS 
63 Bishop Steignton. Shoeburyness, Essex SS3 8AF Tel: 

PROGRAMMERS 
Urgently required for CONVERSION 

WORK from CBM64 onto AMSTRAD. 
Must be HIGH QUALITY and 

conversant with MACHINE CODE. 
Write, giving full details, plus any 

samples of your work to:— 

SEVERN SOFTWARE 
15, HIGH STREET 

LYDNEY 
GLOS 

GL15 5DP 

We are also very interested in 
evaluating software for 

SPECTRUM/CBM64/AMSTRAD 

• Bridge Players • 
Improve your play with this easy to understand 
program. At present available for BBC Model B. 
your program will remove any worries about 
bidding — at the end of each hand the computer tells 
you how many mistakes you have made and sums up 
your hand for you. Please write for further details or 
send chcqucs/PO to: 
V. Milbum: 61 Hainault Road, Chigwell, Essex 
IG7 5DH. 
Cassette £7.95 including P&P 
Disc £9.95 (state 40/80 track) 
Program: No. 1, for intermediate players, 2 for not 
quite beginners — please slate which is required. 
• Enquiries from other micro owners welcome • 

FLOPPY DISCS 
5' ."hulk packed by MUMOREX and 

OTHER MAJOR MANUFACTURERS 

from SOpeach + V YI Please phone for 

minimum quantities and other details 

IJOLTON WI LLS LTI) 01-435 2411 

Computer Repair Centre 
Have you got problems with your computer? 

Then call us for: 
BBC, Commodore, cm 

Ej Spectrum, Dragon mSm 

Mail order or call in 

Enfield Communications 
135 High Street, Ponders End, Middx. 

Tel: 01-805 7772_ 

HEMEL COMPUTER 
CENTRE LTD. 

For last reliable repair service, send your 1648K 
Spectrum computer to us. We will repair and return lor 

£20 + £1.60 p&p. 
Also BBC, Commodore. Atari and Dragon service. 

Three months warranty on all repairs. 

Hemel Computer Centre Ltd. 
52 High Street, 

Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts HP1 3AF. 

Tel: 0442 212436 

Recruitment 

PROGRAMMERS! 
DO YOU WANT — 

FREELANCE WORK? 
CONTRACT WORK? 
FULL EMPLOYMENT? 
PUBLISHING? 
DISTRIBUTION IN EUROPE + UK? 

DO YOU HAVE- 
PROGRAMMING SKILLS— 
ON ANY POPULAR MICRO? 
CONVERSION ABILITY? 
A PROGRAMME TO PUBLISH? 
AN IDEA TO DEVEL0PE? 

IF SO — 
ANCH0RL0RD LTD 
(AN ESTABLISHED SOFTWARE 
HOUSE IN EUROPE) WANTS 
TO HEAR FROM YOU. 
HIGHEST RATES PAID (+ ROYALTIES) 

Contact ANCHORLORD LTD 

The International Business Centre 
29 Glass House Street 
London W1R SAP 

TEL: 01-734 6080/734 8466 
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VII 

Don’t believe what you read in 
the papers — the dismal Jim¬ 
mies, moaning Minnies et cd 
may sneer about Sinclair Re¬ 
search’s chances on the stock 
market, but we at PC'N can now 
exclusively reveal that the 
long-awaited flotation has 
already happened. In Lisbon. 

The flotation in question 
wasn’t exactly a stock market 

flotation — it was one of the 
nautical variety, a seminar 
held last month aboard the 
Royal yacht Britannia in fact. 
The seminar, entitled 'Britain’s 
new technology for Portugal 

tomorrow’ (we assume ’tomor¬ 
row’ is an attempt to make a 
virtue of late delivery) was 
timed to coincide with the 
Queen’s visit to Portugal. 

Apart from an early flirtation 
with a battery-assisted rowing 

boat (the Sea 5) this is the first 
time Sinclair Research has 
been associated with nautical 
matters, but Whitehall sources 
are hinting that this could 
mean further elevation for Sir 
Clive. He’s going to be made a 

pier. 
Back in Britain, Northern 

Computers has come up with a 
handy add-on to help BBC 
owners nail down their prog¬ 

ramming problems. The Micro¬ 
pulse Nightrider illustrated 
here is, as you can probably 
guess from the name, a 'locking 
security plinth’. It’s made of 

matt black sheet steel and bolts 
your Beeb securely to the desk. 

Even more intriguing is 
something Northern refers to 

only as a 'loop alarm’. We 
suspect that this is some kind of 
software security device that 
sounds a warning if you write 
something like: 10 print “bums 

”:GOTO 10. 

Rude words also seem to be 
playing a part in the current 

relationship between Apple 
founders Steve Jobs and Steve 
Wozniak. The latter left Apple 
earlier this year after a dis¬ 
agreement over the company’s 
direction, and began work on an 
$80 control device for linking 
audio and video equipment. 
Unfortunately for him, Steve 
Jobs happened to find a draw¬ 

Nightrider — BBC lock-up. 

The last laugh. 

ing of the product in the design 
studio Wozniak just happens to 

share with Apple. Wozniak is 
now looking for another de¬ 
signer. 

You might think conflict is 
better confined to computer 
games, if you hadn’t first seen 
Theatre Europe, PSS’s taste¬ 
less contribution to the collapse 
of detente. The game is in¬ 
tended to simulate World War 
Three, and features music by 
Lennon and McCartney—Give 

Peace a Chance, would you 
believe. 

Finally, we announce the 
winner of another closely 
fought Laughline contest. As 

you may recall, our picture 
shows the interior of Maxtor’s 

European repair facility. The 
winning caption comes from G 
Dunster of Horley, Surrey, who 
served up I’m taking my lunch 

back to the canteen — it’s only 

half cooked!’The usual whatev¬ 
er it is (£20-Ed) is winging its 
way to him. 

SYNTAX ERRORS 
Either we struck lucky or you 
were so busy looking towards 
Easter you failed to mention 
our normal quota of mistakes. 
But until we hear to the con¬ 
trary we declare issue 106 
flawless! 

NEXT WEEK 
Tandy too 
Full review of Tandy’s latest 
lap-held machine, the big- 
screen 200. 

QL Quest 
Feast your eyes on Quest’s QL 
system — the most comprehen¬ 
sive expansion package to date 
replete with disk drives, soft¬ 
ware and add-on boards. 

Practical programs 
Hands-on features offer BBC 
music, interrupt-driven code on 
the Amstrad, and how to write 
adventure games. 

64 in print 
Part two of our Commodore 64 
printer interface project con¬ 
tains a software driver. 

Plus... 
The essential bit of our current 
Sinclair Spectrum competition 
— the last of the pictures and 
the entry form. Don’t miss it. 

PCN DATELINES 
Event Dates Venue 

IQLUG April 21 St George’s Hotel, Lime Street, 
Liverpool 

Bryan Pain 0908-564271 

TI99/4a Exchange (UK TI User 
Group) 

April 28 Royal Pavilion, Brighton Clive Scally, 0273-503968 after 7.30pm 

Computer Aided Production 
Management Exhibition 

April 30-May 2 Wembley Conference Centre David Houchin, 01-579 9411 

COMDEX Spring May 6-9 Atlanta, USA Interface Group, 300 First Avenue, Needham 
MA 02194, USA 

Apple 85 May 9-11 Novatel Complex, Hammersmith, 
London 

Pamela Goodwin, 061-480 7863 

Electron and BBC Micro User Show May 9-12 New Horticultural Hall, London Database Publications, 061-456 8383 

Micro City 85 Mav 14-16 

Hong Kong Comp Conf & Exhbn May 21-24 Hong Kong Trend Exhbn, 1203 Wah Kwong Building, 60 
Hennessy Road, Hong Kong 

DEXPO South May 26-29 New Orleans, USA Reed Exhbns 01-643 8040 

Compec Europe Brussels CGP 01-528 9256 

Nat Software & Comp Exhbn May 29-31 Brisbane, Australia Riddell Exhbn Promotions, Riddell House, 
137/141 Burnley Street, Richmond, Victoria 
3121, Australia 

Business Computer Show June 4-6 Earls Court, London Reed Exhbns 01-643 8040 
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Tot SIMPLEX DATA LIMITED. FREE POST. 432 GREENFORD RD. 
GREENFORD. MIDDLESEX UB6 8SG 

JQty) Memcxy Expansion Boards at Please send me: - 
£198.00 fine VAT. Post and Packing). 

Memory to your QL 
Vi MEGABYTE MORE. This new memory Expansion Board from Simplex 
Data Ltd. gives your existing QL a further 256k worth of extra memory. 

EVEN MORE EXPANSION. In addition to the ever popular Va Megabyte 
board, you now have the unique opportunity to purchase a Vi Megabyte 
Memory Expansion board-512k! Even more memory for your QL 

DESIGNED FOR THE SINCLAIR QL. Most users of the QL will realise the 
limitations of a 128k system. Simplex Data have not only expanded the 
memory potential, but have given you, the user, a wider field of 
operation. 

EASY TO USE. Simply remove the port cover located at the end of the QL 
keyboard and slot in your NEW Simplex Memory Expansion board-lt's as 
simple as thatl 

COMPACT SIZE. There's nothing like it on the market. Measuring 
approximately 97mm x 77mm, this little board is a major advance in Micro 
technology. 

HOW IS IT DONE? Utilising the latest 
256k x 1 bit Dynamic RAM'S. 

Inc. VAT, postage and packing. 
1 year warranty included. Please 
allow 28 days for delivery. 

★ This special offer price is guaranteed for a limited 
period only and ends the last day of April 

Simplex 
Data 
Limited 

I enclose Cheque/Postal Order for £ . 

Name: 

Aririrrm 

T#»lpphnnp Nn PCN17/4/85 
Bp 

Payment by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD phone 01-575 7531 
432 Greenford Road. Greentord, Middlesex UB6 8SG Tel: 01-575 7531 



WIN A 

PORSCHE 924 
(or cash equivalent) 

see pack for details 

TAKE THE CHALLENGE 

FIREBIRD SOFTWARE WELLINGTON HOUSE 
UPPER ST MARTIN S LANE • LONDON WC2H 9DL 

FIREBIRD IS A TRADEMARK OF BRITISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS PLC. 


